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ON THE POSSIBLE EXISTENCE OF GLOBAL ALFVEN VORTICES
AND STEADY-STATE FLOWS IN A CYLINDRICAL PLASMA COLUMN

Andruehchenko Zh.N., Cheremnykh O.K., Pavlenko V.P.

Institute for Nuclear Research Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
P.О Dox 252028, Kiev, Ukraine

Recently the great interest in the formation of stationary
vortex structures in a plasma confinod by a magnetic field has
arisen. It has been pointed out in [1] there is possible locali-
zed vortex solution for the system with fixed plasma boundary.
In the present report we show that the excitation of Alfven wa-
ves in cylindrical plasma system юлу lead to the formation of a
new steady-state with he)ical vortex flow. The flow is a family
of mutually contiguous helical vortex tubes. The size of each
vortex in the cross-section of the plasma column is of the order
of the plasma radius.

We consider a cylindrical plasma column^with radius r-• 0.
setting in a constant axial magnetic field Ь - B

o
a with a uni-

form equilibrium current j *• / г . Plasma is assumed to be confi-
ned by a perfectly conducting wall. To describe the low-frequency
( ti> 4* «£(.; , ion cyclotron frequency) motion we use the ideal
magnetohydrodynamic equations.

We assume that the longitudinal component of equilibrium
magnetic field B° is much greater than the transverse one
QJ« uj*/e a n d consider motions with tt mO. it easy to show
that

УЛ-0, *Л*° (1)

To describe two-dimensional motions satisfying these conditions
we introduce two scalar functions <f and «f

-» i

where 2 is the unit vector in i-direction. The function <r repre-

sents the sum of equilibrium and perturbed ^-component of vector
potential of Magnetic field: 4 - % • + , where 4fe describes equ
ilibrium aaimuthal magnetic field ft".

Then ideal magnetohydrodynamic equation can be written in

the form (2,3) (we drop tne sign'
4
'):

10



II

where

The equation (3) and (4) are nonlinear equations describing Alf-

ven notion in a cylindrical plasma column for the case & - c««*f/.

The linear version of equations (3) and (4) for the kink

perturbations in the form <L*v(-iul\- Ы9-«'*</). where m and н are

whole numbers, for the equilibrium current uniformly distributed

in the cross-section of plasma column, gives the dispersion rela-

tion [4]:

where

$ • ' • " •

Since the plasma column is confined by a perfectly conducting

wall the plasma boundary is fixed. In this particular case equa-

tion (5) describes the well known Alfven wave* with arbitrary f.

Now let us suppose that the plasma displacement has kind of

twisting or more complex noncompressible motion satisfying condi-

tion (1) and this motion takes place in some plan* of plasma co-

lumn. We are interested in describing of such nonsymmetric motion

in a steady-state. To this end we look for a stationary solution

of equations (3) and (4) in the form of helical flow, i.e.

f.f^J)end 4--4(*;f)» where f«*f-rfi-U* , *.«/* i" the
wave front inclination angle to the plane (r, 9-) , ft is angular

velocity of the perturbation. Equations (3) and (4) then become:
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here

We shall show that equations (6) and (7) perait the solution
of the kind of global pattern of localized vortices. The locali-
zation is now the result of boundary conditions at the edge of
the plasna:

Here К is the unit normal to the boundary.
 i

This partial solution is obtained by choosing V
x
 ф and 4 in

the for*:

where о and 6. are constants. Inserting equations (10) and (11) in
(6) and (7) yields:

We set

To satisfy the boundary conditions (9) w* have to put
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Thus the solution ot the equations (10) and (11) can be
written in the form:

Here to fulfill the condition (8) we have put Ьв * t̂ , , where /Г„
is the /-th root of the Bessel function J^fv) of order ж. The
arbitrary constant fi describes the amplitude of the vortices.

Using (2) and (12)-(14) we obtain the following equality:

(15)

So we have found that the considered helical Clow in the
plane I - (W/ has л form of a global pattern of lokalized vorti-
ces rotating in azimutal direction with angular velocity (14).

The obtained results can be summarized as follows:
We have shown that the excitation of Alfven waves may lead

to the spontaneous transition from the static equilibrium state
to the dynamic one. This new steady-state is characterized by the
presence of the vortex flow in the cross-section of the plasma
column.

We have fox.nd the analytical description of this vortex flow
in a form of a global pattern of localized Alfven vortices. The
corresponding stationary solution of the nonlinear MHD equation*
is obtained due to application of simple but natural boundary
conditions at the edge of the plasma column.

These results seem to be interesting for the explanation of
the turbulent plasma behaviour in magnetic traps. For the further
detail study the effects of the equilibrium current profile,
dissipation, stability of global vortices should be included.
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ON THE POSSIBILITY OF AN EFFICIENCY INCREASE OF THE

MODULATED ELECTRON BEAMS TRANSITIONAL RADIATION IN PLASMAS

I. O. Anislmov, S. M. Levltsky

T. Sh.»\*ch#nho Kij'iv University,

VolodinirsHa sir. 64, 252017, Kiji\>-17, Uhrain»

Transitional radiation of In» modulated electron btami in the

inhomogeneows piasma is studied theoretically, it is thovn that

ibe radiation efficiency can be considerably mcreaoed by a speci-

al •«lection of the plasma concentration profile.

Transitional radiation application could give a possibility

to crr?ate a new class of plasma electronic devices - the direct

radioemission devices. This problem is of certain interest also

for the plasma barriers transi.1 lumination. But a successful solu-

tion of this problem is not yet found because of a relatively

small efficiency of the transitional radiation. This report in-

cludes the results received recently in T.Shevchenko Kijiv Univer-

sity ; the aim of the work was finding out the ways of increase of

the transitional radiation efficiency of modulated electron beams

in plasmas.

The most simple plasma system where transitional radiation

can take place is a sharp vacuum - plasma bound. Radioemission of

the moving charges in this system is caused oy the refractive in-

dex variation on a characteristic lenth of the transitional radia-

tion formation that is about the space period 2R/M of the bea*

modulation, where a * w/v (1J. The radiated power does not de-

pend on the beam velocity direction iinto the plasma or from the

plasma). In the most simple geometry of an infinite electron stre-

am the radioemission frequency and direction are caused only by

the stream modulation and do not depend on the plasma concentrati-

on profile if the plasma is planar^y stratified.

Even a small wasn-out of tne vacuum - overcritical plasma bo-

und (when its charac-eristic lenth L is much less than the radi-

ation wavelenth, but *L * 1) leans со a radiation power increase
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for the beams moving into the plasma, and to its decrease for the

Ъоап^ moving -fro.n the fjls^aia L21. in trie latter case the radiation

is absent when *l - <".<.b. These effects are caused by the appear—

ance on a plasma concentration profile of the local plasma reso-

nance region (LPRR) wnere the oean modulation frequency is equal

to the free oscilations frequency of the plasma. Therefore the

complementary (relatively to the refractive index variation on the

formation lenth) mechanism of the resonant radioemission appears

in the system. The amplitude and phase of tne resonant radiation

considerably depend on the direction of the oeam motion. The total

radioemission is formed as a result of the interference of the re-

sonant and non-resonant components.

The increase of the radiated power can be achieved in the pe-

riodically inhomogeneous plasma СЗЗ.ТПе transitional scattering of

the plasma dielectric permittivity wave on the modulated electron

beam takes place in this system. When the conditions of the spati-

al resonance are satisfied, so that tne radiation from neighbour

inhomogeneities is in phase, the radiated power considerably in-

creases (proportionally with CD/d} ,where d is the plasma inho-

mogeneity period, D is the stratified plasma region lenth). Sa-

tisfaction of the resonant conditions for the non-relativistic be-

ams needs the approximate equality (or ratio) of the spatial peri-

ods of the plasma inhomogeneity and beam modulation, that can be

difficultly satisfied in practice.

Another way to increase the radioemission efficiency is by

using the plasma systems where the total absorption of the inci-

dent electromagnetic waves takes place C43. For example, tieakly

inhomogeneous plasma with a cavity or a concentration jump in the

LPRR as well as a plasma layer on a metal base contain this pro-

perty. When the frequency and the wavevector transversal component

of the radiocmission satisfy the ' total absorption conditions

(then, for example, a resonant exitation of the node locked in the

cavity takes place), the radiated power increases by the factor

10 -10 relatively to the sharp vacuum - plasma bound (for the

same beam parameters).

Of a vary interest relatively to the transitional radiation

efficiency is the weakly inhomogeneous plasma where the resonant
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transitional radioemission plays the main role (53.In the optimal

case when the LPfi'R dimension <that is proportional with the chara-

cteristic lenth L of the plasma inhomogeneity) is less then 1/*,

and, from the other hand, the dimension of the opacity barrier is

less then the vacuum wavelenth of the radioemission, the radiated

power of the beam moving into the plasma increases by t!ie factor

10 relatively to the case of a sharp vacuum - plasma bound.

The opinion about absence of the transitional radiation for

the beams moving from a weakly inhomogeneous plasma was expressed

in up-to-date literature (see, for example, C63). We have carried

out the analitic calculation that takes into account the finite

dimension of the LPRR and tiie presence of the non-resonant radio-

emission component, and the numerical simulation. Their results

show the radioemission presence in this case, and its power can

exceed the case of a sharp vacuum -plasma border by the factor of

10.

The radioj?mission efficiency can be additionally increased

relatively to a weakly inhomogeneous plasma by removing the opaci-

ty barrier between the LPRR and the reflection point. The numeri-

cal calculation carried out in the given current approximation,

gives -for the beam moving into the plasma a value of the radio-

emission efficiency that sometimes becomes more than a unit C73,

so this problem needs a self-consistent solution. In practice the

additional increase of the transitional radiation power relatively

to plasma with the linear concentration profile can take place for

the profiles that have the concentration gradient in the LPRR less

than within the opacity barrier region.

The presence of a strong magnetic field parallel to the plas-

ma concentration gradient causes transparence of the overcritical

plasma for the ordinary electromagnetic waves. Therefore • «adula-

ted electron beam moving into plasma causes a transitional radio-

emission directed both to the vacuum and to the dene* plasma C83.

The power radiated into the plasma is greater because the opacity

barrier between the LPRR and the electromagnetic waves propagation

region is absent in,this case.
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TRANSILLUMINATION OF PLASNA WAVE BARRIERS

BY MEANS OF ELECTRON BEAMS

I.O. Anisinov, S. M. Lovitsky,

O. V. Opanasenko*, D. D. Palots*, L.I.Romaniuk*

T.Shevchenko Kijiv University

Volodimirska sir. 64. 262017. Kijiv-i7. Ukraine

* Institute /or Nuclear R&s&arcfx, Ukrainian Academy of Science

Nauki Ave. 47, 252650, Kijiv~e8, Ukraine

possibility of electromagnetic VOVM transport through the

denee overcnttcal plasma layer by ntant ol an electron b*am pam-

•ing through thi» lay*r I» shown lh*or*(ically end expert menially.

The pioneer works of the Ukraine Physicists have started the-

oretical and experimental investigation of a new effect - the

transilluminat.ion of plasma wave barriers caused by kinetic ef-

fects С1-43. Further development of these investigations demonst-

rates possibility of the plasma barriers transilluniination for va-

rious types of waves. This report gives an account of the results

of theoretical and experimental investigation of the ovcrcritical

plasma layer transilluminati.on for electromagnetic waves by means

of an electron beam.

The model where the electromagnetic wave is incident oblique-

ly upon a sharp bound of the overcritical plasma layer with the

electron stream incident normally to the layer is studied theore-

tically C53. In the plasma skin layer where a longitudinal elect-

ric component of the incident electromagnetic wave is present the

electron stream velocity is modulated, therefore fast and slow

space-charge waves <SCW) are exited in the stream. When passing

through the overcritical plasma the slow SCW amplitude increases.

so this wave reaches the second boumd, of the plasma layer being

considerably amplified. Then the SCW is transformed back into the

electromagnetic wave en the dielectric permittivity Jump because

of the transitional radiation effect. The formed electromagnetic
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wave has the direction, frequency and polarisation similar to the

incident one. The efficiency of this mechanism increases when the

plasma layer thickness is enlarged. The limit is caused by nonli-

near effects that restrict the slow SCW increase in the plasma.

The modelling experiments in order to observe this phenomenon

1Ы were carried out on the system described in СЗЭ. The plasma

wave barrier was simulated by Penning discharge. The electrons

concentration in it was about Ю -10 cm , and the barrier lon-

gitudinal lenth was 20 cm. The plasma bounds were rather sharp:
2

the plasma concentration decrease by a factor 10 was achieved

at the lenth of a few centimetres. An electron beam moving through

• the barrier was produced by the electron gun. The beam current

varied 0 to 15mA, the beam energy was between 0,5 and 2,5

keV. The axial magnetic field that supported Penning discharge and

prevented the beam swelling was about 0,01 - 0,02 T. Tr » electron

beam before the plasma barrier could be modulated by a HF signal

with the frequency of 2,33 - 3,60 6Hz.

When leaving the plasma the beam got into a cylindrical wave-

guide with the diameter of 100 mm. The magnet-.с field distributi-

on of the electromagnetic wave exited in this region was measured

by a loop probe of the square about 1 cm that could be moved

along the waveguide axis and radius. The probe signal was detected

by a measuring receiver.

In the close vicinity of thu beam only the electric component

of the SCW field was registered. Its space period measured by me-

ans of the interference diet hod corresponded to the beam velocity.

But while moving away from the system a>:is the increasing azimu—

thai component of the magnetic field was detected. Near the walls

the standing wave with the spatial period of 12 cm was registei—

ed. All this results correspond to the ГН.. wave that is expected

to be exited in this system. Therefore the fact of the electromag-

netic waves exitation by л modulated electron beam leaving plasma

seems to be proved.

The intensity of the registered electromagnetic wave increas-

ed with the beam current growth up to 2 - 3 mA. But -further when

the noise upper hybrid waves are exitated at the frequencies of

about 3 - 4 GHz, the signal intensity increase ends. At the beam
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currents above S *A the signal Decreases. The latter is probably

associated with л broadening of the beam electrons energy distri-

bution by the noise waves exited in the beam-plasma system, there-

fore the slow SCW amplification ends and finelly the affect of the

plasma wave barrier transillumination by means of an electron bean

is suppressed.
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PLASMA TORCHES OF MOLECULAR GASES

Annenkov G. A. , Dulienko S. G. , fllyuk N. I. ,
Chaban Yu. A. , Chernyak V. Ya.

Radiophystcal Department, Taras Shevchenko Kiev University,
6 Ac. Glushkova Ave. , Kiev 252127, Ukraine

Complex probe and optical investigation of constant plasma
streams in floating from discharge with hollow cathod sources
neutral gases are carried out.

Plasma accelerators of coaxial configuration with forced
plasma-creating gas supplying and specially designed coaxial
disoargers with gas self-matching were used in experiments.

Single plasma streams flowing into unit nutted neutral gas
(special gas-volume length was substantially larger than plasma
stream length), and into limtted with dielectric wall gas volume
as well as two plasma streams flowing into each other in neutral
gas were investigated.

The results demonstrate:
1. The possibility of forming constant recombitionally

unbalanced plasma with parameters allowing its usage as an active
material in plasma lasers.

2. The possstbility of forming deuterium plasma along with
optimal temperature for negative ion creation tn process of
dissociative attaching that is important for htgh-ourrent negative
source designing.

3. The possibility of simultaneous usage of several discharge
sources of coaxial geometry with gas self-matching for filling large
gas volume with plasma. It can be succesfully used for high volume
plasma-chemical generators of unbalanced plasrra designing.

4. The existence of substantial deviations of energy
distribution electron funotion from Maxwel dependence is shown tn
floating into unltmttted neutral gas plasma stream.

5. The possibility of forming non-monotonous oonoentratton
profile tn plasma torches interacting with the wall.
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Parametric excitation of high-frequency surface waves

at the plasma-metal Interface.

N.A. Azarenkov, H.V. Dolgopolov, K.H. Oetrlkov

De-jortment of Physics and Technology, Kharkov State University.

3/007-7, Kharkov, UKRAINE

The Interest to electromagnetic wave propogation in plasma wave

guides 1B due to possible applications of them 1л plasma electro-

nlo with the object of oreating powerful plasma generators and amp

lifters of electromagnetic waves and accelerators of oharged parti

oles [1.2]. To maice plasma waveguides useful in plasma electronic»»

one has to solve three baefo problems. The first one is to make an

appropriate eeleotion of the operating waveguide mode and to car-

ry out the study of its field topography and dispersion characte-

ristics. The seoond problem is to use an appropriate excitation

tneohanitsm of the studied waveguide etruoture. And the third one is

to study the nonlinear dynamics of the studied waves. The present

paper* deals with the second problem, i.e. with the parametrlo exoi

tation mechanism of surface waves (SW) propagating aoross tho ex-

ternal magnetic field at the plasma-metal interfaoe. Note that the

parametric mechanism is more often used for fast waves, exoitation

and In situations when the beam mechanism is inconvenient.

Sometimes this mechanism is the only possible one. Suoh situation

ooours in the present paper due to the faot we study the SW propa-

gation аогоьв the external magnetic field directed along the wave-

guide axis (the waveguide axle le the usual direction of oharged

partioles beams propagation). As for nonlinear effects in such

structure ,it is mainly dependent on the wave amplitude wlch reall

zee as the result of parametrlo instability. This faot yields the

neoessity of the Instability saturation level determination.

Consider a semi-infinite oold plasma oooupying the half- space

X>0 and bounded at the plane X*0 by an Ideally oonduotive metal

surface. An external magnetio field B
Q
 la applied parallel to plaa

ma-metal boundary at z direotion. An eleotrlo pump field dlreoted

normally to the plasma-met»* 1 interdaoe le exolted

Е
я
 * E

Q
 COSW

0
t (1)

Here we are interested In the parametric ezoltfttlon of the SV pro-
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pagatlng aoross H
Q
(along the у axis). The dependence of all wave

perturbations in the SW field is taken In the form explUfy-wt)].

The high-frequency (HF) SW whioh are due to eleotrone HP motions

are of Interest here. So the ions motions are negleoted. The oonsi

deration of HPSW makes the result of the present paper appropriate

also for eleotron semi-oonduotor plasma. Using the results of line

ar theory [3h it is not difficult to show that due to nonreolpro-

oal oharaoter of the studied Sff propagation the following decay

conditions

,
 2

may be realized cnly for the waves from different frequenoy ranges

of exiatenoe, namely if

u
t
 << OJ

2
 < u

e
, a, > o)^

where cu
e
 is the eleotron oyolotron, ш

г h
 are low-hybrid and upper-

hybrid frequencies, respectively.Here we oonsider the situation

when the greater frequenoy w. is olose to fa), and the lesser one

d>2 satisfies oif << u^. The excited waves propogate at different dl

reotions at the plasma-metal interfaoe (fc
f
>0,fc

2
<0).

In the studied case the decay conditions (2) yield the following

correlation between the frequencies of hlgh-frequenoy and low-fre-

quency waves: ..-

where e
/ f
 e

2
 are the components of magnetoaotive plasma dieleotrlo

tensor. In a dense plasma (fl̂ /U)̂  » e
Q
, B

Q
 Is the eemloonduotor la

ttioe dleleotrio constant, In gaseous plasma e
Q
 » 1) for the frequ

enoy of LFSW we have:

where Q j » u j - ( ^ . The corresponding value of the HFSW frequenoy

<j
f
 is easily obtained from (2).

Using basio set of quasihydrodynamlo and Haxwelllan equatlona

together with boundary oonditions

Е
Х1
(х*О) шЕ^ХшО) - 0 .

where E^ is a tangential oomponent of the SW eleotrlo field, we ob

tain the following aet of equation* for slowly varying amplitude*

of the exolted waves:
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where У
}
 = CUJ/OJ, У

2

 = С
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П
«^

е
о are the Sff group velocities, v

f

v^ are the S" oolliaional damping decrements, т.. is the electron
effective mast;,

are the ooe'floients of the SW parametric intei*aotion in the pump

field (1). The set (3) Is valid at the Initial stage of the insta

bility, when the amplitudes of the excited waves are small compa-

red with that of the pump field B
c
, and the influence of the wavee

with w
f
 aid w on E- may be negleoted. It is not diffloult to show

from (Э) that the instability takes plaoe if the pump field ampli-

tude exoeeds its threshold value

m
'* A --yj- 4v V £ lA)E

uth " e
The corresponding value of the parametric instability inorement le
defined by

v. + \\ v. - vo г
 г

 i/ 2

7 я
- - l _ i ь

 +
 [(

 ?

 g

 s
 ) + P

f
P

2
E

0
] . (5)

If the damping decrement v
(
 satisfied the inequalities v

f
» V

g

and v^»4 P
?
P

2
 £^, the instability in the system has dissipatlve

oharaoter ПЗ with the corresponding inorement у * (f}
f
 Pp/

V
j) Щ) •

Now make some numerical estimates of the obtained values (4) and

(5) in gaseous and semiconductor plasma. In a gaseous plasma with

H
Q
 ~ 1 icOe, n

o
<x> 1O

1 г
тт~

3
 the pump field threshold value is about

5,4 kV/sm for w
g
 * 0,3 u)^ and v

#
w tO^e"' (v

#
 ie the effective fre

quency of eleotron collisions) and E
o
<* 0,7 kV/em for the following

paraoieters H
Q
 м 200 0», n

o
<e Ю

1
 '«m"

3
 , fc)

2
 » 0.3 U)

#
, V

#
w fO

r
*T! The

instability inorement ia about 10
7
+ W

9
 (7 > V

#
) for the given pa-

rameters. It is easy to see that the value of B
th
 decreases with

an increase of the plasma density and ioreaees with the effeotive

eleotron oolliaional frequenoy. The value of the instability lnora

ment is shovm to deoi'ease with the parameter Q
#
/Q

#
4S^ for the

fixed u>,, U)
2
, 1>

#
 an . E

Q
 values. In a semiconductor pli
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E
o
cu 0,6kV/sm for H

o
 « 1 kOa, V <o JO

1 0
»"

1
, И.

у
 w 4 ш'

й
впГ

3
«

ы_ го 0,3 u) , n .
f
 «> 0,05m

o
. m

0
 is the free eleotron тяня.

The next step is to study the parametric Instability saturation

due to self-interaotion of exoited waves. Here the stationary amp-

litudes \E.\ . and |Я_|
et
 of the exolted waves at the uamration

stage are defined and are shown to satisfy the weak nonilnearlty

approximation used in this paper (|i « I, ц *
 v
»/^ ̂ » ̂ » ^

B t
*
ie

characteristic velooity of eleotron osolllatlons in tho SW field -

V is the SW phase velooity). However, the following restriction

is to be satiisfiedi

The inequality (6) shows that the above mentioned Instability eatu

ration takes plaoe if dissipation losses are small enough mid the

amplitude of the pump Held does not greatly exceed its Uiroehold

value. The estimates also show that the stationary amplitudes rm-

lues of the ezoited Sff are less compared with the pump field

threshold amplitude and probably there ie no further deoay of the

ezoited waves if one assume that the thresholds of the latter pro-

oesees are of the вате order with the oaloulated E
th
 value (4).
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LOW-FREQUENCY MAGiNETOPLASMA SURFACE WAVES IN
SEMICONDUCTOR SUPERLATTICES BOUNDED BY METAL
N. A.Azarenkov, I.B. Der.isenko, K.N.Ostrikov

Department of Physics and Technology, Kharkov State
University, k'narkov 310077, UKRAINE

The present report is devoted to electrodynamic properties
of semiconductor superlattices CSS) Ce.g. on the basis of
GaAs-AtGaAs geterostuclure) bounded by ideally conductive metal
surface. Tb»r;e properties of SS are actively studied nowadays
both oxperimentally and theoretically 11,23. One of the most
specific problems in this direction is to study the behaviour
of wave perturbations in the SS immersed in strong magnetic
field under low temperatures. Such superlattices are approxi-
mated by some continuous anisotropic medium, which consists of
two-dimensional C2D) conductive electron layers. Under
experimental conditions mentioned above, the Quantum Kail
Effect CGHE) is of great importance 13).This effect defines the
alectrodynamic properties of the medium, which are described by
the specific dlsiectric tensor г given below Г61-.

/ 0* 4iror"
ff

/ в ку

(1)

where c
o
 is the semiconductor lattice dielectric constant, o>

#

and fl
Q
 are the electron cyclotron and plasma frequencies of

electrons in 2D conductive electron layers of SS, « is the
eigenfrequency of wave perturbation in the SS, o£'f is the
averaged over the superlattlce period d conductivity of the SS
under conditions of QHE,o£rr« e*S/(nd), в is the electron
charge, h is Plank constant, S is a number of completely filled
Landau levels. Note that In (1) the external magnetic field H

o

is supposed to be directed perpendicular to 2D electron layers
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which belong to xy planes. Under the typical parameters of the
ideal Hall conductor the parameter fijj 'u* :s small compared with
unity. So, the electron plasma of free carriers in 2D
conductive layers is supposed rarefied. The wavelength of the
studied wave perturbations is supposed to exceed greatly the
period of the studied superlattice CX » d). This fact allows
the averaging of a tensor over the SS period. The studied
wave perturbations in such structures are usually low-frequency
ones, i.e. u « o> due to great values of the electron cyclotron
frequency С ш ~ 10

I?
-10'

3
i/s). Note that this condition allows

to neglect the frequency dispersion in the effective tensor C D
Ш. It is very important to note that under conditions of
Quantum Hall effect the dissipatlve Ohm currents nay be
neglected compared with Hall currents. So, the expected low-
frequency wave perturbations in such structures are weakly
damped.In this report the existence of weakly damped LF surface
magnetoplasmons CS№ propagating at some angle in respect to H
at the lateral surface of the SS covered by ideally conductive
metal screen is shown. The influence of the nonlinear mechanism
which is due to electrons spectrum nonparabolicity on the
studied SM propagation is discussed as well.

The semiconductor superlattice occupies the semi-space x >
0, and is bounded by thejnetal at its lateral surface к * 0. An
external magnetic field H

o
 is directed along the SS axis z Ci.

e. across 2D layers) parallel to the interface x * 0.2D
electron layers are parallel to xy plane. Surface «agnetoplasma
waves propagate at an arbitrary angle в in respect to if

Q
, so

their wavevector is presented as * CO.k ,/»
z
). The general

solution for the wavenumber of the SM at the SS-metal plane may
be found analogously to (3,6):

fcjj • н*С08
ж
в , h* • **sin*0, where

C8)

C« atf Г 1 • -g- lf& t / te*fl ( -y- le*fl + a6 -



ш
в 4л

°а"-V гтг TV
F'/Г the real parameters of heterosw*uctures 6a£s-AlGaAs the
value \a6\ usually greatly exceeds, unity. For the propagation
angles satisfying \t§B\ \ X "the expression (2) may be
simplified

«* = С w /с)г
е

о
а% tg

9
e, »! * ( o) /c)

a
i

o

Here *
+
 and x.. correspond to signs "*" and "-" in formulae (2).

The axprcssion C2) may be alse simplified in cases of
longitudinal and transverse propagation in respect to an
external magnetic field. So, for longitudinal propagation in
the frequency range « « u we have

в
 ine'S

 w

In this case a propagation with k
z
 > 0 and K

z
 < 0 is possible

and the studied waves are generalized surface ones, i.e. their
amplitude oscillate in x direction besides exponential decay.
The another situation is realized for the waves propagating
across the external magnetic field. They are strongly
nonreciprocal and may propagate only in negative direction of у

axis in the range « < «
e
 ( к < О). The absolute value of the

SM wavenumber к nay be obtained as

|Л
у
| = С « / с ) е\'*

The following expression is valid for the reverse skin depth k
%

4 n e* S

It is not difficult to see that under conditions of QHE the SM
skin depth does not depend on the wave frequency and #

o
 value

and is defined only by the transverse dimensions of 2D
conductive electron layers. Such fad makes a possibility to
define the fine structure fundumental constant using the
results of measurements of the SM skin depth.

The next step is to discuss the Influence of very important
nonlinear mechanism which is due to electrons spectrum
nonparabollcity on the SM propagation In the studied structure.



Such nonparabolicily is defined by t.he following correlation
between electrons enerqy с and quasi impulse p

p* E

S ) Ji " «J • -г-
where с is the energy gap width, n ^ is the perpendicular
effective mass of the electron, E is a characteristic energy
of subm.'nlband structure of the semiconductor superlattice, p

8
*

p
 z
+ •* p* in the case of propagation along the external

magnetic field and p'~ p** p^ in the case of transverse
propagation. The first torm in (3) define the nonparaboiicity
which is due to interaction between conductive and valent zones
in semiconductor and is defined most of all by an energy gap
width e . This term being introduced inio quasihydrodynamic and
Maxwellian equations loads to an appearence of the source of
qubic nonlinearity |£\*E leading to self-interaction of the
studied surface niagnetoplasmons. The second term is due to an
additional periodicity which takes place in semiconductor
superlattices and is significant for the SM propagating along
the external magnetic field.
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ELECTRIC ARC PLASMA:

MODERN METHODS OF RESEARCH - NEXT LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING

Babich I.L., Veklich A.N., Zhovtyansky V.A.,
Maximchuk V.A., Pankin O.Yu., Chcredarchuk A.I.

Taras Shevchenko University, Kyiv, Ukraine

By special methods of tomographic spectromebry the electric arc
plasma between copper electrodes is investigated. In spite of common
view it is shown that the essential pai t of plasma volume differs
greatly from LTE. Namely the overpopulation of resonance levels
takes place in the arc periphery region due to the absorption of
radiation from the axis high temperature zone. Demixing effect is
negligible.

The free-burning electric arcs are very simple devices as a
sources of plasma. But their researches are very complicated owing
to chaos change of arc position on electrodes. That is why the
investigations even of the DC arc demand to use the hiffh-speed
registration methods. Therefore the wall-stabilized arcs usually are
used. And they are one of the most researched plasma physics
objects. It is assumed, according to the classical work Ш , the
local thermodynamics equilibrium (LTE) in such arcs takes place.
This point of view is dominating. But nevertheles, new appearing:
facts lead to the opposite conclusions 121. The problem of plasma
condition in arc is very important if the determination of radial
distribution of metal vapour from electrodes is carried out. Usually
it is realized from the results of electron density N

e
 and

temperature T speotroscopic measurements in LTE assumption. By many
authors the electric arcs of different electrode configurations and
interelectrode distances in air, helium, argon and nitrogen was
investigated. The stable effeot of contain vapour increasing on arc
periphery was noted [3,4]. It is explained as a result of demixlng.

Experiment. Plasma was produced between the end surfaces of the
non-cooled copper electrodes in the air, each having a diameter of. 6
mm, intereieotrode distance d being 2-8 ига and discharge current
being 3,5-100 A. The choice of copper is oaustd by the simplicity of
its atomic structure as the speotroscopic obi tot of investigation
which is compared only with helium among gases.The current impulse
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up to 100 A was put on the "duty" weak-current discharge; the
quasi-steady mode was investigated. Because of the discharge space
and time instability the method of the single tomographic recording
of the spectral shapes and intensities of lines 465.1; 521.8 and
510.5 nm Cul and also the absorption coefficient in the centre of
the last one was used [5,6]. Fast scanning of radiation intensity
space distributions was accomplished by an image dissector tube of
electrostatic type which takes significant precedences over other
types of photodetectors [71.

The experimental temperature T(r) and electron density N
Q
(r)

profiles was obtained. The atomic density profiles Ncu(r) was
calculated in LTE assumption. They are characterized by the
physically non-justifiable increase of Ncu in the arc periphery on
the two orders of magnitude according to axis zone C8].

Diffusion processes. Analogous but not so expressive radial
distribution of copper content was explained in C3.43 as demixing.
As confirmation of this assumption in [9,101 diffusion processes
were computed. But there the experimental meanings of N

e
(r) and T(r)

in LTE plasma were laid as initial conditions.
We had solved the axially symmetric diffusion problem in

free-burning electric arc plasma consisted of electrons , ions Cull,
atoms Cul and molecules N2.

(l/r)d/dr(r*r
C
ubScu, (1)

where г - radial coordinate, Scu'Scui+Scull ~ density of sum copper
erosion source, Геи - copper diffusion stream. The values of Scu and
discharge current are connected by the electrode erosion
coefficient. This equation was completed with Sana and Dalton
equations and quasi-neutral condition. The radial profiles of
temperature and density of copper erosion source are given by

T(r)-T
0
exp [-(r/R

T
)
z
) , Scu(r)- So exp[-(r/R

s
)

2
J. (2)

It is assumed the pressure is p-i atm.
Diffusion coefficients in multicomponent mixture are determined

by set of binary diffusion coefficients [ Ш with account of
ambipolar processes. These coefficients are determined by collision
integrals in function of interaction potential between
correspondence components. They includ Into account temperature
dependences. It is known, that the solution (1) relative to
components density in case of its linearity can have only one
extremum on axis. However, if the equation is not a linear it is
possible to have the maximum when г is not zero. Nonlinear!ty is



resulted of multlcomponent mixture diffusion coefficients dependence
on temperature and density of each component . In fact the computed
results for different meaning of parameters in relation (2) give
such an effect when To and Kr are not so large. The example is shown
in Fig.l for T-7200 K; RT-0.255 cm; So-9.5*1O

16
 cm"

3
^"

1
; R

s
-0.06

cm. Ono can see that this effect is not so evident.
Consequently the demixing is not essential effect in electric

arc plasma.
Radiation transfer. The results of spectroscop'ic researches of

radial structure of free-burning arc in the atmosphere between
copper electrodes show (in LTE assumption) the physically
unjustificated copper vapour growth in the arc periphery C8J. In
this connection we assume, that the deviation from LTE takes place.
It is caused by the self-absorption of radiation from the
high-temperature arc core. At first the model calculation has been
carried out in this assumption. The real smooth temperature profile
was approximated by the "step" at the constant copper density along
the space coordinate. The problem of resonance radiation transfer
has been solved in such a system. The collisional-radiative
mechanism of population was taken into account individually for the

Ncu.1016 cm*3 N e , ld 1 5 ~cnfd
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group of resonance (with energies E-3.79 and 3.81 eV) and metastable
(E-1.39 and 1.64 eV) copper atom levels. The higher levels
population were supposed to be in equilibrium with the resonance
state population. This calculation shows that the populations of the
ground No and united metastabJe Ni levels differ essentially from
their equilibrium populations at the local temperature value in
sufficiently extent zone clouse to high-temperature region. This
effect is caused by the resonance radiation influence. This allows
to assume the particle I.TL" model (Pl.TE), in which all excited levels
are populated according to the local plasma temperature and the
resonance state is populated with the arc axis temperature
relatively to ground one. In iujch a model tho calculated radial
profile of copper content in plasma is smoothed out СвЗ.

In the more exact calculation the experimental radial profile
of electron temperature was approximated by equation (*2). Here is
the next meanings of parameters: T - 9200 К and R - 0,255 cm. The
experimental values of N

e
(r) were used too. Calculated radial

profiles of Cu contents are shown in Fig.2 in assumption of LTE (X*)
and PLTE included radiation transfer (X). As it follows from the
figure, the account of radiation transfer leads to copper contents
decrease in the arc plasma periphery.

Consequantly high-density plasma of electric arc has essential
nonequilibrium properties.
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BEHAVIOR OF THE PARTICLES WITH ARBITRARY DISPERSION LAW
IN SEMICONDUCTORS UNDER HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC

FIELDS AND CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD.

F.G.Bass, A.P.Pancekha, O.M.Yevtushenko. A.E.Zhukov

Institute for Radiophysics and Electronics
Ukrainian Ac. of Sci., Proskura street 12,
31C08S, Kharkov, the Ukraine

The arbitrary dispersion law of charged particles is demonstrated
to gain an effective dependence on spatial coordinates under high fre-
quency electromagnetic field. Some physical consequences of this phe-
nomenon are analyzed for the semiconductor with quantum superlattice.

In this report we show low frequency (LF) manifestations of the
influence of high frequency (HF) fields on semiconductor CSC) with ar-
bitrary dispersion law. To illustrate our results we observe SC with
superlattice (SL) which has one of the most interesting dispersion
law - the cosine one. We will understand the terms LF and HF only as a
relation between them. Therefore the value of the low frequency can be
up to the 10

t o
..10

l
* Hz.

Let us consider behavior of the charged particle with arbitrary
dispersion law under external HF electromagnetic СЕМ) field which can
be described by scalar potential p

h r
 or vector potential A

h f
. The ha-

miIIonian of such a particle can be written as :

fc * SC p ) + fc,
f
C x ) + f>

hf
( x. t ) (la)

* = «C p - I A
l f
C г ) - | A^C r, U ) + t^C r ) C1W

where ^
f
 is scalar and ^

f
 is vector potentials of the LF field; SCp)

is dispersion law; «
h f
 and u

l f
 are the characteristic frequencies of

the HF and LF potentials correspondingly. The relation x =
u
if/«^

f
« 1 is

the small dimensionless parameter of the calculating scheme presented.
The main points of the method used are close to the ideas propo-

sed by Kapitsa [11 and Miller [21 and are based on the following as-
sumptions -. 1. the particle motion can be presented as a SUM of two
items: C D smooth motion along the average trajectory; С П ) oscilla-
tions near this line, which are connected with the Influence of HF fi-
eld; 2.. because of the particle inertia the HF part of motion can be
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considered as a small item even for large value of the external HF
forces.So, calculating scheme doesn't have any direct limitation for
the value of the HF field's amplitude.

Using improved Kapitsa's calculating scheme (see I 3,4 ) for the
detail information) we describe the behavior of the particle with the
.arbitrary dispersion law . While deriving our formulas we keep items
of the second order as compared with the parameter *.

In the both cases Cla) and (lb) the results obtained keep hamil-
tonian structure with the accuracy of the order *

a
. But unlike the Ka-

pitsa's formulas the arbitrariness of the dispersion law makes us pre-
sent result in the form of the effective hamiltonian instead of the
effective potential. Let us put

t) ] dx (2a)>
M

f
c
(x) * Cos(u

hf
t) • f

s
(x) * SinCu

hf

hf
E(r) « Exp( - C8b)

(here f
e
,f

s
,E are the amplitudes of the HF field and the HF wave elec-

tric component intensity). In this case hamiltonians can be written as
follows :

3 2
d 8(p)

Ж - «(p) +
1

—
w,if

C D *

dp'

( f
2
<x) + f

2
(x) ) (3a)

(3b)

The last items in the expressions (3) can be interpreted as a
spatial modulation of the dispersion law. This modulation depends not
only on HF field amplitude and frequency, but also upon the SC proper-
ties which are connected with the 8(p).

Thus, expressions (3) can describe substantial modifications of
the LF dynamics, controlled by external HF fields parameters. In some
particular systems HF properties gain the second characteristic fre-
quency, which is slow one and stipulated by the dependence of HF mo-
tion equations on LF variables as an adlabatic parameters. It leads to
the modification of the system properties as well.

To illustrate the method presented we study quantum ID super-
lattice with the period d and the minizone half width Д :

*( p ) • -Д Cos( p d / A ) (4)
The effective hamiltonian (3a) takes the following form :
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г
л f

 p d ,
 2

 , * d г rfc«) •, г
л f

 p d ,
Ж - -Д (l-< )Cos(-~) •

 V
 (

We have investigated the following cases : 1.f
e
=eE

0
Sin(kx), f

c

=eE
0
Cos(kx), ^

f
50; 2.f

s
=0, f

c
=eE

0
Cos(kx), ^

f
s0; 3. f f y

xCosCkx), ^ f ^eEx; 4. f es0, fc=0, % f s 0 . A=(-h'zy(0.0) and the main
conclusions are :

deE
0

1. For the tra/elling wave we have {= — - and the influence of
2

the external HF field comes to the effective compression of the SL mi-
nizone width. If ?5l the dimensionality of the system decreases. If
?>1 the electrons begin behave as a holes and vice-verse. Dynamics of
the carriers in the SL is changed quantitatively only : all properties
of the SL, controlled by the value of the Д, become functions of ?,
and we can transfer all well-known results from the ordinary SL theory
to our system.For example if the constant electric field E

c
 is applied

along the SL axis we get the following formula for the current j [51 :

?
 % (6)

2 1
0
СДС?)/2к

ь
Т) (Cr+i/O

Here ng is an electron concentration, v is frequency of relaxation;^
eE

r
d

is Boltsman constant; T is temperature; (I-—-— is Shtark frequency.
deE

n
a. In the case of f

e
=0, f

o
=eE

0
Coskx, ^

 f
=0 we have {= — - Coskx

and the SL minizone half-width becomes the periodical functions of the
spatial coordinates. The value of the amplitude A=?/Coskx=l corres-
ponds to transition of the system froa the SC to the dielectric state.
This case was investigated in details and will tie present at the sepa-
rate paper.

The system under HF field is not autonomous. But the calculating
scheme proposed excludes time from the motion equations and the effec*
tiYe LF system became autonomous. Therefore one can apply the thermo-
dynamic description for it. Having investigated our system from this
point of view we observed chemical potential behavior stipulated by HP
field. Other thermodynamic parameters were also studied.

The phase topology was demonstrated to be stable in the cas»
f

e
=0, f

c
=eEQCos lex, г^геЕх if E<E

C
 (her* E

c
 is certain value of th»

stationary field which can destroy this topology). We demonstrate that
SL remains in the dielectric state until the phase topology is changed
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by the stationary field in the case A £ 1.

The effective hamilIonian can also be obtained for the system un-
der constant magnetic field H=(O,O,HsD. In this case we must add in
the %mff item which describes the interaction between HF oscillator
and stationary magnetic field. Such a formula is very cumbersome and
can be simplified for the additive S(p}=$x(px)*8y(py)**zCp2) only :

f • 1 A « Л
 2

X = «f
p
 A

lf
(rj) * ̂

f
( r ) • |Ef| •

C
 i

2

e R,
^ - I. (E ж E\ — £ «^ ). C7>
^ « ( p ) . e H_

 ыHere we denote : t
ti
 « ; wi

J
= »- *,

4
, E is the complex

conjugated value for the E. One can see that magnetic field change the
system behavior qualitatively. For instance, for a some HF field con-
figurations we find the grouo of electrons with stochastic behavior.
This phenomenon is stipulated by the energetic exchange between the HF
and the LF subsystems.
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THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE EXITATION BY THE NEUTRAL

PARTICLE BEAM IN A WAVEGUIDE

Yu. A. Belov, Yu. V. Kornienko

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics
Academy of Science of Ukraine,

Proscura str. 12, Kharkov,310085, Ukraine

Most of the electromagnetic microwave amplifiers and
oscilators are based on interaction and energy interchange between
an electron beam and microwave field. However, it is of interest
to consider the possibility to spread this principle to the case
of field-interacting particles possessing, together with or
instead of electric charge, arbitrary order multipole moments.

Suppose we have a lossless waveguide, uniform along the
x-axls, with a wall-impedance providing the existence of a slow
E-wave with the phase velocity much less than that of the Ught. A
beam of particles is moving inside it, each having mass/1,
electric chargel£, electric dipole moment <^ (here and below lattn
indices have 1, 2. 3 values corresponding with x, y, z
coordinates), electric quadrupole moment <^Q , and, infeeneral,
electric multipole moment of the m-th order £̂f,t,...t» • A

restraint is imposed onto the movement of every particle, that
allows it to move in the x axis direction only. A beam has initial
density n0 (particles per unit volume) and initial velocity CO- It
entirely fills the wave-guide cross-section up; *xe and i/« are
independent on the coordinates and time. It is claimed to clear
out what waves can spread in the system, having a real frequency
and an amplitude small enough to apply the linear approximation.

The state of the system under consideration is described with
electric field strength £ ^ X , y , Z , t ) . beam velocity
(Л+</(х,уЛЛ) and beam density л.* n(x,y,E,t) • In the
linear approximation, they satisfy the equations

Ы+а.Ы*Х
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Ъ, г
 rte
 Ы + (/

о
 Ы = о . (3)

dt ^x ад-

with £ being a component of £ along the x-axis; j and/>,
alternating electric current and charge density components
correspondingly, and F , a force acting onto a particle from the
electric wave field in the x-axis direction. The values j,0 and f
are related with С and nthrough the equations

with Q being an operator determined by the series

m.i ' ^ 0*UOXit-Bxim

over the space of infinitely differentiable functions of a point
inside waveguide (Summation of products over each index is implied
in each series term).

Let us seak solution of (1), (2), (3) equation system in the
form

S ( ) [ ( *)] (6)

(7)

with a, 6 ,C being constants and £ being a function satisfying the
boundary condition for В on the waveguide walls. Excluding
consequently П using (3) and then (/using (2) and applying (4) we
obtain the equations for g(u г)from (1)

which define, together with the boundary oondition for B, both the
function $(%г)эп6 (real) eigenvalues of the operator
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and also the dispersion equation relating к

Here Pfxjis a positive Hermittan operator determined by

PU)» e (*/•»• u/e (i2)

over the space of infinitely differentiable functions of a point

in the waveguide cross-sect ion, and F(k) is a nonnegative function

determined by

with <£rt meaning *xx - component of the n-th multipole
moment.

being an analogue of the plasma frequency for the beam of
particies possessing the charge only. Depending on a particle
multlpole moments relation it can be real or pure imaginary. For
all cases of practical interest llM\£<i .

The dispersion equation (11) when considered as an equation in
K, with&fbeing fixed, has four roots. When /1**0 , two of them
correspond with electromagnetic waves propagating in mutually
opposite directions and two others correspond with density waves
in the beam, when П, being small, the negative root (fort&'O )
corresponding to the electromagnetic wave is perturbed snail and
is not of interest. Two of the three others can have complex
conjugated values with a nonzero real part, which means the
existence of a wave wiU. an amplitude exponentially increasing
along the x-axi?. Considering, under small £(*) condition, the
root perturbation to be small compared with the «.when n9*0.
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supposing

(16)

and letting q and & be small (the beam velocity is close to the
phase velocity of the slow electromagnetic wave with thetJ
frequency) (11) can be presented approximately as

(f"2)fVe . £.-£(%)
(16)

It is easy to see that this equation has complex roots if
£>0, i<0 » or £<0 , r{>0 and otherwise when fe(< ft 111*

In the first case the density wave splits, degenerate when
Лл*0, and

~~ . (17)

takes place. In the second case the degenerated wave splits formed
by the electromagnetic wave confluenced with one of the density
waves, and

is valid.
Thus the beam of the oriented particles haying nonzero

multipole moments can excite waves in a slowing-down waveguide.
This fact may serve as a ground to search a possibility of
electromagnetic wave generation by means of uncharged paHlcle
beams. Such a possibility may be of interest, for example, in
connection with the problem of the beam density increase, that is
oomeoted with mutual electrostatic repulsion in tht ease of
electrons.
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INVESTIGATION OP WAKE-FIELD KXCITATION IN A PLASMA

BY PULSE OF RELATIVIST1C ELEGTHONS CONTAINING

OF VARIABLE NUMBER OK SHOUT BUNCHES

Berezin A.K., Painberg J.B., Balakirev V.A.,

Kiselyov V.A., Linnik A.F., Onishchenko I.N.,

Sid-il'nikov G.L., Soim'kov G.V., Usk'-v V.V.

Kharkov Institute of Vhu»loe & Techno logy,
Э1О1ОВ Kharkov, Ukraine

The aooeloration in wake-fields, excited in a plasma by the

eleotron bunoh, being a modifloation of the collective method of

aooelei'atlon by means of charge density waves in a plasma/1/, has

been oonTinned in recent year» experimentally/2-4/. It is possible

that a uequence ot Ьипопез /3--6/ oan be used for obtaining a high

intemuly of the accelerating field in a plasma. The effeot of

coherent addition of wake-fields ot separate bunches allows one to

exoite intense plasma waves even if density of every bunoh is

oompara.tively low.

To obtain the whole picture of wake-field excitation by a

pulse train and to compare with experimental results, simulation

and theoretical analyses of this process have been made. Two one-

dimensional numerical modele were considered. The first one presu-

mes that the plasma is a linear medium, and elootron bunohes are

described with a self-conoistent nonlinear approximation. In the

second model, the deformation and deceleration of the bunoh are

not taken into account and the plasma notion is described as non-

linear due to plasma eleotron relativity.

1. Linear plasma approximation. The bunohes of relativistio eleo-

trons are injected into a homogeneous cold plasma The bunohee have

a rectangular pulse form. The sequence period ooinoides with the

plasma period. The plasma oan be ooneidered as linear medium if

the bunoh density is email, N<x«1 ,cu*n
b
/n_, where N - the number of

the bunohee in the train» n
b
 - bunoh density, n_ - plasma density.

The self-consistent aet of nonlinear equations, describing the

wake- field exoitation, consist of the eelf-consistent equations

of itib bunohee motion mid equation for wake-field amplitude.

In fig.1 phase space of 1,6, and 12 bunches and In fig.2 cor-

responding to these bunohee wak«-fields after a long interaction
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with plasma are represented. It is seon that for one bunoh an

anbounded its expansion оооигз under the action of tho self oon-

sistent field. Bunoh diffusion and, correspondingly, the deterio-

ration of the wake- field excitation ooherenoe leads to tho ampli-

tude decrease. For the train of bunches the bunoh sequenot» porio-

dioity breaks,beoouse the retarding foroe aoting on eaoh bunch ie

proportional to the bunch number. It oauses the deterioration of

the ooherenoe of the wake-field excitation.At the nonlinear stage

there ooours trapping of bunohee whioh are looated at tho end of

the train. The trapped bunches get into the region of thu aooole-

rating phases and gain the energy. Besides,the bunoh diffusion

takes place. All these factors result in the weakening of field

excitation at large die- tanoes. The important conclusion follows

that under experimental conditions, to generate interim» plnr.mn

wake-field one can use a sequence of relatively low density bun-

ches instead of a single bunch ot high density.

2. Exoitation of wake-fieldu in the nonlinear plasma. For high

densities of electron bunches* the wake Wave beoomes nonlinear /2/.

Within the framework of the nonrelativistio theory the frequenoy

of nonlinear wave is equal to the electron plasma frequency. In

view of the relativity of plasma eleotron motion, this leads to

the amplitude dependence of frequenoy. This feature is especially

important in the case of nonlinear wake wave exoitation by a peri'

cdioal sequence of bunches, beoause the nonlinear frequenoy shift

leads to the breaking of resonanoe conditions and amplitude limi-

tation. The dependence of eleotrio wake-field intensities on vari-

able a for 10 bunches are represented in fig.За. Рог the low bunoh

density 0=0.02 coherent addition of fields of separate bunohee

takes place. In this oase the wake-field amplitude is e
w
=0.28,

whioh is olose to the value predicted by the linear theory. With

cu=0.1 the picture of field exoitation changes radically. As one

oan see in fig.3b t field amplitude after achieving the maximal

value decreases and is oonatant behind the last bunoh of the

train. We can explain the amplitude growth restriction by a non

linear shift of frequenoy(ohange of wavelength) and detuning of

resonance between the modulated beam and the plasma wave. For a

relatively large a»0.05 the parameter a
#
**" on^^Cn^^ ie the

number of bunches whioh amplify the wave without Interference) 1Б

olose to 0.5. In the region of small 0*0.05 O.^
tf
 is approximately

equal to 0.3* For the condition of the experiment described below
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a^O.015, henoe we obtain n ^ ^ ^ O .

3. The experimental results. The first experiments on the interao-

tion between the modulated" HKB and the resonant plasma have been

carried out with the following beam parameters: energy W= 2 MeV,

bunoh duration 1= 60 ps, the number of bunohes is 6*10 , the bunoh

charge is 0.4 nC.the number of eleotrons in the separate bunoh

2*10 , modulation frequency f
M
=2825 MHz. Suoh a train of bunches

passed through the interaction chamber of 1.5 m length and 10 om

diameter, filled with a plasma of density n «10 om . The intera-

otion ohamber was plaoed in the longitudinal homogeneous magnetic

field with intensity up to 2 kOs. The greatest beam energy losses

(<*12Я5) were observed for a plasma density of n <*2*10 om , when

the beam modulation frequenoy dXj was о lose to the plasma frequency

W . Appreoiable part of beam electrons was accelerated up to 150-

200 keV. In the presence of the plasma, the field amplitude incre-

ased linearly with time for t«1.2+1.4 us. After achieving its

maximum, the field amplitude falls down quickly, and at this mo-

ment the energy spectrum shows the appearance of accelerated par-

ticles at the plasma exit. The half width of the speotrum of the

UHF-osoilati one observed was not grater than 10+12 MHz, and this

may probably confirm the addition of coherent fields exoited by

the sequence of short electron bunohce passing through the plasma.

The discrepancy with theoretical estimations ie probably due to

the nonidentity of the oaloulated model and experiment (plasma in-

homogeneity,3-D,eto.). We plan to measure the parameters of wake-

fields, exoited in a plasma, as function of a different number of

bunches (from 100 up to 6000). In order to investigate wake-field

excitation by more intense bunohee, we intend to use the aooelera-

tor being designed in KEPT with the following parameters: energy

15-20 MeV, the number of bunohee - 10-18, bunoh duration 30 pe,

the number of electrons in the bunoh - 10 , ourrent > 10 A.
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GENERAL-GEOMETRIC DISPERSION RELATIONS FOR FLUTE MODES

IN TOROIDAL MAGNETIC TRAPS

* * * *** »*
Burdo O.S., Cheremnykh O.K. ,, Pustovitov V 0. , rtevenchuk S.M.

V.M.Glushkov Institute of Cybernetics, Kiev 2'>2028, Ukraine
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I.V.Kurehatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow 123182,

Russian Federation

vhe problem of plasma stability is one' of the most important
problems in fusion plasma theory. Of the various plasma stability
criteria for the closed magnetic traps, general-geometric Mercier
criterion is in most common use. This criterion determines the
condition of excitation of flute modes, which are most dangerous
ones from the point of view of plasma confinement. The perturba-
tions of the flute type are characterized by the inequalities:

where X denotes any component of plasma-element displacement vec-
tor, В is total magnetic field, & is a mark of magnetic surface,
«(•?)» to*$}, and b is space scale of equilibrium-value variations.

It is shown in the present report that the general-geometric
Mercier criterion defines plasma stability not only relative to
flute modes of the form (1), but also for the perturbations of
more general form:

if magnetic field shear and plasma pressure are small. Moreover,
we obtain the asymptotic dispersion relations for the growth rate
of flute instability excited, when Mercier criterion is violated,
and show that flute instability assumes a threshold character, if
the effects of finite ion Larmor radius are taken into account.

Our consideration is based on the equations of ideal magne-
tohydiodynamic£ (MHD). Expanding plasma-volume element displace-
ment vector , f , into three orthogonal vectors, Чй, € and $**&,

(3)

we obtain from MHD equations a system of coupled differential
equations for the components f, J and Г. Title system is simplifi-
ed in the limit of incompressible plasma, 7>f« Of when Г- 0.

Furthermore, the equations for the components %*f^9, nay be

decoupled, if we represent X as
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x =
where б and У are poloidal arid toroidal angles, U) is perturbation

frequency, « and tare poloidal and toroidal wavenutnbere, and

speculate that the perturbations have almost flute character,

JX, I »U,| . Then

and we obtain the following equation for the flute part of radial

displacement amplitude f
tf
 :

where X «• й- й
с
 is a distance from the resonant surface tf~ 4

a

(м(йс)= K/IH at this surface ),/* and 5 are rotational transform

and shear of the magnetic field, /* = - tf
A
 t the prime means

derivative with respect to й and angular brackets denote the

averaging over the volume of the layer between neighbouring

magnetic surfaces. The other notations are universally accepted

( see. for instance, [1]).

Expanding f. into the Fourier integral

Ш -
one can transform Bq.(5) to the form:

where

1-

As it shown in Ref.(2). chanding the variable* J- sii

and Г|.*/с/(*У''* f • on
0
 can reduce Eq. <6) to the form of
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stationary Schrodinger equation with an energy

an-1 a potential

Since the potential (8) is always positive, it is obvious that
stationary Schrodinger equation tins discrete spectrum correspon-
ding to unstable plasma states, when fc" > О only. Thus, a neces-
sary and sufficient condition of plasma stability relatively the
perturbations of the type (1) or (2) is inequality Я, - </4 < О .
In the physical variables thir; condition takes the form:

~.

coinciding with well-known Morcier criterion.
In the region of positive energies, £ >О , where the inequ-

ality (9) is violated, Schrodinger equation has discrete energy
spectrum describing unstable branchs of oscillations and in this
case the lowest energy states have maximum growth rates.

As indicated in Ref.[2], the potential well (8) takes two
qualitatively different shapes depending on the value of f:
(i) the well with monotone dependence \T(?), if Г> </£ , and (ii)
the well with a snail barrier near a bottom, if Г < <M • For the
well of the form (i) the following dispersion relation is obtai-
ned by perturbation method in the approximation Г*<~<1 •>;> \ :

where Ы-Ь, (.,, For the lower values of Q , when б ̂  Г~-f
 r
 quasi-

classical approximation giveb for the same well the dispersion
relation of the form:

(11)

where KfO. ГГО and tf(*,l) are compl«t« elliptic integrals of
first, second and third kind, respectively, and

For the well of the form (Li) quasi-classical approximation
gives
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The last term in the right-hand side of Eq.(12) describes the
effect of level splitting due to finite width of potential bar-
rier near well bottom. This effect has been neglected in Ref.[2].

A comparison of the dispersion relations (10)-(12) with the
results of numerical solution of Eq.(6) shows that general-geo-
metric dispersion relation for the perturbations of the forms (1)
and (2) in arbitrary toroidal trap is well approximated by:

Eq.(lO) , if <2>4 , ff*O;

E q . U l ) , i f oS< С < 4 , /V*<? or Q>Q,T , *> Z < ;
Eq.(12), if 0,3<£7"<0,Г . /•* О ОГ o,4 < 0< ", S~ : /*'='.

In the region of lower values Q and, consequently, Г the formu-
lae (11) and (12) became incorrect because of poor approximation
of elliptic integral of the third kind at Г-+О,

The influence of finite ion Larmor radius effect on- the ob-
tained results shows that the form of Mercier criterion for the
perturbations (1) and (2) is retained. However, now in the region
of small С,

-f fr • " • - / - f i f * p

there are only neutrally stable drift oscillations with the

frequencies

Here Ы̂  is ion drift frequency.

An instability with growth rate.

takes place provided that

Thus, flute instability takes on threshold character and
its growth rate is substantially reduced, when finite ion Larnor
radius effects are taken into account.
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TRANSPORT OF PASSIVE ADMIXTURE IN HELICAL TURBULENT MEDIUM

A.V.Chechkin, A.V.Tur, V.V.Yanovsky.

Scientific and Technological Center of Elcctrophysics Acad SciUkrainc. p/obo.\ 9410

Valter Si 3, Kharkov 3I0I0K Ukraine

An equation is obtained, which describes the evolution o r Им average conccniralion of passive admiMurc in

helical lurbulcnce. ft is shown that (he existence of turbulent liclicity and intiomcgcnciiy of mean velocity lead to

Ihe appearance of a new convcclive (not dilTusivc) flow of admixture.

I . Introduction,

la the report the peculiarities of the passive admixture transport in hoi»ogciicouf isoiropic helical turbulence

are discussed. This type of turbulence is characterized by Ilic pscudoscalar ( Vcurl V ^ (hclicily) which differs from

zero. Helicity violates mirror symmetry of the turbulence. One possible cause of Ihe generation of helical

tuibulence in the planet atmosphere is the rotation of the planet (Koriolis force). Therefore, the problem discussed

it important for understanding the propagation of an admixture in the boundary layer of the Earth atmosphere.

2. Averaged Diffusion Equation.

The transport equation for a random concentration field of passive admixture is taken as initial one in our

approach. We write this equation assuming Hut all the quantities are dimensionless ones:

^ + W C D M A C (I)
dt

where С^Я, U is the density field of the passive admixture, O M is the nwkxuiar diffusion coefficient. V(x,t) is

Iba incompre»tole velocity field, divty * 0 , which can be represented in the form:

(2)

wlieie ( 9 ) i s the velocity of a regular How wtiich it assumed to be » function of ft. 6\(x,l)№ я turbulent

velocity Odd, symbol { ) implies averaging over realizations of the stochastic velocity field. Equation ( I ) can be

wiiiii n in и mnrr ftjiictiimiml fiuiii ai a rnaiinuiij atnwioa

+divJ = O (3)
dt

where

J = ̂ C+DMVC (4)

is U M vector of the admixture flow.
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The form of transport equation (3) and (4) is the most general and physically motivated. This form allows us to

differentiate the terms according to their physical meaning in a correct way | i | The first term in Eq.(4) describes

the convcciivc transport of an admixture, that is. au initial distribution of the admixture C(i,t)it carried si«pry

with the speed V(x.t), while the second term in Eq.(4) describes the spreading of the initial distribution due Ю

molecular diffusion.

Our task is to derive the equation for the average concentration ( C ) When doing it, we use the following

assumption which arc typical for atmospheric conditions:

1. The characteristic space and lime scale of turbulent fluctuations i i much smaller than the characteristic space

and lime scale of the average quantities.

2. The amplitude of the turbulent fluctuations are much smaller thnn lite characteristic value of the velocity

flow.

3. The process of molecular diffusion is slower than the process of conveclive transport.

Wild this assumptions taken into account, we can use the asymptotic method of mulliicaJe expansion \2\ in

order to derive the diffusion equation for the average concentration ( C ) . Omitting the details of the procedure

which will be presented elsewhere we write the nonlrivial secular equation describing slow diffusive processes:

where T , X arc "slow variables" which characterize averaged quantities, ( C ) and { V ^ a r e the function* of X . T,

while "fast variables" x , I characterize small-scale turbulent fluctuations, 6 V is • (unction of 3 ,t. Then,

,{) (6)
0

is the matrix of turbulent diffusion coefficients,

V f 6 / x 2 . t > ) (7)

is the velocity tensor of homogeneous stationary incompressible turbulence.

3. Physical Interpretation.

Now we turn to the physical interpretation of the result obtained. Malting the Fourier expat**» of B f

according to

for the matrix D H in Eq.tf) we fat
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We would Uie to stress that the new effects considered in this report below are due to Doppler shift of the turbulent

Jluciualicn frequencies in Eq.(K). If we put \V)-- 0 in Eq.(K). then, we gel die well-known in the statistical

physics expression for the diffusion coefficient as an integral over time from autocorrelation function; this is a

particular case of Kubo formula, see. e g . Rcf.|.1|. It can be concluded from this remark and also from lite general

character of the Dopplcr shin of turbulent fluctuations, that the result obtained for D t J is general and does not

depend on the particular choice of the parameters of lite asymptotic method

4. llelicity Leads lo Appearance of Anomalous Conveclive Flow.

Now return io Eq.(5). The correlation tensor of helical turbulence has tlw form | 4 |

в/'.«/' - [*u.(r.V - йю,(г. U]^+Bmfri;5, +аСлМ.„', со

B M and B N N are correlation functions of longitudinal and transverse components of the velocity field,

respectively. The last term in (9) is due to reflection noninvariancc of the turbulence, the quuniity (6Vcurl5V^ is

the heliciry density:

(б VYx. UcurlSVYx, I ')) = 6g('O. t - 1 ' ) (10)

g is the measure of reflection noninvariance of the turbulence. Therefore. Dtj consists of livo terms, that it, a

symmetric term { Dj = D* ) and antisymmetric ( D * = - D * )onc:

D 4 = D » + D J (II)

The average diffusion equation urn be represented in a more obvious form:

<?r ' дх,

where the anomalous coiiveclive flows are

*^ ш ж w \ i гч \ . • тж ш^~ч i - жъ \ J * гча ъ ~ г ш *\ л t *%\

Г =G1((V»(v{V>x(v))+GJ({V))curi{V')

0

smdthe anomalouf -lifluskM coefficieni if
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B u and Bm are the functions оГ ( ( V ) T , T ) .

The principal effects describing by Eq.(i2) is the appearance of an anomalous conveciive flow V * * ( C ) . This

flow arises due lo I wo factors taken into account, namely, the gradient of the mean velocity and the property of the

hclicily. The direction of this flow is specified by the direction of the vectors c u r l ( v } and ( V ( V ) x ( v ) ) and by

the sign of ihc hclkity. Below two particular cases arc considered'.

5. N e w Effects of A d m i x t u r e Propagation in the B o u n d a r y L a y e r of t h e E a r t h A t m o i p h e r e .

The velocity gradient is perpendicular to the velocity direction. Such situation is rather frequent; the boundary

layer near the Earth surface can be mentioned, when the wind velocity is parallel to the Earth surface while the

gradient of the vclicily is perpendicular to ihc surface. Then, the anomalous convective flow is directed "sideways",

that is, to lite left or to the right side (depending on the sign of the hclicity) with respect to the direction of the wind

/. This fact should be taken into account when an admixture propagation in the atmosphere if analyzed.

The consequence is, thai after a time interval, depending on the wind velocity and the heliciry density of the

turbulence, the center of the admixture cloud can be shifted on a suflicintly large distance in the direction

transverse to the wind direction. It is interesting to note the analogy of this effect to the effect previously described

by us |S|: a panicle beam with an inhomogencous velocity profile in an external stochastic helical field generates a

new particle flow in the transverse direction.

6. The Convective Lifting of an Admixture by the Plane Vortex Flow.

Consider the case when the mean flow yvj is a large-scale plane vortex. Such vortices appear, for example,

when a wind flows around an obstacle. In this case the anomalous conveciive flow is directed from the Earth

surface or toward it in accordance with the sign of the helicity density. Therefore, in a laminar plane vortex flow

the mechanism of lining or setting of an admixture exir Jue to the helicity of the homogeneous isotropic

turbulence.
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EFFECTS OF NONTRIVIAL TOPOLOGY

OF EXTERNAL STOCHASTIC FIELD IN KINETIC THEORY.

A.V.Chcchkin. A.V.Tur. V.V.Y;movsky
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Valter Si V Kharkov 310108 Ukraine

Ziic kinetic description of a collisionless plasma in an external stochastic field possessing hclicily is

examined. Angular momentum pumping into plasmas is discussed. New kinetic cfTcci called "helical

acceleration" is obtained

1. Introduction.

The various problems of a kinetic description of plasmas iu stochastic electromagnetic fields arc widely

examined for a long tune |IJ The interest to lliesc problems is stimulated by the plasma turbulent (toiling

research and by the examination of the collective methods for panicle acceleration. Tlic aim of our report is

to construct and examine the kinetic equation for a plasma in electromagnetic stochastic field with

nonuivial topology. Under topologicai noiiirivialily we mean the existence of the hcliciiy of a stochastic

electromagnetic field, tl implies the violation of mirror symmetry of homogeneous isolropic stochastic field.

This violation is cliaractcrizcd by the value of the Itelicity parameter, and such a stochastic field is called

helical. Tl№ topological nature of the hclicily is connected with Hopf lopological invariant, that is tlie

linking number |2 | .

It is known, that the property of helicity leads to the existence of two imponanl effects in hydrodyiianik

models, that is. lurbulenl dynamo effect | 3 | and generation of large-scale structures in liydrodvnanuc

lurbulcjice J4). Besides, the problem of current maintenance in plasmas caused the grcal interest iu the

possibility of current generation due to injection of waves possessing hclicity in plasmas (5|.

The consiniciion of a kinetic theory of ihc effects which are called "hciicity injection" in plasma

literature is rather important not only from the point of view of the applied problem of current maintenance.

Isolropic electromagnetic field interacting with plasma transfers the energy to plasma through licating.

Topologically nontrivial field, interacting with plasma, also transfers its hclicity to the latter. Therefore, a

natural question arises, what is Ibe kinetic equation which describes this process, and how plasma reacts on

the helicity got from electromagnetic field.

2. Kinetic Equation for Plasma in Stochastic Helical Field.

In the present report we outline the соаямем approach ю Ihae interesting question. We consider the

inoct sinplified model that it the plasma without an external magnetic field 'embedded" in a stochastic

(lurbuleM) elocironwguetK field with correlation properties assumed о be known and constant.
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Electromagnetic field is homogeneous, isotropic and reflection noninvariant (helical) Therefore, space-time

fluctuation spectrum of the transverse electric field has the form

where

Here we take a particular form of © • dependence of the spectrum. Tlic last term in the r.h.s. of Eq (2) is

a measure of reflection noninvariancc of the electromagnetic field, for more details sec. e g , |2 | .

Below we write lite kinetic equation for plasma in external stochastic field with the spectrum given by

where

(i) t * kc and we used the inequality <Ok » Г » kv. Thedctailcd derivation of Eq.(.i) is presented

elsewhere |6 | .

The first and Ihc second term in the r.h.s. of Eq (3) are known and depend on the symmetric pan of the

spectrum (2).

The third term is determined by a mirror imtinvariancc of Ihc stochastic field As far an we know, tins term

has not been discussed in Ihc literature yd.

Э. Angular Momentum P«M|>uig into the Пмим.

L a w analyze the evolution of the moment* of the distribution ftmctmi which obey ЕоДЗ). We

introduce
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- mean density оГ the momentum of lite panicle syftem

• mean density of the energy

fjdV^f(x.V,,)

- mean density of the angular momentum

M(t) = J^J<JVm(* * v)f(x,V,l) (50

ft is a volume of the plasma. Using Eq.(3) it is easy to get the expressions describing evolution in tune of

the quantities (5aH$c):

£ = 0 (6a,
dt

— = 3mD (6b)
dt

d M _
dt "

Eq.(6a) represents a clear result, that isotropic field does not transfer its momentum to the panicle system.

Eq (6b) is well-known and describes diffusion healing of panicles by lite stochastic field Eq.(6c) is the most

interesting, because it demonstrates the angular momentum pumping into the plasma. Point attention to the

following peculiarities of this effects:

1. Stochastic isotropic electromagnetic field without hclicity docs not lead to the generation of the

angular momentum of the plasma. In particular case, longitudinal field does not lead to the generation of

the angular momentum.

2. To generate the angular momeotur. it is sufficient

a) for electromagnetic field to possess helicty;

b) for plasma to possess the tobl momentum.

3. Homogeneous isotropic electromagnetic field generates angular momentum only in spatially

inhomogeneou* plasma.

For the properties 1-3 to be valid, at least, the moments of the distribution function ahouW exist. This

assumption, in principle, с м M l be always fulfilled; therefore, in such а с а к й w necessmy to analyze the
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4. "Hel ica l Acce lera t ion" .

From (he kinetic equation (3) it follows that for the hclicily effects to be manifested two conditions arc

necessary: inhomogeneity of the lectron distribution and anisotropy of (he distribution over the velocities.

Here we consider only one model example which, we believe, is very instructive from the methodical point

of view. We choose an initial state in the form of "cold" beam with constant velocity gradient:

fUV.t-o)-8(V~Va(z)«.) (7)

where V0(z) = ccz.ct = const

("shear flow")
The density p , mean velocity Q and the temperature Tat an arbitrary momeny tare

p = const

u,,(z,t)eca = V0(z)
/«л

uy(z,t) = -aHt

u,(z,t) = O

The regular flow generated in plasma possesses helicity: '

( a - ( V x u ) ) « - a * H t (9)

The main results of Eq>.(8).(9) are a* follows:

1. Particle beam along x-axis with innomogeneous velociry profile along wwto generates a panicle now

in transverse (y)directUm. This effect occurs in jthe stochastic belical field and resembles stochastic

acceleration in plasma physics. Hence it can be called "helical acceleration".

2. The kelichy of the regular flow of panicles is generated due to heUdry of the stochastic helical field.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF VARIATIONS OF
CHAHACTEKISTICS OF KADIO SIGNALS AND RADIO NOISE IN

DIFFERENT RANGES, CONDITIONNED BY DISTURBANCES IN THE
IONOSPHERE

Chernogor L.F., Garmash K.P., Leus S.G., Pakhomova O.V.,
Pokhil'ko S.N., Sorokolet Yu.Ye.

Kharkov State University, Kharkov, 310077, Ukraine

The results of the experimental investigations of variations of
ionospheric, radio signal characteristics over 3 kHz-30 MH2, caused by
effects of sources o? different physical nature are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of our experimental investigations was to study variation
features of characteristics of radio signals and radio noise in the
ionosphere disturbed by sources of artificial and natural origins. The
former were launches and flights of space vehicles (SV), underground,
ground and air explosions, powerful HF and MF radiation, etc. Tne latter
were the terminator, earthquakes, magnetic storms, etc. We measured
signals and noise of the ionosphere over f — 3 kHz - 30 MHz. The ray
paths were at R ~ 10a -10* km away from the sources. The reception was
got at the radiophysical observatory of Kharkov State University (in the
vicinity of Kharkov). The SVs were lifted off from launching sites of
CIS, USA and France. The explosions were burst at sites of CIS, USA
and China. Heating was carried out by the facilities situated near
Moscow, Nizhny Novgorod and Troms0.

EXPERIMENTAL MEANS

There were used the following three kinds of measurements:
active, half-active and passive. In the first case there were used our
radio-transmitting devices; in the second case, signals of the world-net
radio-means were used; in the third case, there were got a reception and
made an analysis of noise radio-frequency radiation of the ionosphere.
When conducting the active and halt-active measurements, our
preference was given to the coherent processing.
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There were designed and created active, half-active and passive

program-apparatus means, including the panoramic ones, operating
practically in a real-time scale over 3 kHz-30 MH2. They are notable for
their compactness and may be mobile. The means allow to investigate
disturbances in the ionosphere and variations of radio signal
characteristics at distances not less than 10* km from the source, with
the processing time of coming information within 10-100 s. Qualitative
factors of algorithms of detecting and measuring depend sufficiently on
a heliogeophysical situation and require some adaptation.

For bettering the time resolution, т , by an order, there was
worked out a packet of the programs realizing nontraditional methods of
spectrum estimation. Our preference was given to the autoregression
model providing rather a high frequency resolution under t « 0.1-1 min.

RESULTS

1. VLF Radio Waves
From the measurements of the phase, Ф , and the amplitude of

radio signals of GBR ( England, f-16 kHz ), it has been found that the
earthquake occurring on 06.03.1986 in the vicinity of the Caspian sea, an
Ф - decrease of 0.6 rad with a delay , At « 1-1.5 hrs (the time resolution
t - 0.5 hr). The duration of the effect being AT « 2.5 hrs. For the
explosion of the orbiter "Challenger" on 28.01.1966, first, there was
observed the phase increase of 1.5 rad with Atj « 0, then there was
observed the phase decrease of 1 rad ( Atj * 1.5 hrs, AT2 « 3.5 hrs).
Simultaneously the signal amplitude decreased 4-5 times ( At* 2.5 hrs, AT
« 3.5 hrs).

2, LF Radio Waves
From the phase measurements of the signals from ОМА ( Czecho-

slovakia, f - 50 kHz ), MSF ( England, f - 60 kHz ) and other stations
we found the following. Thus, at f « 60 kHz, the above-mentioned
earthquake produced at first the phase decrease of 0.3 rad ( Att * 1-
1.5 hrs, ДТ, « 1.5 hrs ), and then the phase increase of 0.5 - 0.6 red
( At2 « 2.5 hrs, AT2 « 2.5 hrs X The powerful ( 2 0 - 1 5 0 kilotonnes of TNT)
undeground explosions, burst on 02.08.1087 on the proving grounds of
SemipalaUnsk and Novaya Zemlya, resulted in phase fluctuations of
± 0.3 rad. The launching of the powerful Proton rocket on 31.03.Ш7
caused a phase increase of 2 rad ( At £ 0.5 hr, AT * 4 hrs У At the same
time, when launching the Energiya rocket on 15.11.1988, the phase
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fluctuations did not exceed 0.2 rad and most certainly were not related
to this source. In the same experiment the signal phase at f » 50 kHz
changed according to the periodical law, having the amplitude of 0.2 rad
( t « t min, At * 1.3 hrs, T =» 20 min, ДТ « 1 hr), and the phase variations
of signals at f = 77.5 kHz had At1>2i3 * 16; 50; 135 min, ДТ 1 Д З* 10; 8;
60 min and T3 » 20 min.

3.MF Radio Waves
For measuring amplitude-phase characteristics of signals, there

were used quasivertical ray paths with radiotransmitting devices in
Belgorod, Izyum and Kharkov ( f « 1.5 MHz), and also in the settlement
of Gaidary ( f « 8.2 - 4 MHz ); reception was got in the settlement of
Grakovo. Ir. the experiments with seismic sources, there were observed
arising weak signals o[ the synchronous broadcasting, shifted in the
Doppler spectrum by fd « 0.2 Hz, apearance of new modes, widening of
Doppler spectra. There were observed the following characteristic
velocities, V, of propagating disturbances: 3 ; 1 and 0.3-0.5 km/s. When
launching the rockets, the effects are similar, being usually more
pronounced. Moreover, there was also observed V « 10 - 30 km/s. As a
result of the series of ground periodical explosions ( T e x p = 20 min,
Astrakhan region, the explosion energy being 100 tonnes of TNT ) on
17.12.1Ш at 1503 kHz, there practically immediately appeared weak
signals of synchronous broadcasting stations, shifted by 0.2 Hz; the
spectrum width changed periodically (T * 10 min) 1.5-2 times. This kind
of signals disappeared In 12 min after the last explosion. For the ray
paths at f * 1593 kHz, the spectrum became diffuse in 12 min after the
first explosion.

4.HF Radio Waves
For observing signals, there were used ray paths with different,

orientation within the range D * 100-3000 km. There were found deep
fadings of & field level, destruction of the Doppler spectra, generation or
supression of the wave processes with T * 5-20 min. All the above -
mentioned characteristic velocities were observed. Total duration of the
effects amounted to several hours. In the above - mentioned experiment
on 17.12.1989, for instance, for a signal at f - 4940 kHz, the Doppler
spectrum became 5-6 times wider, and there appeared the mode at
fa » 0.7 Hz, T « 10 min, At * 30-35 min.

The panoramic measurements of statistic characteristics
( histograms, stpectra, etc. ) of radio noise of the ionosphere have shown
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that they change sufficiently from one season to other, during the time
of the day, and also due to different sources.

DISCUSSION

It has been found experimentally that powerful energy-release
sources in the ionosphere, the atmosphere and under the ground cause
variations of characteristics of radio signals and ionospheric noise within
all the above-mentioned ranges. There has been found a threshold of
their arising to be 107 - 108, 10" - 1012 and 1012 - 10» J, respectively.
There were established characteristic velocities of disturbances
propagating in the ionosphere. They are corresponded to by acoustic -
gravitational, acoustic, slow and fast magnetohydrodynamic waves, and
also seismic ones. There have been worked out elements of the empirical
and theoretical models of variations of characteristics of radio signals
and radio noise, which may be used for systems of radio-navigation,
location, communication, etc.
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PHENOMENON OF ARISING STIMULATED LOCALIZED AND

LARGE-SCALE DISTURBANCES IN THE IONOSPHERE UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF POWERFUL RADIO-FREQUENCY RADIATION

Chernogor L.F., Garmash K.P., Leus S.G., Pakhomova O.V., Pokhil'ko S.N.,
Sorokolet Yu.Ye.

Kharkov State University, Kharkov, 310077, Ukraine

The results of the theoretical and experimental investigations of
large - scale (-1000 km) and localized ionospheric disturbances caused by
effects of high power HF and MF radio waves are presented.

INTRODUCTION

In 1970s and 1980s, considerable attention was paid to radio-
frequency radiation effects on the Earth-around plasma. The arising
effects occur due to electron heating, striction and generation of
instabilities of different types, being localized (see, for instance [1]).

At the Kharkov State University (2-5], there was found the whole
complex of phenomena in the ionosphere disturbed by the powerful
radio-frequency radiation, which cannot be explained by the known
mechanisms [1J. The phenomena are of a stimulated character and may
be observed both within the radiated region and far from it The
ionosphere diagnostics were placed mainly at the radiophysical
observatory of the Kharkov State University in the vicinity of Kharkov
City, disturbances were created in the vicinities of Moscow, Nizhny
Novgorod and Tromsj» (the ranges, R » 700, 1100 and 2700 km,
respectively). To explain the observed complex ot phenomena, the
authors solved the following problems: making more precise and
developing mechanisms of generation of primary localized disturbances,
working-out of mechanisms of disturbances transferred over the great
distances, studying of distinctive features and structures of the
stimulated disturbances.

RESULTS

1. Localized Disturbances
Under the powerful radio-frequency radiation influence in the

ionosphere, there increases the electron temperature, Te; the number
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densities of electrons, N, positive and negative ions aro disturbed, the
irregular structure is disturbed as well. The Te - and N - disturbances
cause the plasma conductivity variations, the generation of magnetic
field and electric field pulses over a wide range of periods, and aiso that
of electromagnetic and density waves.

With an aim of calculating primary Te- and N -disturbances, there
were applied analytic methods and numerical simulations of self-action
of powerful continuous and pulsed radiowaves at fel-10 s MHz for the
effective power PG = 1-10» MW with taking into account a breakdown
in the ionosphere or without it, in quiet conditions and those disturbed
by an outer source. It is also shown that in the quiet conditions, Te and N
in the lower ionosphere may change 70-80 times even at f-51-100 GHz. At
the same time, the self-action is fairly large only at f <, 30 MHz for any
PGs. Under conditions strongly disturbed by an outer source, when N
increases up to 10 orders of the magnitude, the self-action is
considerably pronounced even at f * 102 GHz.

The ionosphere conductivity modulation leads to the generation of
geomagnetic, AB, and geoelectric, AE, field pulses. In a case of the strong
nonlinearity and for the electric, and also magnetic, models of a radiator
(further subscripts "e" and V ) , there were derived relations for the
AB - and AE - estimates. It is shown that the magnitude of the effect
depends nonlinearly on the transmitter power, P, and the antenna gain
coefficient, G (in an approximation of small perturbation, it is
proportional to P and independent of G ). There were done detailed AB -
and AE - calculations for the waves of the Pedersen, Ip, and Hall, IH,
current densities, 3-10-ia - 3-10-7 and 3-10-» - 3-10-* A/m* , respectively,
for the absorbed in the ionosphere power, P, - 0.1-10 MW, pulse
periods, T p - 10*4 -103 s and different conditions in the ionosphere. For
instance, under Ip«3-10-8 A/m» , Pm-1 MW, T p-1 s, ДВ-10-» T,
AE, - 10-3 V/m, AEm ~ 4-10-» V/m, and under IH - 3-10-* A/m»,
Pft = 1 MW, Tp - 100 s, AB - 4-10-Ю T, ДЕ* - 4 V/m, AEro - 210-» V/m.
The generation of these pulses may lead to the ionosphere-
magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction, including particle precipitation
out of the magnetosphere into the lower ionosphere, increasing AB and
AE up to several orders of magnitude, and widening of a horizontal
region of the interaction going out of the limits of the antenna pattern.

The experimental investigations applying the partial-reflection
(PR) technique for diagnostics showed that in a case of powerful radio-
frequency radiation we observed the following: 1) decrease in the mean
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<N> and the variance <AN2> in the lower D-re/;ion of the ionosphere at
the middle and high latitudes for the first minutes after switching on
powerful continuous radio-frequency radiation under the conditions of
rather weak geomagnetic activity; 2) increase in <N> and
<AN2> under the same conditions in the upper D-region and in the
E-region; 3) increase in <N> and <AN2> in the day-time and night-time
ionosphere at the middle latitudes for the firjt minutes after switching
on powerful pulse (t = 500 its) radio-frequency radiation; 4) increase in
radiowave absorption in the lower ionosphere at the high latitudes for
the first minutes after switching on powerful continuous radio-frequency
radiation under the conditions of higher geomagnetic activity;
5) significant variations of characteristics of a PR signal for the
periodical (Tr » 10-60 min) PG increase of the PR facility from ~1 to
-10 MW; 6) <N> being 1.5-2 times larger, at least, at z м 80-90 km with a
delay of At * 5-15 min and duration of AT » 3-5 min.

The effects in 1) and 2) are conditioned by electron heating,
ionization-balance violation, and also by the turbulent and ambipolar
diffusions; the effects in 3), 4), 5) and в) are connected with the
stimulated disturbances that we started to observe in 1972 applying
cross-modulation technique.

2. Large-Scale Disturbances
The first purposeful complex experiments were carried out in

1983. For diagnostics there were applied PR technique, multifrequency
(f«l-30 MHz) Doppler sounding at quasivertical oblique trajectories,
vertical sounding using the CIS ionosonde-net, znagnetometric and other
methods.

The powerful radio-frequency radiation influence leads to arising
a large number of effects: absorption increase of radiowaves at
f « 1-10 MHz, quasiperiodic phase-variations (0*7°) of signals at
f = 50-60 kHz ( R m 1100 km, At « 15 min, T » 20 min, disturbance
duration, AT « 40 min); variations of the main ionogram-parameters
fO)KF2 and fIuin at 0.2-0.3 MHz ( R » 1100 km, At » 16 min,
AT « 45-60 min); variations of Doppler frequency shift of 0.1-0Л Hz at
f « 1-10 MHz (R * 1100 km, Atx « 10-15 min, ДЦ « 20-40 min,
AT2« 40-6C min, T2 * 5-20 min); increase of signal parameter fluctuations
at f = 1-250 MHz; increase in the level of ionospheric radio noise at
f » 1-10 MHz; increase of the intensity. <A*>, of PK signals
(R » 1100 km, At « 10*12 min, AT » 1-10 min, z « 80-100 km);
synchronous changes in the <A*> and amplitude of fluctuation of the
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geomagnetic field components up to 5 1 0 е T under T p = 1-103 s. These
effects were accompanied by an N-increase in the lower ionosphere. This
is confirmed by the N(z) - profiles obtained employing the differential-
absorption method using a regularization of the ill-posed problem.
Moreover, the Es- layer was generated or enhanced.

DISCUSSION

Disturbances arising in the lower ionosphere are usually aperiodic,
being a reaction to switching powerful radio-frequency radiation on and
off, may be explained by the above-mentioned ionosphere-
magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction and, in particular , by particles
precipitating out of the radiation belt.

The disturbances at Z « 100-300 km are usually periodic and seem
to be connected with a generation and propagation, in a horisontal
direction, of wave processes with a velocity of the order of the thermal
velocity of heavy particles, and also stationary nonlinear waves of N with
V=(D/tN)1/2 ~ 0.1-lkm/s (D is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, tN is
the life time of N-disturbances).

[1J A.V. Gurevich, Nonlinear Phenomena in the Ionosphere (Springer-
Verlag, New York, Heidelberg, Berlin, 1978).

12] S.I. Martynenko, et a I., Izv. vuzow (High-School news). Kadiophysics,
27, 3 (1983) (in Russian).

(3] SI. Martynenko, et al., in Effects of artificial influence by powerful
radio-frequency radiation upon the Earth's ionosphere. ( Moscow,
1083 ), p. 94 (in Russian).

[4] KP. Garmash, I*F. Chernogor, and AB. Shvartsburg, in Computer
optics, Issue 6, (Moskow, 1989 ), p. 62 (in Russian).

(5] K.P. Garmash, et al, in Proceedings of the 111 Suzdal URS1
Symposium, (IZMIHAN, Moskow, 1991), p. 121.
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The rise of the natural convectional vortex flow in atmosphere.

RS.Chernyakov, V.M.Kuklin, l.P.Panchenko
Physical and Technical Department, Kharkov University

31 Kuchatov av., Kharkov 310108, Ukraine

The physical model of rising natural convectional vortex flow (storm, hurricane,
cyclone) in atmosphere is suggested in this work. Atmosphere is considered as
three-component medium,consisting with dry air, vapour water and drops of
water.The foDowing processes are taking into account:

a) the diffusion dry air in water 6 and water vapour c;
b) the temperature stratification in atmosphere;
c) Earth rotation w\
d) phase transition(vapouration,coudeasation);
i) heat and mass transfer from cloud to atmosphere;
f) the radiative heat transfer from sun to atmosphere;
g) the interaction between atmosphere and ocean surface.
The process is described with equations of the natural of thiee-component

medium rotating in the Earth field with sources (flowing) of the heat and
masses,depcnded on the conditions (d)-(g) and the equations, describing the
conditions (i) and (g). The system of the differential equations without account
of the conditions (i)-(g) has following appearance

~ + (5, grad)u + 2[w, w] = vbu - —yrodp - yell - 0Г - ДО - ftc)

+ («, sradT) =* - Г Ц e) + X AT + ^-{щ ё)

^ (w, gradt) = Dx Ь6 + Си(й, t)

щ + («, grade) s 2>аДс+Са(й, с)

diw-0

There are u—velocity, T—temperature, 6— contents el the water fp-pressure^-
concentration,^ = 9.81m/«a, Г = P{g/Cf+A), x, v, СгСв, Du D* — coeffidenU
of thermal difTusivity.kinematic viscosity^pecUic beat capacity, specific contents
of the water to phase equilibrium, diffusion air in the water and water vapour,
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Aoe - » - yJTon*** + ВаЩъ + 7Х7з + 747s)

The solution without account of the condition (c) is

л /Яо*а(7а

^ - У 7
Яа*а(7а+7з7х)

,\| 1 = — - .

72+7371
It is obtained that aperiodical instability may be exist in the atmoepheie. It it
detected that threshold of the moist convection exists in atmosphere defined by
critical Rayleigh number Ваъ, depending on conditions (a)-(i)

1. fi» Та > 1

2. foi To < 1

It it obtained that 1) tht critical number of the Rayieigh fot the moist conmction
if lea than of the haat conTection;2)tht ciiikal nmnbei of the Rayleigh fi» tht
•ttatificatbn medium It mote than heat convection;3)the critical number of the
Rayleigh it less with account diffusion processes m the fluid and watei
It is obtained the solution of this problem for

It к obtained that tht voitket and V9% V9 in tht stcood domain (0.5 < s < 1)
ha* got opposite sign than this values in tat JM domain. The result* of this
week can be wed foi understanding of extttmum atmosphttt apptuanct.
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Jhe obtained nonlinear system male linear system neai the state of equilibrium
of the three-component mediuai.The paitial aolution of this linear system foi
the бее horiiontal boundaries (z = 0, z = h) has following appearance

и, = «p(-A* + Ицг + ihxy)A «in i

_ exp(-Af -f tJbjX + ik%y)^/TaTnA tni

_ Az , ехр(-Л< -t- ifcqg + ikiyYftA . vnz
— — —r— -f" _—, Sin ,

h s- PTX h

Л

c~~ h

Л {«-5Л,А)

exp(-Af-f i M 4 ч % )

_ exp(-A< + i
щ

xtu
_

_ cxp(-A< + ik\z + %k%y)яп_

There is the spectrom obtained from the dupenion equation

(*' - X$)(* - PrX)($ w 5/nA)(f - 5Л,Л)(« - A) = J2ai3(7ji4(« - ShxX){» - A))

- PrX)(i - SfciA)(« - Sh»X)

The solution of Пая equation for Fr = I + « i , 5 A l в 1 -f «,, 5A2 s 1 + c 9 к

A =s
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THE EVOLUTION OF DOUBLE LAYERS AT THE EXPANSION OF

THE PLASMA CLOUDS

Yu.I.Chutov, A.V.Drovalev, A.Yu.Kravchenko

Kiev Taras Shevchenko University, Radiophysical faculty. Postal
Address: Volodimirslcaja Str. 64, 252017 Kiev, Ukraine

Some experimental and computer investigations of the laser
plasma expansion into a vacuum show a generation of the double
currentless layers [1,2]. Their generation is caused by a specific
electron velocity distribution function, namely by the existence
of two electron groups with the essentially different
temperatures. This problem was investigated numerically only
vithin the simple plane model.

In this work it was investigated numerically the expansion of
the cylindrical collisionless plasma clouds into a vacuum in
framework of both the finite deferences of hydrodynamic equations
and the CIC - method. It was supposed that the plasma consists of
cold ions (Ti-0) and two groups of electrons with T

C
 (cold

electrons) and T
n
 (hot electrons) temperatures. Initially the

electron velocity distribution functions for each group wee*
Haxwellian. Computer investigation was made for Th/T

c
<-16 at the

following initial profiles of the ion and electron density

i « Ni/V
o
 , n

c
-N

c
/V

o

at r
o
i< r < r

o
2#

ni - n
c
 - nh - 0

at rol > r > 0 and x > r<>2«

Hero V
o
 is the initial volume of the plasma cloud, r

o
l, r

O
2 is the

inner and outer radius of plasma cloud, respectively. The

calculated radii rol ««к*
 r
o2 were normalized to R

o
 * ifa / n

#
Qj

- the macroionic charge). Three variants were investigated, the

quantity of macroions Ni , cold macroelectrons Nc and hot

tnacroelectrons Nh was chosen for each variant according to the

table 1.

'ihe case of rol > 0 corresponds to a hollow cylindrical

cloud. The size of the region of the computer investigation is
chosen equal to L/R© - 1024, the macropartieles masses ratio is »i
/m« - 256 (Ro is Debye length).
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Var.
1
2

3

16382
16382

16382

Nc
8191
8191

14334

8191
8191

2048

0
32

0

128
128

128

In Flg.l some results of computer simulations of spatial
distribution of relative density of cold electrons (1), ions [2)
and hot electrons (3) at any time after expansion start are given.
According to these results the cold electrons drop behind hot
electrons and ions forming sharp front F during expansion time.
The hot electrons with the density decreasing along the coordinate
r are appeared ahead the ion front simultaneously. Thus plasma in
the central part of the cloud consists of three kinds of the
particles, namely ions, hot and cold electrons, at the same time
the region before the ion front is filled only by the hot
electrons .

0.00
100 150 200

r/Ro

Fig.l

In Fig.2 correeponding results of computer simulations of
spatial distribution of the relative electric field E/Eo are
given. According to these results a sharp maximum of the electric
field is formed close by ion front F. This maximum is some orders
stronger than in case of one-temperature electrons due to a higher
density of the faat electrons behind the ion front. The electric
field decreases ahead the ion front monotonously and stronger as
in case of one - temperature electrons. The second maximum of
the electric field in Fig.2 is caused by a Blow electron
reflection from the corresponding potential maximum.
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Fig.3

So two double layers are formed in expanded plasma cloud, the
first and second layer is connected with the ion front and the
cold electrons front, respectively. These layers are shown quite
well in the fluctuations background only till Wpit- 10.

In Fig.3 for a cylindrical plasma cloud with an inside vacuum
hollow it is shown a spatial distribution of the relative density
of ions (1) and cold electrons (2). As can be seen from these
distributions in this case there is the outside (Fi ) and inner
(F2) ion front. The ion density behind the inner ion front is much
greater than one behind the outside ion front due to cylindrical
geometry of the plasma cloud. The cold electrons drop behind both
ion fronts Fi and F2- The hot electrons distribute along all
plasma cloud and penetrate trough the ion fronts and
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r/Ro

Fig. 4

form a negative charge ahead both fronts.

In Fig.4 it is shown corresponding distribution of relative
electric field E/Eo indicating the formation of two peaks of the
electric field in the region of the both fronts. The existence of
double peaks of the electric field is caused by existence of the
cold electron and ion fronts. The appearance of the binary peaks
of the electric field show the existence of two double layers in
this regions.

The complex distributions of particle density and electric
field are appeared in central part of plasma cloud after hollow
collapse.
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SCATTERING OF DRIFT WAUES ВУ DRIFT UORTICES

Davyriova T.A. and Lashkin U.M.

Institute for Nuclear Research
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,

Kiev, 252028. Ukraine

Abstract. Scattering of the drift nave by the drift vortex
within the fraieuork of the Hasegaua-Hima equation is considered.
The Born approximation is used to calculate the scattering anpli-
tude and scattering cross-section characterizing the efficiency
of the uave-vortex Interaction.

Introduction. It is widely thought that a drift turbulent plasma
state can be represented as a superposition of coherent vortex
structures and ueakly correlated turbulent fluctuations (weakly
turbulent "free" waves) [1,2].As uas shown by Horton [11,the ano-
malous plasna transport can be produced both by uncorrelated wave
field and vortices.In this connection,the theoretical description
of the uave-vortex interaction is necessary in order to obtain a
more full understanding of the basic properties of the drift
plasma turbulence,and of a nuiber of important physical phenomena
includingthe anonalous plasma transport.In the dissipationless
limit the basic model equation descibing the drift vortices is
the Hasegaua-Hima equation [3]

s) \'» A ' I t (1)

where the electrostatic potential f is normalized to <e/e ,
Tfy is the electron dlamaonetlc drift speed, L

h
l$ the den-

sity scale length, t
s
 = v/T€/M , P= t,/(*Jti t 7K,(*)|| a .As is

well known,the dipole vortex is the stationary solution of (1)
propagating in the у direction with

t
the velocity 0. (41

B. ....... /)^
T
WflT~ 7* fy(j) '

where 3C« t t o W
 a n d

 ^.
u
* • KiAhd

 t
 ^

a n
d ^

< a r e
 Bessei t\i-

nctions, ̂ Tii^'^jifvi)
 and £ is determined by
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Ш

Ba'ic nodel. fls was pointed out by Horton HJ.at a given time the
total field шау be represented by ,„.,

where the first ten corresponds to the vortex field ( ty is the
nuiber of vortices) and the second ten is the wave component of
the field.In this report ue consider the case of a single vortex
to describe an "eleientary interaction act" between the vortex
and surrounding saall-anplltude drift uave.He represent the ele-
ctrostatic potential in the fon У*% + у

 #/
where % is given

by (2).After linearlzingjjf (1) with respect toy ,ue obtain

The tens on the left-hand side describe the free drift wave with
the dispersion<*>,« К ^ Д и к } ?

1
) , while those on the right des-

cribe the effect of scattering (and,possible,capture) of the wave
by the vortex.
Bounded states. In the fraie loving with the vortex speed U in
the y-direction and after substitution (f«4><ot|>(-i<*>*)the equation
(4) reads

where we have introduced the dliensionless variables f
s
 ^'P »

V « M f i tt-U/C,, A * W 4 < , 5*<</j>- .One can show
that the functions • « * W ? $ . \ Л % 1 Н and V * % / 9 J T are lo-
exact solutions of (5J corresponding to the eigenvalue .л.*О
(zero iodes).An existence of these lodes is connected with the
fact that the group parameters Of,, y

#
 (center of the vortex) and

4 iay be chosen arbitrarily and (5) has no an explicit depen-
dence onff.y , d .In partlculary.the lodes +

4
 and ^ represent'the

so called Coldstone translational iode.lt is iiportant to stress
that these solutions are localized elgeniodes.Therefore,one can
say that the part of drift wave perturbations is captured by the
vortex.
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Continuous spectrum. After Introducing a new tiue variablei't-irk
and substitution ijTs if ea}>i{Q^-uii'),uhere Q=

/
0-,i/{l(»jj

)2
 Дгош (4) one

can obtain the following equation for If

uhere ue have chosen the boundary conditions corresponding to in-
cident and scattered waves.In (6) the operator i is

, is the Hankel function of the first kind of the order zero
and {

l

8
f l

l
J / f

2
 .Under the conditions

А
1
\Ъ№\1*Щ.4) « *

 for

for

«here 1l('t)-(l-«'x|>V
t<
t;'

I
))/^|'(i?;^) the Born approxiiation is va-

lid.He consider here the case <f,« (0, ̂
4
) .Then.far froi the origin

the total field is a superposition of incident and scattered ua-

. (8)

where 0 is the scattering angle and the scattering aiplitude f

is given bv
 л1%

 . a • 1
1
 6\

• • о

Froi (9) the scattering aiplitude {(в) can be calculated exac-
tly,but here we ue present only the case ^4«ftoi=(f{,,+u)i«'(.
In the cases & 4

l
« / l

2
« l and f » 4 the scattering is al-

isotropic p * * *

The total scattering cross-section 6" can be obtained by integra-
ting of К(e)I

1
 over the scattering angle 0
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If pl«klAl«4 we have

j4 f
and the scattering is laxinun at the angle 6=0 (forward scatte-
ring).The scattering cross-section In this case f s ^ S T ^ S t V / a ^
One can shou also that for&p~4 and $«k(L the liniial sca-
ttering cross-section is x ^ я

If k
x
f « \ , /"M one can obtain

{f)f
In the latter case the scattering cross-section Is such юге than
the vortex radius so that the wave-vortex interaction becoies very
strong.
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SPATIAL - TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF EXPLOSIVE INSTABILITY
IN A NONEQUILIBRIUM PLASMA WITH WAVES OF "ZERO-ENERGY*

Davydova T.A. and Pankin A.Yu.

Institute for Nuclear Research.
Kiev-252028, Prospect Nauki, 47, Ukraine

The spatial - temporal behavior of modified explosive
Instability is investigated. It has been found that the steady
state in a finite time can be established if the length of the
Interaction region is less than "the explosive length". This
final state corresponds to spatial wave amplification due to wave
interaction In nonequil^brlum system near stability boundary.

Near the linear Instability boundary the efficiency of wave

interactions sliarply increased and modified explosive Instability

can develop In nonequilibrium plasmas and liquids [1-31. It has

been obuerved experimentally that plasma in ^okamak devices tends

to the state of marginal stability. Nevertheless the fluctuation

lev«l and transport coefficient rather high and It can be caused

by nonlinear Instabilities In the process of three-wave resonant

Interaction (when resonant conditions for three waves involved

are fulfilled' u
r
 = ы,, + u

3
, ft*

7
 ~ K

2
 + Щ ) . The characteristic

development time for explosive Instability decreases when

nonequlllbrlum system tends to linear stability boundary or when

the so called "zero energy waves" take part in . resonant

interaction. The wave can be considered as "zero - energy wave"

If the change of Its energy during interaction is larger than

their "own energy", formally calculated In the absence of Interac-

tion. For example, "own energy" of electrostatic plasma wave with

frequency u* and wave vector fe is CtfUg)' ^il g L wefwjj^^.^lt

can be rather small near etability boundary. If all three

interacting waves are "zero - energy waves", their amplitudes

Increase asymptotically as (t
Q
- t)~

z
 In Infinite homogeneous

media 11,2). It is sufficient that ̂ ъ *
 f
 , » t

A
 to consider a

wave (ujf.fc) as zero-energy wave during Interaction. This criteria
depends on the Initial wave amplitudes because "explosive time"
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depends on them, and It can be easier fulfilled near stability

boundary. Evidently the wave growth saturation is due to some

nonlinear effects of higher order (for example, nonlinear frequen-

cy shift [41 or to the flniteness of the interaction region in

real conditions.

In present report we consider spatial - temporal evolution

of three zero - energy waves resonantly Interacting In bounded

region. We restrict ourselves to the case when spatial - temporal

evolution of wave amplitudes can be described by the system

0 0 \ A n n

t
 д д Л

 п n
 *

where c
t
 is the complex amplitude of the wave (^

t
,fc

i
). One

of the real nonequlllbrlum system where nonlinear wave Interac-

tion can be described by the system (1) is a plasma with mono-

energetic Ion beam. The explosive instability was theoretically

predicted and observed in such a system (31. The system becomes

linearly unstable If the velocity of ion beam u Is less than the

sound velocity c
e
 or more strictly if u

2
<c

g
 (Ur\)

3
 where

т\=(
п
оъ/п)

1/3
«1, п

оЪ
, п

о
 are densities of Ion beam and plasma cor-

respondently. If, for example и
г
=о

в

г
(1-3г])~

1
 elgenwaves of the

system are stable, and their nonlinear interaction can be describ-

ed by the system (1) with

, u
z
=u(1rq/2), i.e. u

f

( Eat - initial values of wave electric fields, r ^ - Debye

electron radius).

First of all let us consider analytically the possibility of

steady state. To simplify the system (t) we consider the case u
f
=

=и
г
=ы

3
=и and assume that all three amplitudes are equal and real

: С ,=02=0.3=0. Then the system (1) reduces to an equation for real

amplitude

(
 m *

u
 ш >

 c
 - ° (2)

which is equivalent to-

« Ш
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So a particular solution of (2) obeys the equation

dC . „ дС /ТАЗ/2 (3)

We are looking for the solution or Eq. (3) with initial and

boundary conditions: C(t=O)=C
Qt
 C(x=O)=A

Q
.

The function y(x,t)=C^
/2
 -C'

1/2
(x,t) satisfies linear equation

with initial and boundary conditions; y(t=O)=O, y(x=O)=C-
'

/ 2

t Q(t) -JL ft- g; ert- g;

-1/2

0
. Using Laplace transform one can easily obtain the

solution

y(x.t)=y
0 g;

where erx;=f for a^O. efr>=0 for x<0

Tt gives us the amplitude C(x,t):

C(x,t)= (t
o
-tr

6 u
z

d
o
-x)

2
<A*o

So, for t>
x
o/u the steady state has been established for

x<x
Q
 if x

o
<min(l

o
,t

o
u}. It describes amplitude distribution in

space corresponding to the finite spatial amplification. During
the temporal Instability development different amplitudes tend
to become equal* and phase difference пр,-ф

2
- <р

3
) tends to zero as

t * t
o
. So we can expect that the steady state for the system (1)

wllljbe establlshed^for any initial and boundary conditions.
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This was conrirmed by numerical solution of the system (1)

with various initial and boundary conditions. Typical examples

of such solutions of Interacting waves are represented In figures.

Flg.1 corresponds to the case x>l
Q
,ut

0
 and there is no steady

state. The Initial amplitudes \C
t
(t=O)\ where chosen equal to each

other but wav» phases cp
t
 were different (G

i
=\C

i
 \exp(i(p

t
)). Fig.2

corresponds to the case x<ut
o
,l

Q
 where the temporal growth

of modified explosive instabilities saturates and stationary

distribution of wave amplitudes and phase have been established.

We show spatial - temporal behaviour of one of the wave amplitudes

(Fig. 2a) and its phase (Fig. 2b). Two other are developing

similarly. The steady state establishment is evident from the

Plg.2c whei-e the temporal wave amplitude evolution at fixed- x=0.5

Is shown. ,

Thus in real bounded system we always have some threshold for

temporal instability to develop. If A
g
> ^ / б uf

in
(where х„ is the size of interaction region и ,_is minimum of

values u
t
 in the system (1)) a saturation of the Instability can

be caused other nonlinear effects.
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AN INDUCTION
SENSOR OF CHARGED PARTICLES

V.A.Deryuga, A. N.Kondratenko, K.N. Ostrikov

Kharkov State University, Kharkov, 310077, Ukraine

Induction sensors of elestrical charged particles find an
application for aerosols and dusts concentration and disper-
sivity determination in oecology and sanitary investigations Ш .
For measurements of particle electric charges in absolute units
it is nesessary to calculate the shape of output electric signals
for sensors of the kind.

In present report a sensor, which consists of three coaxial
electrically insulated hollow cylinder electrodes of the sane
radius a, is examined. The length of the internal metallic cylin-
der is d, the lengths of the electrically connected external
metallic cylinders are infinite. By solving Poisson's equation
for a point charge q., located on the axis of the sensor, the
distribution of electric sharge, induced on the cylinder surface,
has been determined. When the charge q. moves along the axis of
the cylinders at the constant velosity v, in a circuit connecting
the internal and the external elestrodes flows the recharge
current I, which is the output signal of the sensor. The expres-
sion for I has also been found.

K U = q. a*v 2Г
1
 <C*4* + * • } - • ' • + IU - v t )

a
 + a*]-

>/e
> +

+ q. v Сп а Г
1
/ ? d? <c»o {?(<* - v t)J +

о

+ се* Ц t

where t is time, ? is an integration variable, I
o
(?) and 1,С{)

are modified Bssel's functions of zero and first orders, K
o
<?) Is

modified McDonald's function of order zero. The solution of this
problem received earlier [21 gives an incorrect result In the
limit passage d -» a» .

An expression for the recharge current of a two electrode
induction sensor is much slmplier
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Kt) = «. a*v С«/Ч* * л*Г
л
'

л
/г.

The sensor consists of two semi-infinite coaxial hollow metallic
cylinders of the same radius л disposed at a small mutual
distance. Л point charge q. moves along the sensor axis with the
constant velosity v. If the velosity о is known, the charge q. can
be determined from output current pulse amplitude 1

ЛЛЯ

The fast-action of the sensor is characterized by the duration of
the current pulse т - 1.9 «и/ (10 x level of the signal).

The minimum electric charge <^
ntn
, that can be measured by

the sensor and a charge-sensitive amplifier with a feedback
capacitance С when the charged particle moves at the optimal
velosity, has also been estimated.

where Jc
B
 is the Boltzmann constant, T is thermodinamlc

temperature. When the lowest attainable capacitance С = 0.01 pF
and T * 300 К the minimum discernible charge is about 5 10"

l T
 C.

1. Klimenko A.P. Metody i pribory dlya izaerenlya kontsentratsii
pyli. Moskva, Khimlya, 1978.

8. Krasnogorskaya N. V., Sedunov Yu.S. Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser.
Geofizika. 1961, No. 5. p. 77S.



RADIOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION OF ARTIFICIAL IONOSPHERIC
DISTURBANCES CAUSED BY RELEASES OF CHEMICAL REAGENTS

Dorokhov V. L. . Kostrov L. S., Martynenko S.I., Misyura V.A.,
Pushin V. F. , Somov V. G. , Tyrnov O.F.. Tsymbal A.M.,
Shemet A.S.

Kharkov State University, Kharkov, 310077, Ukraine

Using ground radio sounding . there were obtained some
parameters of the artificial disturbances caused by
chemical reagents released into the ionosphere. Simple
models of a regular structure of the disturbances were
developed using quasi-plane "step layers".

Active chemical reagents released into the ionosphere give
rise, first of all, to appearing artificial disturbances ( ADs )
of the electron density, N, [1,2). These h?s may cause parameter
changes of the passing and scattered radio signals.Here there &re
given investigation results using radiosounding of the parameters
of the ADs appearing under releases of various types of the che-
mical reagents, obtained in 1986-1992 near Volgograd and near
Kharkov.

To diagnose ADs near Volgograd, there have been used a mo-
bile partial-reflections facility ( its operating frequencies
1.0-3.5 MHz, sounding-pulses duration being 25-100 mcs with the
repetition frequency of 1 Hz. records of the partially reflected
signals over 50-200 km with height steps fro* 3 to 12 km for the
ordinary and extraordinary components ) and a mobile facility-
complex of active Doppler sounding ( its operating frequencies
being 1.5-15 MHz, pulse duration of 500 MCS ). The ionospheric
situation has been controlled by the vertical-sounding data.

There have been estimated the main parameters of the ADs
caused by the barium releases in the E-region, namely: electron
density in the ADs, 1- sizes, times of the development, t, , and
existence, t2 , and also velocity values of the drifts Cor expan-
sion), V , over an oblique path. At the same time a possible dis-
turbing effect of the natural sporadic formations has been taken
into consideration.lt has been found that for the barium releases
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of Э.1-1 kg, the ADs parameters are within N * C3.6-5.0)«10* ст"

э
,

1 •* 6-20 km. Ц * 1-3 min. t
2
* 3-10 min.V * 0-300 m/s. Also, there

was determined an effect of the development С or enhancement ) of
of the E

s
-layers stimulated by the launches of small meteorologi-

cal rockets.This perhaps might be due to effects of corresponding
stimulated precipitations of high-energy particles and to geoele-
ctric field disturbances. The release heights were z *120-140 km,
and the horizontal ranges from the release-region centres down to
a station receiving and transmitting signals were h * 100-110 km
and h * SO km. The oblique signal-receiving allowed to improve
distinguishing the signals from out of the background of distur-
bing reflections from natural and artificially stimulated spora-
dic ionospheric layers at z * 90-130 km due to sufficient diffe-
rences between indicatrices of scattering of ADs and sporadic
layers.

As a result of monopositional Doppler radiolocation, at f =
3.7 MHz there was recorded a reflected signal during the periods
of relaxation and turbulization of the ADs. dynamic Doppler spec-
tra bein obtained as well.The development time of the ADs Cbefore
arising a reflected signal) was * 80-120 s, their existence time
was •*• 3S-45 min. The spectrum spread during the turbulization
reached units of Hz.Our calculations showed that in the period of
widening a disturbance С 0-1 min). the Doppler frequency shift of
SW radiosignals might be as high as + 10 Hz with the rate of fre-
quency change of 4 0 Hz/min. For the ADs of the "hole" type ( for
instance, N-decreasing under SF

e
-releases), the signal has a roul-

tibeam structure.
The experiments with Doppler sounding of the ADs arising in

the case of moving large space vehicles were carried out during
an intense braking of the orbital station "Salyut-7". The station
orbit-inclination angle of •* 62* and the observation-point
latitude of - 49* in vicinity of Kharkov City allowed
to observe its flight through the investigated ionospheric
region for the three successive turns С in vicinity of the nor-
thern top of the trajectory). During the final stage of the sta-
tion existence, the time of such flights corresponded to hours
before sunrise. A system of multichannel Doppler sounding with
range strobing allowed to record both signals specular-reflected
from the maximum F-region heights and reflections from the lower
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heights. At the last but one turn, the orbit height was 2*128 km;
day earlier we had z * 160 km. During these flights, there were
observed not any additional reflections at the sounding frequen-
cy. f=3.7 MHz. At the last turn, before its fall, the heigh- of
the station above Kharkov was z -* 110 km. At the same time there
was recorded a signal reflection with a time delay corresponding
to the range up to the station-flight trajectory.The intensity of
this signal was 4-40) dB with respect to that of a specular-ref-
lection signal from the F-region. The signal observation-time was
T -*2.5 min, the Doppler frequency shift being 0.1-0.15 Hz. It in-
dicates that burning of the construction elements during braking
the orbital station in the upper atmosphere led to a formation of
the ionized track with the N-values comparable with the corres-
ponding values in the F-region maximum. A small effective reflec-
tion-area and small time of the track existence indicate insigni-
ficant radial sizes of this formation. The velocity of its sprea-
ding didn't exceed V *- 10 m/s.

For modelling a regular space-time structure of the ADs on
the analogy of the plane "Epstein steps", there were used spheri-
cal plasma "Epstein steps". The given idea allowed to calculate
the main energy and path characteristics of the HF- and UHF-ra-
diosignals passing through a disturbed region. The numerical re-
sult agree with the experimental data.

Finally we note that the results obtained demonstrate effi-
ciency of the radiophysical techniques described above for diag-
nostics of the parameters of the ADs caused in the ionosphere by
different types of the chemical reagents. Similar methods may be
successfully applied for investigating disturbances of other phy-
sical nature as well.

[1] P. A. Bernhardt , J.Geophys.Res. (1987 ) , Vol. 92 , pp. 4617-
4628.

t2J V.L. Dorokhov , et al., in Proc—dtngs of tfw 111 Suzdal URSI
Symposim С IZMIRAN , Moscow . 1001 ) . pp. 102-103.
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TRANSPORT AND NEUTRALIZATION OF LOW ENERGY IOH BEAMS IN

TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

S. v. Dudin. A. V. ZyKov, V. I. FareniK
KharKov university.Scientific PhYslKo-Technoioelcal center.

Kharkov. Ukraine

At the present time the low energy ( E<lKeV ) broad intense
ion beams are widely used in different Kinds of modern techno-
loey processes, especially in microelectronics, optics. F^opaea-
tion of broad intense ion beam is impossible without neutrali-
zation of their space charge by electrons injected from outside
or appearing automatically as a result of some processes in
transport space (autocompensation). Ion-beam Plasma created in
the space is the active medium from which immediately the char-
eed> excited, chemical-active particles and electroroaenetic
radiation hits the processing surface. Thus, space charge neut-
ralization is one of the Key problems of the ion-bean techno-
loey.

Majority of investigations m this field 11,21 are devoted
to neutralization of high energy focused ion beams < E>10KeV ).
in this case electrons appear as a result of ambient gas loniza-
tion by beam ions. However in technology ion beams of lower
energy are often used. In this energy range lonlzation immedia-
tely by ions is not effective.

In order to study mechanism of the low energy ion beam neutra-
lization complex theoretical and experimental investigations
have been carried out by authors. Different channels of elect-
ron appearing have been investigated experimentally and theore-
tically with different modes of neutralization. Detail probe
measurements of ion-beam Plasma parameters have been carried
out. On the base of their results self-consistent theoretical
model have been developed.

It should be mentioned that process of neutralization of ion
beam it is necessary to investigate taKlng into account real
boundary conditions-, type of ion source and all of the elemen-
tary processes, which tahe place both on surface of target and
in space of ion-beam plasma. In this paper the results of the
investigations of low energy ion beam autocompensation in closed
transport tpac* with e<raipot«ntui boundaries are presented.

The series of experiments has been performed on the experi-
mental device described in 13). The ion beam had cylindrical
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symmetry. The continuous uniform and hole tube-liKe ion beams
were used in the experiments. It is discovered that plasma
potential in whole chamber space excepting thin boundary layers
is constant at any parameters (Plasma potential was measured by
hot Lanemuir probe). This fact eives significant simplification
for theoretical treatment. The particularities of the electric
probe measurements in the ion-beam plasma were investiaated.
The experimental results of electron temperature, electron and
ion densities, plasma potential and electron energy distribution
measurements are obtained.

A theoretical model is presented which describes the beha-
viour of intense ion beam passing through the neutral gas at low
pressure within conductive walls. The main processes which the
model taxes into account are shown at Fie. l. Fast ions and
neutrals impinged surface of target cause secondaryy-electron*
appearing which accelerate by wall-Plasma potential difference
and form the electron beam, propagating towards ion source . The
electron beam is a main cause of neutral atoms ionlzation and
electron gas heating ( because of low energy of beam ions ).
Electrons, produced by lonization. are trapped within the beam
by its own space charge, resulting in a decrease of the poten-
tial well. Slow ions, produced by ionization and resonant char-
ge exchange, are escape at walls without collisions. Low energy
trapped electrons have large lifetime and collisions are espe-
cially important for electron gas parameters formation. Colli-
sions with heavy atoms and ions promote isotropization of the
electron distribution function. Electron-electron collisions
lead to development of a Maxwellian distribution, characterised
jy electron temperature T. Diffusion in velocity space allow»
the electrons which would have populated the high energy tall of
the distribution to escape.

The electron particle balance is governed ьу the rate of elec-
tron production by ionlzation and the rate of escape , which la
determined by the depth of the potential well, and the shape of
electron energy distribution. The coiusioniess approach is used
which means absence of colllsional relaxation of the bean. This
theory is used to derive the plasma potential and electron tempe-
rature within the beam. The energy and particle balance of this
system are explored as a function of the Physical parameters of
•he primary beam and of the fas pressure. The electron tempe-
rature and plasma potential are calculated from self-consistent
energy and particle balance equations. The energy distribution
of plasma electrons is found uslns the Роккег-PlancK equation.
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Numerical solution of the equations was performed on personal
computer.

Good agreement of the model with experimental results allows
to use it for optimization of ion beam technological systems.
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HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EMISSION OF ELECTRONS PRECIPITATING
FROM EARTH'S RADIATION BELTS IN TIME MAGNETOSPHERIC STORMS

A. V.Dudnik

Kharkov University, Ukraine,310077 Kharkov, Svobody sq.,4

The estimations of spectral intensity of the synchrotronous
radio emission of electrons' clots precipitating from the
radiation belts of the Earth into atmosphere during magnetic
storm are prodused.

Sharp increasing of number and intensity of the sporadic
radio emission bursts of Earth's magnetosphere on frequencies
from 38 MHz to 325 MHz was observed during the mane phase of
geomagnetic storms on middle latitudes II]. The amplitude of
radio bursts reached of the level 10"

8t
 -10"

ao
 Vatt nf

a
 Wz"

1
. At

the same time the modification of fluxes and energetic spectrum
form of radiation belt electrons with energies 0.3-1.2 HeV was
marked on low-orbital altitudes [2]. . The intensity of radio
bursts, registrating during 1992-93 years on installation of
Kharkov University on a frequency 150 MHz, fluctuates from 1 0 ~ "
to 1O~

2 0
 watt m~

a
Hz~'.This experimental data permits to suppose

the observed radio emission to have synchrotronous nature. The
sourse-is its precipitated electrons moving in the Earth's
dipole magnetic field .

The calculation of synchrotronous emission of electrons in
the dipole magnetic field was made in C3] for particles'
distribution of type:

f c? ] Л
ЖЕ, R,»)«К Г^ехр - ~ ( r

#
- r

o
)

a
 \h

 a
sin

n
o W n ) .cn^erf

1
 ster"', (1)

where K-is dimensional coefficient, £-ls full energy of
electrons (with the account of mass of rest), 4*1.517 (4), a-is
the radius of the Earth, ro-is the distance from the centre of
dipole to maximum of the intensity of electrons with energy £,
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r

e
-is the distance from the centre of dipole to the observed

field's line in the equatorial plane,

И -/n3cose

H=M/r\-is geomagnetic field strength in equatorial plane on a
distanse r

e
 from the centre of dipole; г,в,ф-аге polar coordina-

tes, M-is magnetic moment of dipole,a-is pitch angle,

(3)

у and n. - indexes in energetic and pitch angular distribution of
electrons.

Full energy of electrons:

E=Eo+E
k
=0.5lMeV+E

k
, (4)

where E^-is kinetic energy cf electrons. Taking into account
factors, given in introduction, let us take £^ *0.5 HeV, then
Ш HeV. Let us take r=2,n=4. For E=\ HeV г

о
*1.8а. r

#
*2a

CL-shell of the point of observation of radio emission). So far
as in the point of registration the angle between zenith and
magnetic line is 23°, and maximum of the diagram of antenna is
directed to zenith, we can suppose a=22°. For the calculation of
the value h in (2) it's necessary to take 0=46°. Then n»U. For
n=4 the function fc(n) in C3) is equal: kin)«0.33

The value W(E,R,JU) in (1) can be defined from the equation

where /,cm."*sec"
1
 ster^er^"-is differential flux of particles,

У-is the velosity of particles:

,
c
 A
/ /nc* J

cm sec'
1
, C6)

(/ПС
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The flux of precipitating electrons in South Atlantic Magnetic
Anomaly can reach the value l%lO~

l
cni~

2
sec~* keV~

l
s ler'*

for E^=500 keV on L=t. 1-2.0 [51. Proceeding from this and using
Cfj, we can get A/(E,R,^)=2.a-10~

3
cmr

3
er$'

1
ster"

1
.

And now we can define the coefficient К from CD:

C 7 )

As a result we can get K=1.2-1O"
10
.

The intensity of synchrotronous emission [31:
1L

-Jr Лг.п), erg aiCzsec-lH2'lsterl, (8)

where

(9)

e.m-аге charge and mass of electron, c-is the velosity of
light,R-is the distanse from an observer to the point of
emission, /-is the frequency of enission.

7
2n в

J dfl
§(ll)

в, Cl+3cos
e
e)

4
 Csln fl)*«»'-

n
»-*

where 0
l(1
»cjj - 9 ) ; - ^ - ; Д6 - breadth of antenna's diagram.

Substituting values n,r,K,H,r
o
,r

m
,0 and also table values

в and m; î «S00 km, /«150 Ш into the equation С8). we can
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calculate value 1,. As a result J^=2.110~17 erg
crtC*sec-lHz-lster-i or in more familiar units /^=2.1 -10"*°
wait m.~*Hz~lster~l. Thus, calculated values of spectral
intensity of synchrotronous emission of precipitating electrons
agree with the observed intensities of sporadic radio emission
bursts near Earth space, that speaks about the synchrotronous
nature of latters.
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Coverings by Ion-Plasma One.
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and technologies. The author of more than 170 scientific publications.

Metallic and non-metallic coverings produced using electrolythical
(h.'ilvantc) method have been known as most extensively used in industry to
protect metal surfaces, parts of machines and apparatuses against corrosion and
to increase wear resistance until now.

In the laboratory of vacuum-plasma technology of electron-machinery
building department of Sumy Physico-Technological Institute (SPT1) and the
Department of Applied Material Science of the Research Institute for New
Technologies at SPTI together with the Department "Antihalvanica" of Sumy
Center for Scientific and Technical Activities and Social Initiatives at Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences, the works on the substitution of halvanic method for
production of coverings by ion-plasma method are performed, new technologies
are developed and are introduced in industry.

The method of surface deposition of low energy ion flows (or atoms)
together with mixing of substrate and covering atoms in the interface region
using simultaneous and successive exposure to high energy ion and electron
flow is used to deposite coverings. This method which has been developed by
the member-correspondent of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences Vladimir
Tarasovich Tolok allows decreased energy consumption by a factor of 5-10,
increased productivity by a factor of three due to high deposition rate,
decreased material consumption by a factor of five, as for material capacity, it
decreased by a factor of 10 and decreased by a factor of 5-10 production cost, in
comparison to traditional methods.

This new technology is characterized by the possibility to produce
coverings for different purposes: wear resistent and agrcssive media protecting,
corrosion protecting, superconducting, antifricting, decorating.

Metals, metal compounds (nitrides, carbides, sulfides etc.), metal alloys and
many component ones among them, dielectrics (in the case of diamond-like
coverings) may serve as covering materials. Coverings may be single-layered,
many layered (when properties are given from layer to layer) as well as
compositional coverings. The important feature of new technology is the
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possibility to deposit these coverings both to metals and dielectrics (plastics,
marble, porcelain, etc.) with good adhesion ol the film to covered material.

The proposed technology can be realized in industry using the apparatus
with automatic control which can provide in a single cycte preliminary impurity
purification and elimination of surface roughness using the ultrasound, high
frequency treatment and ion etching with further covering deposition and
ion-beam treatment, providing higher quality adhesion and covering density.

The as-developed apparatuses are simple in construction, highly feasible,
convenient for servising, automatically controlled by means of sensors,
microprocessors, microcomputers and display treatment of information, can
realize purification and revision of knots and detailes of apparatus.

The apparatus can provide: loading and unloading of pieces in vacuum
chamber in groups and by the piece using lock-line units; continuos operation
during one hundred hours with productivity 100 pieces per hour (with
transversal dimsnsions of 200 mm); the possibility of simultaneous deposition of
different materials for obtaining coverings of many component composition;
inhomogenity of compositions does not exceed two per cent; the degree of
covering in the case of "steps" (thread etc.) is of 50% ;the production of
coverings on pieces with complex configuration; irreproducibility of profiles from
cycle to cycle of + 5% ; total impossibility of interruption and break down of
voltage.

This new technology, in comparison with a halvanic one, does not need
additional materials, only those necessary for deposition ( in the case of metal
compound deposition dopping gas is necessary).Since surfaces of pieces must be
cleaned before vacuum plasma treatment, a new technology has been developed
and new apparatuses for washing and cleaning surfaces using ultrasonic
cavitational method have been constructed in the Research Institute for New
Technologies at SPTI. The use of piezoceramical radiators of ultrasonic vibro.ions
and pure water or weakly alkaline solutions as working liquids makes this
technology harmless for personnel as well as ecologically clean..

To remove wire-edges and inhomogeneities in surfaces, the vibro-polishing
apparatuses produced in Poltava City by "Krasnoe Znamia" Plant are used.

Three modifications of working chambers for vacuum plasma apparatuses
with common posts of vacuum evacuation and feeding blocks and control have
been developed. These chambers allow coverings to be deposited on pieces of 1
to 10 mm diameter, to 15 mm transversal dimensions and to 850 mm length and
350 mm width.

Both vacuum-plasma apparatuses and ultra-sonic lines of washing and
cleaning surfaces are produced now by the Industry. Using the elements of
developed equipment, one can compose • line which substitutes totally the lines
of halvanic production.

Extensive introduction of these technologies and equipment in industry (
employment of good vacuum conditions, plesmochemistry, electronics ) will
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result in improving the conditions of labour provide ecologically harmless
technological processes, will inevitably become one of the ways to increase and
to stimulate general culture of production.

This work has been reported at the l-st All-Union Conference "Physics and
Conversion", Kaliningrad.
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NONLINEAR ALFVEN WAVES IN INHOKOGENEOUS PLASMAS

E. A.Fedutenko, V. I.Lapshln, K.N.Stepanov
Kharkov Slat* University, Svobody •<}.«, Kharkov

ЭЮО77, Ukraine

It is shown that the spatial inhomogeneity of a magnetized
plasma may provide the existence of new strongly nonlinear
MHD-structures of the Alfven-type localized in the direction of
non-uniformity. The dispersion of strongly nonlinear Alfven waves
is investigated. The case of infinite plasmas are considered.

We consider the cylindrical plasma column of the radius R
immersed in a steady magnetic field В

 о
 || z with the equilibrium

density p
 g
(r) , which monotonously changes from the value p

 o
(0)

to the value p
 о
<Ю. Plasma is considered as an incompressible

fluid in the low /3 approximation C/3 = V */ V * « i, V
 s
 and У

 д

are the acoustic and the Alfven velocities respectively). It
allows the magnetic field В

 о
 to be considered as uniform. To

describe the propagation of the two-dimensional low-frequency
perturbations in such a plasma we use the ideal MHD equations

д У 1
— + Cv у; v * - ( curl B, 0 J, С 1 )
д t D

д В
—- - curl I v, В J , div v * div В * 0 .
д I C 2 )

Here D * 4 n p
 o
, В = В

 о
+ В* is the total magnetic field (В* is

the magnetic field of the perturbation). Axially symetrlc
solutions of the system C D , С2) are considered. So we put д/дф *
°>

 v
 A * %

 s
 °

 a n d
 introduce vector potentials of the velocity

and the magnetic field Y and А О * curl Y, В « curl A). Such a
polarization is typical for Alfven waves in an lnhoaogeneous
plasma Ш . As a result the system (1), (23 may be combined to
yield the following coupled equations for values ff • Уф and A • J(L

0 A # / d 1 в A

• ( I, A t J -
r
 t Л, Д A J +4-7- C

r
 > A Af-r - 0 , ( 3 )
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a A
L < + ( i, A 1 > * 0 , (4)

д t

Here A s A + Л*, А « г В /2, A* is the perturbed value of the
0 0 0

 r

vector potential of magnetic field, the expression la,bl denotes
the Poisson bracket:

1 г д д Ь д а д -t
[ a, H * - — CT aJ Cr b) С 5 )

г Ч г д г д г д r J

In the linear approximation equations (3) and (4} describe the
propagation of the Alfven wave in an inhomogeneous plasma [1,2].

We seek the stationary solution of the system (3), (4) in the
form of the nonlinear wave propagating along z with the constant
velocity /

o
. So we transform Eqs. (3), (4) to the system of

coordinates of the wave. Putting ( * г - V
 o
t, we obtain the

following equation for •
v

д Li I ¥ о д
[ i, A ft 1 * С Li ) — «0, (6)

where a *Cd In p / <t r) '\ £ Cr; « / - V •frV V J . The value A*
is turned out to be defined by the expression A « - Bc i / V .

Using the symoetry properties of the Poisson bracket we make
the anzatz L i * - к а

Сг) 9 + p СгУ and insert it into Eq. (6).
Then one can show that solutions of this equation satisfy the Eq.
(6) in the region r < R if

к
 a
 Cr; • h • / tCr) . pCiO « <V/2)U?Cr)r + t/rl , С 7 )

^ is an arbitrary constant value.
We have to fulfil Eq. (6), (7) with boundary condition. The

case when plasma column was bounded at the point г • R by a solid
wall has been considered In (53. Now we assume that the plasma is
inhomogeneous inside the cylindrical plasma column of the radius R
and homogeneous outside of it. So we put p

o
 • p

o
(r) at г S R and

p
o
 * р

в
(Ю at г > R. It is wellknown that linear and weakly
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nonlinear surface MHD-waves localized near the boundary between

two plasmas and propagating along it may exist (3,4). Below we

show the possibility of the existence of strongly nonlinear wave

objects of the surface type in such a plasma.

The dynamics of two-dimensional perturbations in the plasma

in the considered case is governed by Eq. (6). The solution of the

Laplace equation Li - 0 obviously satisfies Eq.(6) at r > R С in

the homogeneous region where a" * 0). Components of the plasma

velocity have to fulfill the following continuity conditions at

the boundary r = R

(nv>
 R
 в ( 0Ф/<ЭС )

 R
 • 0, С 8 )

(v } _ = (Cdi/дг + i/r» „ = 0

Here the value (a}
R
 means the jump of the value a at the point R.

Precise conditions of the validity of such an approximation will

be obtained below. So the nonlinear Alfven surface wave in the

considered plasma is defined by the solution of Eq. (6) at г < R,

finite at г = 0 and is the solution of the equation A f
 s
 0 at г >

R which is chosen in the form

f s А К (x r) cos (* t) . С 9 )
0

Here К
 v
Cx) is the Macdonald function of v order, A is the

constant value.

In the case of the small-scale waves U *
e
- K*CrJJ

1//e
a » t)

assuming the condition w* > \k *(r)\ to be satisfied at г < R we

can seek WKB-solution of Eq.C7) satisfying (8). As a result we

found V
9
, h

o
 and м are turned out to be connected by the following

dispersion relation

qCR) 1 Ч & Ю 1 КСпЮ - к IJUCiO] К'С*Ю • О . С Ю )
о О О О

г

ЪСг) * J V «• - *• Сг 'J dr ',
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where the dash denotes the derivative with respect to the
argument. In the case &СЮ » 1 (the usual criterion of the
WKB-approximation validity if о % Й the dispersion of the
considered strongly nonlinear Alfven surface wave may be defined by
the following expression

/
o
(tt, k

o
) * VJIO (<?» / Сгх + к

г

о
Ю )

1 / г
 С 12 )

in the short wave approximation (*R » /) and by the expression

V См, Л ; * ж VXfO <V + k* x*R*tln (t/xR))T
i/a
 С 13 3

О О А О

in the long wave approximation CxR « 1) that may be realized for
instance when к*(Ю < 0. * « fc

o

Expressions С93Ч13) describe strongly nonlinear objects that
are superpositions of the stationar shear MHD-flows along B

o
 with

characteristic velocities v
z
(r)~V

g
 (v

z
CR) = 0) and Alfven surface

waves localized near the point г = R and propagating along the
external magnetic field with the velocity V

o
 (v

z
(r) - f^r) +

A f (r) cos Cxf,}, A is an arbitrary value defining the amplitude
of Alfven wave).The analysis shows that conditions (8) are valid
when conditions xA/ V « l and к A / V «I are satisfied.

О 0 0
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HYDRODYNAMICAL ECHOES IN MAGNETIZED PLASMA-LIKE MEDIA

E.A.Fedutenko, V.I.Lapshin
Kharkov State University, Svobody eq.*, Kharkov

310077, Ukraine

This paper reviews results of researches in hydrodynamic
approximation of weakly nonlinear temporal and the spatial
dynamics of various types of oscillations induced in strongly
nonuniform magnetized plasmas and plasma-like media by externally
applied pulses or waves. The basic structures of Lie linear
solutions of these problems have been the subject of extensive
theoretical investigations. It is well known that the non-uniform
regions of a plasma support both small-scale local oscillations of
the continuum of normai modes and large-scale surface-type modes,
which are damped exponentially in time, even in the absence of a
dissipation . This hydrodynamic effect is analogous to the Landau
dairping in kinetics. The collisionless nature of the Landau
damping results in reversability which causes the phenomena of the
plasma echo Ш . It is connected with the existence of Van K&mpen
modes, which -etain the phase memory about the initial
perturbation in a collisionless plasma. Echo effects may also
take place in hydrodynamics if a medium is strongly
inhomogeneous. The effect of hydrodynamic plasma echo was
investigated in detail in papers [2,31. It was shown to be
possible due to the fact that longitudinal plasma oscillations
existing in the local plasma resonance region also keep the phase
memory about the initial perturbations. The effect of a temporal
two-pulses Alfven-wave echo was examined in the paper (41. In this
case the preservation of the phase Memory is provided by the
natural small-scale Alfven oscillations existing in the local
Alfven resonance region. The temporal hydrodananic helicon - wave
echo was considered in papers С5-7]. The last paper also
considered a spatial Alfven-wave tcho of the third order. It is
important to note that in hydrodynamics, unlike in kinetics, the
phase-mixing which leads to the echo effect is produced by the
very existence of spatial inhonogeneity of a pli
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This paper considers the phenomena of temporal and spatial

three - pulse hydrodynamic echoes of Alfven waves in a strongly
non-uniform magnetized gas plasma and the temporal two-pulse
surface-polariton echo in a semiconductor plasma. Criterions of
these effects existences and the expressions of the
electromagnetic fields of echo signals are obtained. It is shown
the time and the distance of the generation of temporal and
spatial three-waves echoes are defined by expressions

where k^, к
г
, к

з
 and u>

t
 , w

a
, «

3
 are wavenumbers along an external

magnetic field of pulses and frequencies of waves excited in a
plasma by external sources in cases of temporal and spatial echoes
respectively, fc

+
 * k

g
 + k

3
 - k

t
. ы

+
 = ы

я
 + «

з
 ~ «, • We also took

into account the friction between particles (in the case of Alfven
echo in a gas plasma). In this case the fields of plasma response
turn out to be dependent on the values of frequencies of
ion-electron and electron-ion collisions. It allows this phenomena
to be used in the diagnostics of both a structure of the ion
density jump near a plasma boundary and dissipative mechanisms in
an inhomogeneous magnetized plasma.

In the case of a semiconductor plasma we considered the
"tagnetoplasmon-type surface waves propagating at the interface
between n-type semiconductor and a metal across the external
magnetic field and localized near a thin transient layer between
metal and a bulk of homogeneous . This layer is supposed to
contain the point of local resonance x

o
 where the condition «

ш
 *

u*
m
Cx

o
) + «*

#
 (ы^ and Q

Cm
 are Langmuir and cyclotrone freguency

respectively) is satisfied. The possibility of the existence of
hydrodynamical temporal echo in such a system is shown. The tiae
of echo signal generation is shown to be defined by the expression
T
fc

 s
 k

 t
.r / (k

a
 - k

x
) where k

%
 and k

2
 are wavenunbers of two

external., applied pulses exciting «agnetoplasmon-type surface
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waves, r is the time between their applyings. Characteristic
values of electromagnetic fields of echo signals are also
evaluated. The considered effect is proposed to be used in a
diagnostics of thin semiconductor films.
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SURFACE WAVES IN GYROTROPIC PLASMA BOUNDED WITH

THE SQUARE CROSS-SECTION METALLIC WAVEGUIDE

Girka V. A. , Girk» I. A.. Zolotukhln A. V.

Khar It i v U n i v e r s i t y , Department of Phys ics and Technology.

Svobody «q. 4.Э1ОО77, Kharklv. Ukraine.

Electromagnetic жигface wave» CSVO can propagate i n

g y r o t r o p l c plasma, bounded with metal I I ) . The p r o p e r t i e s of t h e

SW propagating « long t h e boundary between s e m i r e s t r i c t e d

g y r o t r o p l c plasm» and metal £23. as well as they for t h e planar

metal waveguide with the plasm» f i l l i n g ГЭЗ and for t h e c o a x i a l

cylindrical plasma waveguide (4) have been investigated in detail

up to date in hydrodynamic approach. These investigations are of

a great Interest because of their exploration's in the HP

electronics possibilities. This report i s devoted to studying

properties of the SW, which propagate across external magnetic

field in the plasm» waveguides with the square cross-section.

Such a problem was not under the consideration yet. And i t Is

solved by the successive approximation method using as zero

approximation the tneory of the azimuthal SW CASIO C91, which лг»

eigenmodes for the ring cylindrical plasma magnetoactive

waveguides. It i s shewn, that the SW properties in the case of

square cross-section waveguide with the side a are similar to

that of the ASW in the ring waveguide with the radius

R « <asn* 1псэ * г/г >.
Let cold uniform plasm» f i l l s symmetrical along s-axis

С cylindrical coordinates) metal 1 с waveguide <.б/От я 0>. Plasma

density i s so high that <•>_» \*C9 | . External constant uniform

magnetic field £ l̂ m. We investigate the f-wave with the

components £ , £ » В , since surface M-waves are not elgenmodes

for the waveguides of such geometry t i l . Maxwell equations'

solution was found in the form

V
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here

Сш / с У Ср — 1У* fj = с /с , СЭЭ
7. 1

с - tensor's of the dielectric permittivity of the cold

coliisionless plasma components. C+ and C+ are constants,

/ Гг.) - modified Bessel's function. The ASW dispersion equation
n

may be derived from thn» nondi ssl patl ve boundary condition.

Consequently tangential component of the electric field i s equal

to zero on the metal surface of the square cross-section of the

waveguide with the side a :

r * RC1 * 64cosC4p> +&есо*СврУ + <5/<?eos("f2*>;> + . . . } . С ЭЭ

h e r e б • -0,(394, 6a* 0,04305, < S , _ - -О.О£Овг.

Due to the small value of the coefficients o. we c»n us* the

successive approximation method for the solving of the task.

Since SW harmonics with the different azimuthal numbers m

propagate independently in the ring waveguide, we suppose, that

in the zero approximation amplitude of the m.-th harmonic only i s

nonequal to zero. Solution to • ш of the dispersion equation in*
Tft

the zero approximation:

D C0= m 1Л I СН.Ю * h.R 1'<к.Ю - О, СО

- Xs supposed t o be known. In the c a s e of the n-semiconductors

the ASW can propagate in two frequency, ranges C41; u> < | u | and

4
и

The SW field's distribution С1Э i s defined with trying into

account the summands of the second order of small ness:

~ 6 4

^ / СК.Ю 1М&г * in Cm -

л ~

- 0
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x fг • м - м * fn * - i -

m.
Th* analysis of expression CO shows, that In the square

cr.ss-section waveguide SW propagate In the form of waves' with

the definite azimuthal wavenumbers Cm « m_- 4 j , j - integer)

packets. Satell ites, which propagate in the direction, opposite

to that of the main harmonic, always exist in these wave packets.

Such satel l i tes appeare in the f irst approximation on & , if |m J

< 4. In the case |m,_| > 4 they appeare in the sequent

approximation. The SW energy part, which i s transported t/ these

sate l l i tes , ustimates by the value order 6. . where К - »' If

\mQ\ с 4, к * Z it 4 < \tnQ\ < в etc. If ]m| • 4 / С / -

integer),the axlally symmetrical component exists in the SW

packet. С Ax), ally symmetrical ASW can propagate only with the

cut-off frequencies 151.Э These circumstances differ the SW.

which are under the consideration, from the SW, propagating in

the planar metal waveguide with plasma f i l l ing (21. and from the

ASW tSl, which can propagate only In the definite direction and

are characterized by independent propagation of the harmonics

with different azimuthal wave numbers or effective perpendicular

wave vectors.

One can find the frequency correction <•> to the
CO) T* С2У n

e i g e n f r e q u e n c y о » < « > + > ы , w h i c h i s c a u s e d b y
n

nonclrcularity of the waveguide.

С7Э
{вы J | » ^ » w

here

We emphasise, that the value of the SW frequency In the plasma

layer with the uniform density profile i s Independent upon the

layer perpendicular dimension, but the SW frequency In the square
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cross-section waveguide i s explicit function of waveguide radius
С look at CO). This difference i s explained by the fact, that the
frequency of the С 'У i n the pi asma 1 ayer depends upon the wave
vector's value, which can be arbitrary in the case of Infinite
planar waveguide. But in the case of the square cross-section
waveguide the ratio Cm У Я) plays role of the wave vector for the
fundamental harMonlc.

Let us consider for example square cross-section waveguide
with the side a •» i ,8 em. f i l led by the semiconductor n~<3*

fj ...»

Сconcentration of the conductivity electrones л • 2,5 к tО em ,
ef fect ive electron mass M • i .3 xtO g, the semiconductor
d ie lec tr ic constant «,-• t6, B<* tOO oermtti Э. The SW considered
are cal led in semiconductors' physics as surface magnetoplasma
polaritons and waveguide geometry considered - Volgt geometry
£63. Low-frequency SW, whose fundamental harmonic has azlmut.h&l
number m. • / , has the lowest frequency among a l l capabilltlvt» in
such a waveguide. This frequency i« *> - «J • «^ 4 • «^ g+ ŵ  f 2+
+. . . - S.Si x tO9- i,89 x tO8- 6.24 x tO7- 2,73 x iO7» г.23 х iO
s»e~ . This wave's period i s much lower, than free carriers' l i f e
time in n-Ge т » tO ms»e. Depth of this SVf penetration in tt-Gm
plasma м£ - Oti34 sm. i s smaller than waveguide sizes. The example
adduced shows, that for practical calculations of SW frequency in
square cross-section waveguide with accuracy up to 3 H r ne can
account side by side with the main addend if~ only the f irst
correction u ^ . We emphasize, that SW satel l i te 's
" +xp (i Cm * 4> pi amplitude i s greater than that of SW
sate l l i te - exp ti Cm. - 4> pi CCCJ>tm^4ChJO > C^J^t^fhJO*, if
m, < 4. and vice versa i f m > 4.
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SURFACE CYCLOTRON WAVES IN THE PLANAR METAL

WAVEGUIDE WITH PLASMA FILLING

GIRKA V.A. .KONDRATENKO A.N. .PAVLENKO I. V.

KHARKIV UNIVERSITY. DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY.

KUnCHATOV AV. .31.310108 KHARKIV, UKRAINE

The Article considers properties of the surface cyclotron

wives CSCVO. which have extraordinary polarization and can

propagate along plasma-metal boundary when applied static

magnetic field is parallel to the boundary. Interest to these

waves is connected with the opportunity of their wide application

in such branches as: solid state body physics, plasma and

semiconductor electronics C1.2). As it seems to us. this waves

can propagate in the tokamak edge plasma during ion and electron

cyclotron resonance heating CCRH>. The surface waves CSW3

influence on the plasma heating, plasma impurity and edge plasma

processes are intensively studying by the scientists working in

the nuclear fusion problems C31. The following assumptions were

made in this reports the SCW phase velocity is smaller» than the

light velocity . the external magnetic field value is so small
2 2that ы « « Clndex a i s equal e or 1 for electrons and ionsen pa

respectively).

The initial equation system consists of the Maxwell

equations for the electromagnetic wave field and the kinetic

equation for plasma particles. In order to find perturbation

distribution function the diffuse model of the plasma particles

reflection from the boundary was used. It corresponds to the

plasma-solid state body boundary condition*. The problest was

solved by the Fourier method.Dispersion equation was obtained

with the help of the impedance continuity condition.

The SCW dispersion equation i s

when
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г sf л
= t.г.... ,s - i

V ' - — « — ' * - г '

id S~ s' h.
COL ' a

€> * - t for a * « or о и i respectively, Л- i s the wave numtssr
а с

along the boundary, s is harmonic number, p is Larmour radius,

£.. is tensor of the plasma dielectrical permittivity. One can
L Л

obtalne the solutions of the SCW dispersion equation in the limit

of the semi bounded plasma | h-\ a » i. They correspond tc the

data [4]:

k. « - / =•- h. — . C2.)

So l e t ' s consider the limit of the thin plasma layer | M_| a « t.

It seems to be interesting in the connection with the RF waves

propagation in the semiconductor films C1J. In this case the SCW

dispersion equation transforms to:

here c* f
!

it

c
f>

t
.

m
 O>. Due to the SCW field boundary conditions the

dispersion of the SCW is nondependent upon transverse dimensions

of the plasma layer with uniform plasma density profile and is

the same as for the semi bounded plasma model. Such phenomenon is

typical for the SW's propagation along the plasma-metal boundary

(SI. The SCW have straight dispersion, so their energies transfer

in the wave propagation directions. Equation СЭЭ has solutions

only for the even harmonic numbers.of the cyclotron frequencies.

The cases s » S and s • 4 are most interest, because value of the

damping decrement shall become more great for large • value C41.

The SCW propagate only In on» definite direction. This direction

correlates with Larmor rotation of the plasma particles. The HP

SCW propagation is defined by the Larmor rotation direction of

the plasma electrons near the divided boundary. And respectively

the LF SCW propagation is coins!ded ««lth Ion Larmor rotation near

the divided boundary. Thus the energies of the HP and LP SCW are
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transferad in the mutually opposite directions.

In order to calculate the SCW wave numbers more exactly one

can take into account the finite value of the ratios n plasma

density to electron metal density n and «_ Fermi velocity to

velocity w_ of the plasma particles. It leads to the

of the multiplier <t - K>. where { • 3 гу S

or ( • 4 n / n in the С8Э equation. This

modification of the SCW wave number is more essential for the LF

SCW because of nonequality v_. < u_ .

Satisfactory conditions for the SCW's exl stance can be

realized in the region of the diver tors, 11 miters and antennae in

the tokamak plasmas. Taking into account that plasma heating is

fulfilled with the help of the pump wave on the harmonics of ion

or electron cyclotron frequencies, one can estimate the

significance of the SCW properties investigation. The great

numbers of the experiments (81 show us that a surface modes are

identified as cause of the edge plasma heating during most of the

ICRH regimes. The SW propagation leads to the Impurity generation

of the tokamak plasmas i'7).
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF NATURAL DISTURBANCES
IN THE MIDDLE-LATITUDINAL IONOSPHERIC D-REGION

Gokov A.M., Gritchin A. I., Misyura V.A.. Somov V.G.

Kharkov State University. Kharkov, 310077, Ukraine

There are presented experimental investigations,using the
partial reflection technique, of natural disturbance ef-
fects on parameters of the middle-latitudinal D-region.
Characteristics of the diaturbances generated or enhanced
in this ionospheric region are studied.

INTRODUCTION

Our investigations of natural disturbances of the middle-
latitudinal ionospheric D-region were carried out on the basis of
a retrospective analysis of the stored data obtained at the Khar-
kov State University using the partial reflection technique near
Kharkov over 1983-1992 for different year seasons.The main facili-
ty-parameters are as follows: the operation frequencies. F=2-4 MHz,
the duration of sounding pulses, T|=25 mcsec, the effective pulse
power, PG < 10 MW.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

1. Effects of remote earthquakes.
There were analyzed more than 50 records С 1-10 hrs ) made

over periods of the earthquakes whith energy E > 10
1 1
 J at the

distances from the observation place of R < (1-15)*10
э
 km. There

were studied parameters of the D-region disturbances; taking
account of results from different references,there was worked out a
classification of the wave disturbances generated and propagating
in the ionosphere: magnetohydrodynaiic С MHD ) with the propa-
gation velocities of V = 10 km/s and the periods of T < 1 min.
gyrotropic with V = 10-50 km/5 and T < 1 «in, electromagnetic with
V = 6-8 km/s and T = 3 min, bulk with V * 5-6 km/s and T « 3 «in.
Rayleigh surface with V = 3-4 km/s and T * 2-3 «in, slow MHD with
V * 1.7-8.6 km/s and T = 2 min, inner gravitational waves with
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V = 0.4-t km/s and T = 3-3.5 min.
Under R < 1000 km, in the D-region there is observed a stable

response to the earthquakes with E > 10
1 2
 J; under R > (3-10)•

1000 fci?, the sarce is valid for those with E > 10
1 3
 J. At the mo-

ment of a seismic shock, there was found an intensity increase
of the low-frequency disturbance components at F = (1-8)-lO"

3
 Hz.

2 Sun bursts and magnetic storms.
15 events were analyzed. It has been found that during sudden

ionospheric disturbances with the duration of T < 30 min, as a re-
sult of a sharp X-radiation intensity increase,there are generated
or enhanced acoustic-gravitational waves with periods T < 5 min,
which are attenuated in 20-25 min after the event.

During the magnetic storms and 10-12 days after them, there
were recoded the higher-ionization layers with the electron density
N = (2-75-100 си"

3
, at heights h = 45-65 km. It has been found that

such events correlate with charged-particle precipitation. At
h = 76-90 km during a magnetic storm, N becomes 1.6-6 times
larger ( in winter for a constant solar zenith angle,) if compared
with that under the quiet conditions.

3.Strong thunderstorms.
The number of the observation series over the thunderstorm

periods was 22. We have established the following: 1) strong thun-
derstorms in the atmosphere may generate infrasonic acoustic waves
with F > 0.5 Hz, penetrating into the D-region with V > 300 m/s
(vertical ones); 2) sometimes NCh) at h = 55-65 km increases up to
N < 500 cm"

3
, appearing to be conditioned by charged particles

precipitating during the strong storms; 3) at h > 70 km one cannot
observe significant ( >30K ) changes in the diurnal N-variation;
4) probability of arising sporadic layers increases 2-4 times.

4. Sun terminator.
The total number of the observation series at the moments of

the passing morning and evening terminators was about 100 with
approximately uniform seasonal distributions. It has been estab-
lished that the Sun terminator in the D-region generates or enhan-
ces acouitic-gravitational waves with the periods of 2 < T < 40
min, 4 < T < 15 min being the most probable, The wave-process dura-
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tion was T * 10-120 mln. It is shown that the D-region response
to this disturbance source (both in the norning and in the evening)
is not instantaneous. At least, sharp Жh)-changes were not estab-
lished. As a rule, the D-region electron density at the passage
moment of the morning terminator is N < (5-7)«100 cm*

3
, being

N < (5-10)400 cuf'ln the evening.

Thus, there were obtained elements ( namely: periods, tines of
development, duration, apparent velocities) for the empirical model
of the ionospheric D-region disturbances caused by natural distur-
bances, moreover possible types of the waves responsible for a
transfer of the disturbances have been studied.
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ABOUT THE INFLUENCE OF THE HIGHEST NONLINEARITIES ON THE FINISH

STAGE OF THE LANGMUIR COLLAPSE.

Gulenko V. V. , Gushchin V. V.

Kharkov State University, 31OO77, Kharkov, Ukraine.

The paper presents a hamiltonian approach to description of
nonlinear dynamics of strong Langmuir wave on plasma. Among the
numerous reasons stimulating th is act iv i ty note the following. First
of a l l , a considerable interest to Langmuir wave i s due to iho
problems of their collapse (13 and strong turbulence 12) as well as
on connection with plasma methods of cnarged particles acceleration
f 3). Secondly, the presented approach to our mind, i s the most
effective under derivation of equations, which in sequaence take
into account high orders of nolinearity and dispersion in different
continuous media and possesses the universality. This i s extremely
.important under studies of nonlinear regimes with the tendences of
singularity formation Сself-focusing, collapse, e.t.cO.

It i s wlrth pointing out that the use of hamiltonian formalism
for description of c lass ical nonlinear f ie lds of different physical
r^ture i s a wioe-spread procedure £*-51. However, the absence of the
•educticn procedure of tho interaction hamiltonians of different
nature waves considerably restricted the pos s ib i l i t i e s of the
formalism. To remove this shortcoming we desired the r.onliear
canonical transforms excluding non-significant Сnon-resonant3
processes from the Interaction hamiltonians in general form. The
appearence of dynamical equations appears t o be completely defined
by dispersion laws of interacted waves. Selecting al l possible
three-wave, four-wave, «. t . e . -wave processes where they take part,
we define significant terms In interaction hamiltonian and thus, the
equations. Without goving deta i l s present only the searched set of

equations on Impulse Cfc'.O presentation

da oSftnt ЛЬ SXint
— 1 + i » a — i — - — ; —£ • tO.b • -£ — - — ; Ж «ЙГ *Ж +Ж CO
C r t • * ^ * ft, ^ * h.

(•>.V«--e-]vI..4d...-i..4*.*>.bM-..*.-.«-«}

Hare а
)с
1мСк

>
.О.Ь

к
^СЁ|О are the complex amplitudes of HF and LF
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waves respectively. dk* =d(c die die 6 . . soCic ±Je ±ie Э . . . . ,

) ^ / l i > l ? f f ? ^ ' l > C i ? i . i r e . l ? 1 . l f 4 i e . t . c . t r e the matrix

elements of i - t h order Here w* present only the clear appearence of
some of them which wil l be used further in the case

к r d < С m/KD

с а г о " " с * if э ci? i?

гСп пй > к к к к к
о р» г * л 9 »

C O j

where r i s the Oebye radius, с i s the ion acoustic ve loci ty! ел -

i s the Langmuir freqjency, к i t the w&vevector.
The study of linear stage in the framework of CO shows that

under sertaXn conditions the higher order nonl1 near1tles may
Influence on the i n i t i a l stage of the modulatlonal i n s t a b i l i t y
evolution. In sp i te of the formal coincidence of the increments one

has to separate the regions with kr <p1'' and kr >(/ where HF

and LF waves are unstable respectively. Note that there I s mutual
transit ion of these i n s t a b i l i t i e s under the variation of the
parameters of the task.

Using the reverse Fourier transform i t i s not d i f f icu l t t o write

the set CO on the coordinate Cr,t'J representation

«.Д-rjp s -2nw —j- ; -sr = ; зр » - ;

+X +Ж +ЖЛ. +. . .
z a k n « l . n o n I or», o o n dvap

Here n,* i s л ca lonical ly conjugated pair of variables» n I s
perturbation of plasma part ic les concentration, С i s ve loci ty
potential of them, у i s the e l e c t r i c f i e l d potential of wave. By
straightforward variation in С7Э one can obtain equations describing
the nonlinear dynamics of Langmuir waves. In the framework of these
equations i t i s possible to simultaneously take into account
electron and ion nonl1near1 t i e s , variation of dlspertlon e. t . c .

Rastricting Ж by Ж ь in С7Г> we obtain the se t of Zakharov

equations t l ] and i f S£~X +Ж , the s e t of Kuaneteov equations
>okh «I. nen .

С61. The concrete appearence of hamlltonian» in С73 i s not presented
here. Due to fact that the p o s s i b i l i t i e s of analytical study of
Zakharov equations are l imited one has to use a computer simulation
under the studies of the col lapse problem. Extremely great volume of
calculation demands the information about the caverna physics in a
numerical model С the autoroodel character of collapsing, a caverna
anlsotropy e. t . c > . The "Improved" equations which are impossible t o
be obtained out of the framework of hamiltenian formalicn are
necessary for making the model more precis».
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tt i s n«c«stary to point out that the appearence of equations

C1.73 Is sensitive to the decay process HP * HF'+LH Cs«l In С1Э If
the decay process «takes place and s*0 If notD. It i s Impossible, one
can exclude Ж from CO and.this set Is reduced to the following
equation '

-ifd?
J

a a a aVV &
ui4« t a a 4 sTi ims «*а*а-«-в-к

In the case QM>BO the equation C8D in r representation
corresponds to NSE or to the equation of s t a t i s t i c a l approach (13.
The tnodulatlonal i n s t a b i l i t y has been considered before do lead in
this approximation to formation of singulariry. The dynamic» of the

l a t t e r goes to supersonic stage under W/nT > fj, Wsk'y /вп. Show that

the taking Into account of Q<4> leads to a stabilization. Really» in
this case

Ж*Ж -Ж +Ж Св!>
Ж 4 о

when Ж »0 the condition Ж<0 leads to the collapse. Using the

simllary transforms in CO3 which conserves the integral of particles

number N»J"fa
k
l*dSc, aCic.O.» Х'^'ЛСИУХ, О, d is the dimension of the

space, it is not difficalt to obtain the following dependence If on X

where ?adc/̂ . One can see the stabilized influence of higher
nonii near i t i e s under the increase of Л. Ccollapse in impulse
representation corresponds to k* ooO. The exact proof of the fact of
collapse i s based on Talanov theorem (11 Cvlrlal theorenO and i s
realized only for NSE or for nonrealistic spherically symmetric
ca.»e. The similar situation probably takes place in impulse
represantati,on. The another proof [1) i s based on the impossibility
of the stationary state realization, started from SKO. Acting
analogously to [1,7] we obtain

. a Ж
ЭГ«__р N - ? y-g. С11Э

looking for the statinary solutions in the form

aCic,O«expCtpSOAC)c3. Рог Ж^шО we have a reduction to t l ) . The

analysis of С11Э shows a possibi l ity of etationar. Moreover, the
coordinate representation of equation С8Э has a soliton-like
solution
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с cue э " «
С12Э

fch* f?«^ a/4r 1- -Л_еХрГ?а^*^гг II I4
 B»J »I/J

 K ^ s o«J

which i s redused to the ordinary coll ton when Q**'«0. In the
framework of Zakharov-Kuztetsov method C7] using the integral
inequalities of Helder on* can prove i t s stability.

The estimate

« * Ъ> k*r* * ы JL i П]
I p* D* p*nT

follows from CSJ and shows that the ion nonllnear1ties become

significant even for W/nT<l, Скг,)*<1 while the electron ones become

significant only if W/T»T * Ckr 5**1.
d

The automodel so lut ions of the studied s e t s of equations play an
Important part in the col lapse problem. When Q<4>«0, the equation
СвУ allows the- following automodel subst i tut ion

aCk*.O«Ct-t э 1 0 | - » " * < 1 * pc£>; jfsieCt-t Э С14Э
о о

where t i s the time of th& singulariry formation. I t i s importants

t o point out that the so lut ion C145 corresponds t o well-known
automodel so lut ions of NSE and t o the equations of s t a t i c
approximation I I ] . I t i s not d i f f i c u l t t o get assured in t h i s using

the reverse Fourier transform. However, when <2<4>*O the equation C8>
has no automodel so lut ions of the form С143. I t i s necessary t o
search another nontrivial symmerties of equation C85.

The given examples convict ive ly enough demonstrate the
s ign i f i cant part of higher nonlinear1 t i e s on the dynamics of
Langmuir co l lapse at nondecay Cin respest t o the process l « l ' + s >
part of I t s spectrum. The analogous s tud ies may be carried out i n

the region kr >fjA'*.

t l ) . V. E. Zakharov, ImOsnbVy f l z i k i plasmy CSov. Э, 1084. v .8, p. 78.
(2).V. D. Shapiro,V.I.Shevchenko, In:Osnovy f i z l k i plasmy CSov. >.

1О84. v. 2, p. 110.
ГЭ:. Plasma Science,1087.v,PS-18,N2,Special issue.
14) . V. E. Zakharov,E. A. Kuznetsov. Sov. Sci . Rev. sec. С. 1О84,v. 4,p. 167.
£BJ." V. Б. Zakharov, S. L. Husher, A.M. Rubenchi к. Phys. Reports, lO8B»v. ieO.

N6. p. газ.
(OLE. A. Kuznetsov. Flzika Plasmy, 1076,v.a,p. Э87.
171. E. A. Kuznetsov,V. E. Zakharov,A. M. Rubenehlk. Phys. Reports,1080,

v. 148, p. 10Э/
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ON THE THEORY OF BOUNDED MANY-PARTICLE SVSTEMS

WITH PURE COULOMB INTERACTION

K. Heinzinger,

Max-Plank-Institute filr Chemie

(Otto-Hahn-Institut) W-6500 Mainz (Germany)

I.P. Yakimenko, A. Zagorodny

Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 252143 Kiev (Ukraine)

The equilibrium distribution functions for bounded many-particle

systems containing both free and bound charged particles are calculated

using three-center molecular model with arbitrary intrinsic interaction

potential. The general relations obtained are used for the description

of particle density profiles and orientational molecules distribution*

near the plane wall.

Let us consider a many-component system which occupies the volume V

bounded by the surface S. The system consists of electrons, several ion

species and molecules. The boundary of the system does not absorb any

particles.

We describe a molecular subsystem as an ensemble of charged

particle triplets bound by some intrinsic interaction potential

dependent on the relative distances between the particles

• <r
lf
*
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.r
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where

Ф
>
 (г - г ) is the pair interaction potential.

The total charge of particles bound in a molecule is equal to zero,

and the system as a whole is also neutral. It means that
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Here e and e are the charges of free particles (e «e ,e ,...•) and
m

particles bound in molecules (
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 t n e
 particle*

density of a species. He suppose that the molecules interact with each

other as well as with electrons and ion* by mean* of the Coulomb

potentials produced by tne charged particle* bound in triplets. The

density of each particle specie, the temperature of the system and the

dielectric properties of the external medium are supposed to be given.

It is necessary to find the equilibrium distribution function* fo:*

the system under consideration.

Л similar proble.n was considered in ref. [1,3] for the case of
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two-center molecular model (rigid dipoles or harmonic oscillators). The

calculations were performed in terms of kinetic equations for a bounded

system. Such equations were derived from the Liouwille equation under

the assumption that binary distribution functions are described by

Gibbs distributions with effective electrostatic interaction energies.

This is the main restriction of the theory which remains valid for the

systems with pure Coulomb interactions. This approach can be extended

to the systems with three-center molecules. The appropriate

calculations yield following results for the distribution functions:

i .«Ф(- (1)

U (H,r,p)
Г

и
{г,р) ехр(

 f
 )

exp -

<*(R+ «
ff

Г + б Ol 5|1
—Ч (2)

The first function f_(R) describes the spatial profile of charged

particle density of <r species and the second one f ($,r,p) describes

the molecule density distribution (R is the position of the Molecular

mass center) and spatial orientation (r » r - r , p - r - r are the

lelative distances between the relevant particles bound in Molecules).

Here, Z and Ẑ  are the normalization constants, U ($) and

U
a
(R,r,p) are the so-called self-acting potentials expressed in terns

cf screened potentials
e
l r ,(*.*•)] (3)

U
e
(R,r,p) -

IT с
m m

(4)

where

< r - в »
я

•3.

m, + a.

(5)
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M •• * + m + m is the total mass of the molecule, у>(ЙД') and

¥>o(R,R') are unit charge screened potentials in the bounded and
unbounded eyeterns, respectively. These potentials satisfy the equation

5 X
<T <Г'

- - 4ll6(R - ft') (6)

with the boundary conditions of macroscopic electron dynamics for

»(&*&')• Here kjj - E*"«^"
a
 A «

n d
 intrinsic variable distributionkjj

(7*function is defined by the initial interaction potential #
|a
(r,p)

(7)
Jdrdp exp(-*

I8
(r) • #

13
(p)

At the same time, the distribution function ?
a
(r,p) in eq.(2) depends

on the effective potential i(r,p) renormalized due to the influence of

particle environment, i.e.,

Xdrdp exp(-l(r,p))/T

where

[ i ] , (10)

c(ic,O) is the dielectric response function for the infinite Medium

k
a

c(Jc,O) - 1 •-2-+ jf
e
(ic,O) (11)

- p
a
,)) (13)

. •

At last, the macroscopic potential <•(£)> satisfies the relevant
Poisson equation and in the linear approximation may also be expressed
In terms of th« screened potential



JdR>(R,R')exp(- - V 7 > , (13)

As follows from eqs. (1), (2>, the equilibrium distributions are

described by Boltzmann formula with the effective potential consisting

of the macroscopic potential, which may appear due to the spatial

charge separation, and self-acting potentials. The latter ones are

nothing else, but additional energy of interaction between the relevant

particle and the medium due to the presence of the boundary.

The above relations are valid for the system with a boundary of an

arbitrary shape and arbitrary intrinsic potential. Thus, ,we have the

general relations for particle distributions with known screened

potential. Since such potentials may be calculated for the system of

various geometries, it makes it possible to apply these general

relations to the description of such bounded systems. In order to do

this, it is necessary to find the screened potential and to substitute

it into eqs.(l)-(4), (12). The example of such calculations is given in

Ref. [4].

1 A.S. Usenko, I.P Yakimenko, A.G. Zagorodny. In Plasna Theory and
Nonlinear and Turbulent Processes in Physics (World Sei.,Singapore,
1988), p.721.

2. Yu.L. Klimontovich, H. Wilhelmsson, I.P. Yakimenko, A.G. Zagorodny
Phys. Rep. 175, 263 (1989).

3. Yu.L. Klimontovich, H. Wilhelmsson, I.P. Yakimenko, A.G. Zagorodny
Statistical Theory of Plasma-Molecular Systems (Moscow State Univ.
Publ., Moscow, 1990) (in Russian).

4. A. Zagorodny, K. Heinzinger, I. Yaki.aenko., Preprint ITP
93-13E, (1993).
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AN INFLUENCE OF THE INTERNAL FIELDS ON THE TRANSFER PROCESSES
IN 2-COMPONENT PLASMA.

I.V.IgnatJuk.lf.V.Tokarchuk.

Institute for Condensed Matter Physics
Ukraine, 29001i,L'vlv,I.Sventsltskogo str.1

In the given paper using Fokker-Planck equation for distribu-
tion function of the gross variables the transfer equations,where
the kinetic coefficients depend on internal fields In evident way
are obtained. The additional terms to the kinetic coefficients
are of the field origin and imve different orders with respect to
the material ones: v/c for viscous effects (v denotes hydrodyna-
mlc velocity,c-llght velocity) and squared parameter of plasma
Ideality for the heat mode.

Within ths framework of hydrodynamlc approach a nonequlllbrium
state of two-component plasma is described by the densities of
mass,charge,total momentum and total energy1.The corresponding dy-
namical quantities defined in the phase space of the system will

A

be denoted as p(?),p (r),g(?) and e(?) respectively:

Na
PC?) = Y, ma Y 0(?"?la}

a 1=1

In these expressions ma,ea are,accordlngly,roass and change of
the a-eort particles;^ is a momentum of the 1-partlole of
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a-8ort;*(|r
la
-r.

b
|) denotes the pair potential of the particle

interaction brackets [...I denote the vector product and point
(•) means the scalar product of two vectors. All the following
calculations will be carried out with accur&cy «v/c (v- hydrodyna-
ralc veloclty.c roeans the light velocity).That Is why In the expre-
ssions for microscopic fields we have to retain only the ten»
linear on v/c.So vie obtain

 2
:

i<r>= i J *" )RJ
: dV

where T
e
 Is a microscopic value of the current density;R»?-?' and

Integration In performed over the volume dV=d?'
3
.

Using distribution function of the dynamical variables
3

f (a,t)=J* dT 0<a-a)p(r.t) « <в(а-а)>* .

(p(I\t) Is a nonequllibrlum statistical operator),which obeys
Fokker-Planck equation,we are able to write down the transfer equ-
ations for averages < a

m
 >t «Jf(a,t)a

m
 da.So we have got:

X]

ot

Here v" means hydrodynamlc veloclty,ne~che*lcal potential of assort
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р denotes hydrodynamlc pressure,T-local temperature,0 Is unit ten-

sor and И la Maxwell's one.For $he kinetic coefficients £mn «re
have obtained following expressions:

00

о

exp(-et)JlR < 3
e
(iVR/2.t) 3

e
tf-R

,
 ;

|< 3
e
tf+R/2,t)QS' (2-R

* < J
e
(2-R/2,t) О Г (J-R/2)

exp(-et)|dfl|< 3
e
tf+R/2,t)QS' (2-R/2)

CO

where £ "(x)=fdt exp(-et)fdR • 3e(2+R/2,t) QT
a(2-R/2)

Bt J * J > О «

о
la a material component of £,

,t) Q M'(X-B/2)

* У(1)+^ QS'(x+R/2,t) О1'ш(Х-Н/2) s.+ <QS'<X? R/2,t) OS'(I-

where

; exp(-et)f<ffl L Qi;"(2+R/2,t) Qi;"(2-R

Q?' (f+ R/2.t) QT' tf-R/2)

denotes a material component of £ ( (;
0)
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CO

exp(-et) [Щг / Qrm(x"+R/2.t) QT'm(X-R/2) v
II

,t) Q M' (&-R/2) >l + < QS' (2+R/2.t) Q Г (2-R/2) >Л

exp(-6t)(dR s Q M'(2+R/2,t) i'Ai-WZ) s,

All correlation functions are to be calculated by averaging over
microcanonlcal distribution function р

л
 which Is supposed to be

equal to "local distribution function " p
x
.We've aleo defined pro-

jector 0=1-^*- by means of

9>
a
 A(D« <A>

a
_g =Jda 0(a-a) Sp р

а
1

A A

The others notations mean :S'-Poynting vector,I -fluxes corres-

ponding to a
n
,T-stress tensor.

Now one can see that the field dlselpatlve fluxes have the fol-
lowing orders with respect to the matterlal parts:

v/c

1 Rubi J.M.,Van Saarlos, Physlca ЦЗ A.217 (1962).
2 G.Ecker, Theory of fully ionized ploamos (Aoadeaio Preee.New York-

London, W 2 ) .
3 D.N.Zubarev and V.G.MoroRov. Phyelca 120А.4П (1963).

* V.G MoroBOV.Phyaloa 126A.443 (1964).



COMPLEX RADIOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF LARGE-SCALE
AND GLOBAL DISTURBANCES OF IONOSPHERE PLASMA AND

VARIATIONS OF RADIOWAVE CHARACTERISTICS

Xapanin i.I., Kostrov L.S., Martynenko S.I.,
Nisyura V. A.. Rozuxnenko V. T., Tyrnov 0. F..
Fedorenko Yu. P., Tsymbal A. M., Chernogor L.F.

Kharkov State University, Kharkov, 310077, Ukraine

There are presented results of the experimental and
theoretical investigations of ionospheric disturbances
caused by effects of a number of powerful sources of
artificial and natural origins. Elements of the
empirical and theoretical models of disturbances
have been obtained.

EXPERIMENTAL
At the Kharkov University for experimental investigation of

the physical processes in the ionosphere and radio wave-propagation
characteristics, there was created a scientific-technical base;
some radio means are movable. Our experimental investigations over
z % 50-10

3
 km altitude range and within a wide frequency range

( f * 3 kHz -4 GHz } were conducted applying the partial reflection
( f * 1 - 6 MHz ), Doppler sounding С f = 1-30 MHz ), Incoherent
scatter, satellite beacons ( f « 150 and 400 MHz ), and
vertical sounding С f « 1-30 MHz ) techniques; at the sane
time there was used a reception, including spaclally-separated
one, of radio-frequency radiation of the ionosphere С f » ISO MHz
and г - 4 GHz ) and signals of the world-net radiostations
С f » 3 kHz - 30 MHz, paths being quasi-vertical and oblique, and
distant fron a source of the disturbance ). In the investigations
there were also used data frost a net of ionosondes and magnetoee-
ters. The investigations described below were со—enced in 1060s;
since 1875 up to now they have been oonducUd lost actively. It has
appeared that distu. bance effects on the near to Earth plasu and
radio wave-propagation characteristics depend essentially on the
time of the day. solar activity and sea» other factors.
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RESULTS
1. Launches and Flights of Space Vehicles CSV)
Rockets were launched from sites of the USSR С CIS }, the

USA, France, and China. A small number of the observations were
made during a firing correcting engines in the ionosphere. Usually

. the measurements were carried out within R = 10 - 100 km, 2500 -
3000 km, and 10* km from the launching site. We have discovered the
following factors: geomagnetic pulsations over the disturbance
source occur in an interval of the three fundamental periods of the
standing Alfven wave; arising global aperiodic disturbances,
being observed mainly in the lower ionospere and having their
duration of T * 1-10 min; arising radio-frequency radiation bursts
over a wide frequency range С f % 0.15 and 1-2 GHz ) with the
source altitude being z % 120 km, the source spacial structure
being patchy, a distance between patches being ~ SO km in the
north-south direction, their apparent velocity in the west-east
direction being v % 30 km/s. the value of the quasipet iod T in the
intensity 1С t. ) being about 10

3
 s, the variation of I with f being

approximately f"
2
 , and the percentage moduJation of* the bursts

themselves, being up to 70% with the most probable quasiperiocis of
*• 10 or " 20 s; appearing considerable variations of the amplitude,
phase, Doppler spectra, ionogram parameters, and other
characteristics of radio signals at f = 3 kHz - 4 GHz paths of
which lie at R $ 10* km from the launching site; existing
several groups of apparent velocities, v = R/ At С At being the
time delay), of disturbances being spread, namely v > 10 km/s and
a few values of v less than 10 km/s С disturbances at v * 0.3-
6 km/s being usually quasiperiodic ); arising disturbances at
R % 10

2
-10* km under the firing of low-power engines in the iono-

sphere; we explain a new ensemble of the effects by stinulated
particle precipitation out of the magnetosphere and by processes

. accompanying it. The wavelike disturbances of the electron
number density at different heights in the vicinity of the
trajectory were studied applying the incoherent scatter technique.
For example, during the 29.12.76 launch the amplitude of such a
disturbance grows * 10* at z=261 km to * 40* at z* 307 km. Besides,
we investigated "holes" in the ionosphere, caused by the SV engine
exhaust. Their horizontal size is not smaller than 100C к*, their
enlargement occurs at v * 1 кл/s, times of their formation and
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relaxation in the F-region are -*10-20 and ^30-80 min, respectively;
there have been observed df

0
F2/dt * -2 MHz/h. AN/N * -C 50-90)»,

the Doppler frequency shift f
d
 % - (1-2) Hz at f % 3-5 MHz.

Simultaneously there are generated small-scaJe irregularities with
At % 20, 40-60 min at R % 3000, 10* km and wavelika disturbances
over the wave-lengths X % 1C0-500 km at v % 0.3-0.7 and 1 km/s.

2. Reentry into the Earth's Atmosphere
Under downfalls of Skylab Ql.07.79) and Salyut-7 С 07.02.91 )

there were determined <5f
min
 . <5f

0 x
 F2 * 0.3-0.4 MHz, v % 0.3-0.6

and * 1 km/s. Approximately the'same effects were observed after
the explosion of the Challenge^ on 28.01.86. During the Salyut-7
destruction, Doppler frequency shift of a signal at f = 3.7 MHz,
reflected from a SV track ( z % 100 km ), was determined to be
•* 0.1 Hz ( AT * 2.5 min ), at the same time we observed
N * 2-10

n
 m~

3
 and v % 10 m/s.

3. Releases of Chemical Reagents
Using results of more than 10 experiments with the releases

of * 0.1 - 1 kg Ba at z * 120 - 150 km, there were determined
the following; the electron density achieved * C4-5)«10

10
 и"

3
 while

the drift (or expansion) velocity v
d
 % 200 m/s along a radio ray,

times of the development and existence were * 10 - 200 s and * 200-
600 s, the perturbed region size was ~ 5 - 20 km. Also, there was
determined an effect of the developnent Cor enhancement} of the E

g
-

1avers stimulated by the launches of saall meteorological rockets.

4. Explosions
For a series С 18 ) of the ground periodically (with * period

T
d
* 20 min ) repeating explosions with E * 10

u
-10

i a
 j, there were

determined disturbances in the ionosphere at R * 700 in from an
explosion place, having the fol loving parameters: v % 0.3 km/s.
T % 5 min, AT * 80 min in tht D-region; v % 0.4 кж/s, T * 10 min in
the S-region; v % 0.3 - 0.6 km/s, T % 10 - IS min In the F-region.
Using variations of the ionospheric radio-frequency radiation С f*
2 GKz ), there wwe noticed processes at f * 1/T^ and at f * n/Tg
where n • 2,3, and even 4. Vtien tht sources of disturbances are
periodic there is an Increase in the intensity of the radiation
Fourier components at f * i 5-63«10"' Hz and their considerable
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decrease at f % С 1-2 )«10"
3
 Hz; the latter components are predomi-

nant on quiet conditions. For 11 underground explosions with
S * i O

u
- 10

1 8
 J, LI has been determined that in the D-region

At fc 3-S, 20 and 80 rain, and AT % 1-3 л.*п for each At; in the
F-region At * 3-S, 40 and SO min. AT fc 0.5-1 h. T * 15 jnin at
R * 10* km. For the underground explosions with the same energy
but at R * 3000 km, disturbances were siailar. Variations of the
ionogram parameters are as follows: б?

ш
±

п
 ,6f

Q x
 F2 % 0.2-0.3 MHz,

and f
d
 fc 0.1 - 0.2 Hz at f fc 1 - 5 MHz. The disturbances propagate

at the following characteristic velocities: v * 5-10, 3-3, л 1 and
0.3 - 0.6 km/s. It seems that they correspond to the seismic, slow
nagnetohydrodynamic, and acoustic waves in the ionosphere; in addi-
tion, there were frequently observed some processes at v > 10 km/s,
which are apparently caused by magnetohydrodynamic wave propagation
at the magnetospheric heights. Usually they were accompanied by
bursts of radio-frequency noise radiation with At % 1 - 2 min,
ЛТ * 2 - 3 min at 1 - 2 GHz and over the frequency range of
1 - 1 0 MHz. When studying reactions of the ionosphere to earth-
quakes, there were discovered and identified the same velocity
groups; durations and periods of the quasiperiodic disturbances
also appeared to be practically the same.

DISCUSSION
Thus, there were obtained elements С namely: times of

development and delay С apparent velocities ), duration,
altitude range of disturbances ) for the empirical model of the
ionosphere disturbances caused by effects of sources of
disturbances having different physical nature; moreover,
possible types of the waves responsible for a transfer of the
disturbances have been studied.

Ш V.L Dorokhov, et al., in Proceeding of tte III Suzdal URSI
Sfymposttea С IZMIRAN, Moscow, 1001 ), pp. 102-103.

[23 K.P. Garnash, et al., In FrocMcttng* of tte /// Suzdal URSI
Symposium С IZMIRAN, Moscow, 1001 ), pp.181-182.

[31 V.A. Misyura, in Radiotekhnika С Osnova. Kharkov. 1003 ),
Vol.100, pp.SI-60 С In Russian ).
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Dynamics of larg.>scale vortices formation in regime of
convective instability

A.V.Kirichok, V.M.Kuklin, LP.Pancbcnko
Pliytieal and Technical Department, Kharkov University

31 Surchatov a*., Kharkov 310108, Uknine

S.S. Moiseev
Institute of Space Researches, S4/32 Profsoyuznaya sir., Moscow 117810, Russia

L.M.Pismen
lichnion, Haifa 32000, Israel

The dynamics of formation ot large-scale vortices os the background of small-
f-cak- convective cella ш a Dearly insulated horizontal liquid layer with rigid walls is
considered. fly using email parameter—the ratio of large-scale vortices amplitude
to lite cells Amplitude, tbe linear theory of met ability, which leads to formation of
vortices is constructed. Sucli instability as it it) shown -лпяеа only if Praadtl number
smaller than some critical value. The condition of Urge-scale vortices generation, zone
of instability and maximal increment arc found. The qualitative nonlinear theory is
constructed, maximal amplitude of the vortex is evaluated.

The role of convective motions in foimation of the global atmospheric struc-
tures, specifically fox vortices, has been discussed in scientific literature fot a
long time (see fox example [1]). When the Rayleigh number exceeds the critical
values, the resulting instabilities are well known to brings into existence such
laige-scale spatial convective structures as l-d tolls, square and hexagonal cells
(see for example [2)). These structures will be called by us small-scale ox prima-
ry structures. The structures, whose characteristic scale essentially more that
one of rolls and cells, will be called by us large-scale ot secondary structures.

Construction of adequate theories, describing formation of the large-scale
structures in convective media, may follow two main approaches. The first of
them assumes, that convection in the layer of liquid (or gas) is very irregular,
to say the liquid is in turbulent state. Due to this, all motions are represented
as sum of turbulent (small-scale) and averaged (large-scale) components, for
which the corresponding equation are represented. Under some requirements
to type of turbulence (for example, breaking of reflection symmetry), genera-
tion of large-scale vortices structures is possible as at the expense of the global
nonequlibrium energy (here is gradient of temperature), and at the expense of
turbulence energy. Similar method of attack is considered in overviews [3,4] in
details and it is a subject of vivacious discussions.

The second approach u bated on consideration of regular model* of convec-
tive unstable media. A major port of each models is considered in tbe overview
[5]. In this case, the progress in rigorous treatment of the processes is also pos-
sible if a Rayleigh number only stands oat slightly above its critical values from
which instability develop* and convective motion appears. la this situation,
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by using small parameter, which characterizes supercriticality, one able to con-
struct from hydrodynamic equations the sets of nonlinear equations, which have
such stationary spatial structures as l*d rolls, hexagons and square cells. The
derived small-scale stioctuzes arc essentially nonlinear and contain sigaifi«mfc
eceigy.

The physical mechanism, which lead* to appearance of ktgc-uc&le struc-
ture» in the each developed convectire medium, is interaction between toroidal
пи* and poloidal й^ components of velocity, arising due to advective term
Pr~l(uV)v in Navies-Stobes equation (Pr = ~, i'-Hsematic viscosity, s- th«>
raoconductivity). Due to this, it would be expected that large-scale structure
must disappear in limit Pr ^* со. This interaction фга rise to nonzero vcrtk&l
component ft* of vorticity 0.

Equations, taking into account a possibility of ft, generation on ths back-
ground of 1-d rolls, is obtained in [6] for the case of free bounds of thin horhsoni al
layer and small value с = —jj^2*. Equations for vertical component of voriJc»
ity and a large-scale horizontal stream is derived in [7] for ca.se of tic same
free boundary conditions and email £, but for arbitrazy geometry of etreaai. At
that work, such as at [3], qualitative analysts for the case of rigid boundaries
vras arrived out and it was concluded that generation of 0 , must be emerged
in more higher powers of e. The numerical experiment lot analogous aim, pa-
formed by authors [11] oa a basis of the generalized Swift-Hohenberg eqiviiica
[2,10], demonstrates appearance of large-scale vortices, an a result of secondary
instability on the background of the zoll convection. It is interesting to mtu>,
the terminal Ufetime and dipote character of such voilices, which attend the
occurrence of the defects in the regui&i convective structure. A mean flow on *
background of primaay convective stiactuve was obseitved cxpeiimeatailj (»щ
JOT eumshi [12]).

In [U], the inclusion of iutexaction between Щсг and iptA " carried out thor-
oughly and ihs model, which describes post-critical coavectioa in the uoascial
layet vnih weakly heatcoadacting boandariae, guggeited in [12,13],Ьм Ъеай ш-
proved. As a result, the set of 2-d equations (in horizontal pWe)r whidi will be
called by us thereafter PSP (Ptoctoi -Sivaebinsky-Pismea)-Diodei, vras obtained.

~ = -(1 + 20V3 + V*)* + |v(V* I V* |a) + 17Ф x ? $ (1)
от л t

(2)

where Va x Vb = Щ Щ - Щ Щ, Ф(^, q, т) is the function, which describes the
2-d temperature field with"an accuracy of numerical coefficient, Ф ie toioidal
potential of velocity {(u t t w = r<rf(e!,*)), operator! V and A axe 2-dimensiona!
(in horizontal plane {(,n). Equations (1H2) aredimeniionless. A unit of length
is depth of layer d, a unit of tine is ^, a unit of temperature is ДТ—temperature
difference between uppei and lowet boundaries of fc»^ei. AU rariables in (J) and
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(2) ate blow, i.e. they are of the form

J r =

where x,y and t are "ordinary" coordinates and time. The distinctive property
of the s«t (l)-(2) 13 that it describes not only small-scale but lazge-scale flows
too, and connection between them.

The goal of this studies is analysis of the equations (l)-(2), the elucidation
of conditions on appearance of unstable solutions, which leading to formation
ox large-scale vortices and determiaation of instability character. A choice of
PSP-raodel for achievement of this goal has been motivated by the next reasons.
Firstly, this model, in spite of its 2-dimension, retains such important ? d effect
as interaction between щ^ и йры (last term in (1)). Secondly, this interaction
was included in the model, not by phenomenology as in [10] but mote successive
— a* result of asymptotic expansion of convection equations. And thirdly, this
system allows to describe both amall-scale and large-wale motions and, what
is more important, connection between them. To solve the problem, we me
method of a well known theory of parametric instability in the wave media, tbe
main idea of which is expansion of equations on the powers of small parameter
— the ratio of wave modes amplitude to the pumping wave amplitude. In oar
case, the "pumping" и the primary convective structure. We assume that it's
amplitude much more thau amplitudes of other Fourier modes. By other words
we investigate stability of coavective cells

Ф -~

for arbitrary 7 respectively disturbances with wave-numbers dose to io- Sta-
bility of this (primary) structure was proved in [16] for tbe case 7 - 0.

As a rcBult, it was found that very important parameter is Г = «7. A
condition of secondary instability is seen to be

^ « . (4)

Under the fulfillment of this condition the symmetry breaking takes place: max-
imum of the primary instability increment which watt at | i | = ifco (this fact is
reAson of stability of th« primary structure (0)),is now displaced to the points,
which specified by expression

ДЬ = (0, ±ко&т„)огАк = <±*оД,~., 0),

whew J 7 2
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&nd equal

vinas — 1 ~" ̂ AQ + 5QQ ^ 3 + 2VTi

Thus we see that instability, connected with finite Pr, has the threshold.
16 modee with amplitude A-y (4 around of each modes of "pumping" are sep-
arated from them by ДХ<>) have maximal increment (5). By interacting with

. "pumping", this modes give rice to the vortcr, Fouiier-componente of which arc

**b.o = -«o,±i, = ~\AQAX{1 + в(Г)), (б)

whew In =s Д,Пвж«,. If Ci < I, the ratio of character size oi the vortex L, to cell
tize LK is

£ * -fT > 1. (7)
By inverse Fourier tfanfiforming one ело rwtore th< strflan»]»n« in real spare,
t&Jring into account only (19)

where Фо(?) = %ехр(6тахт)
Assume that mitial amph'tudes of all modes (including "pumping" modes,

which iatm the primary slructuie—square cells) are small. Thca piiiuary in-
stability axiseii, the luiear stage of which is described by increment (7). Its
dynamics will be neatly the same as fot the 7 = 0 (tee [15}) as long as conditiou
(4) became true. From this point on the secondary instability is being included
and large-scale vortices rises.

We constructed qualitative nonlinear theory of this process» Grorth of th<>
тш vuode .40 on the initial stage of the process will be coutinur until the
amplitndr of defective strnctaie Ax (which Arisee with increment (5)) achieves
the vnlae

Dutisg this time AQ became dose to valae Ло„,М | which correspond» to am*
plitudc of the convectiw ceils in the case 7 = 0 and determined & location of
maximum of the secondary instability spcctiuia

Thus, Аьпмх determined the «te of tbe iacge-K*le ttiuctuie. Aftac that
amplitude of piimary (tructu;.: will be dnctease and uaplitade of the defect A\
wiU be accotdenly inaeesed until
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where А<ъ»ы — f ,/20/27 may be evaluated from the condition of abruptisg of
secondary intt ability.

Therefore, the level of defectivity of primary structure may be evaluated
from the expression

20 27Г2

The e^ect of large-acale vo?t<x wising in a regular convective media is similar
to the hydiodynamic dynamo in turbulent convective media [3,4] nnd it follows
frorc engagement of toroidal and poloidal components of velocity field, tlie exient
of which depends on the inv<*r« Prandtl number. The large-scale structnrc,
arising due to the secondary instability, consists of four plane vortices, two of
which hare vorticity ft, being pointed upwards and tv.-o ones have vorticity being
pointed downwards, e.g. it has qnadrnpfc character. Thus, the integral vorticity
fUtilxdy is equal to zero. This fact follows from symmetry about rotation ш a
iiomoutal plane. Dae to this, io arise a growih of integral vorticity, such ae hi
the case of hydrodynamic dynamo, the breaking symmetry factors (for example
Coriolis force) are need. In this case one oi two of foui large-scale vortices cao
obta''n the advantogf:.

Uiidoabtly, presented analysis can't be applied to real atmospheric processes
by inspection. Such analysis must be carried out oa a gioand of much ток
realistic model of atmospheric convection, which takes into account phase tran-
sitions, presence of small water drops in ait, more complex boundary condition*
ecc. Bat, performed analysis of large-scale vortices formation in regime of regtr-
lar convective instability may ocenr useful for understanding analogous processes
is. atmosphere and became a starting point for creation of more realistic model.
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ENSKOG-LANDAU KINETIC EQUATION FOR TWO-COMPOMENT DENSE PLASMA.
THE SOLUTION, TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS.

A.E. Kobryn, I.P. Omeljan.

Institute for Condensed Matter Physics

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
1 Svientsitsky st.

t
 290011, Lviv, Ukraine

Using the nonequilibrium statistical operator method on the

base of the schemes, which were suggested in ' , the Enskog-

Landau kinetic equation for dense mixture of charged hard spheres

obtained as a solution for BBGKI-chain in the pair-collision ap-

proach. This equation was solved by standard Chapmen-Enskog me-
P A

thod ' , and the distribution function was founded in the first

approximation. The theoretical calculations of the transport co-

efficients were carried out.

The system of N= N
a
+ N classical particles Is considered In

volume V, which Isn't fixed, but at the same time the thermodyna-
mlcal limit like that llm N/v = const, v •* », N - » is satisfied.
The charge of particles is assumed to be Z^e, the mass - m

a
,

where a is kind subscript. Hamlltonlan of total system has next
f o r m

 г N N
" " ° a p

Ф(|г
к
 -r

j
 | ) , (1)

k
a
?«J. If a=p

where p Is the momentum of j ~
t h
 particle,|r

k d
 |=|r

k
-r

d
|-the dis-

tance between the Interacting particles, Ф(|г. .|) - the pair ln-

terpartlcle potential. This is approximation of the pair interac-
ting only. The state of such system is completely described by
the N-particle nonequlllbrlum distribution function (DF) p(x";t)»
p(x

1 t
..,x

N
;t). Its time evolution is determined by the Liouville.

equation as follows:

f — • CL. 1 р(х";и - О. (2)
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where x ={г ,р }- the set of phase variables Tor a J~
t h
 particle,

J
a
 J

a
 J
a
 a

L
w
 is N-partlclea Llouvllle operator '• .

The DP p(x
H
;t) is also normalized аз Jdiyxx^t) = 1, dT = (dx)

N
.

We Introduce the boundary condition for a eq.(2) like in' as
llm exp({I^t

o
)(p(x

N
;t) - p

q
(x

N
;t)] = 0, (3)

X •* -«>

whei'e p (x
N
;t) Is the quaslequlllbrium DF. It may be shown

 1l2
,

that boundary condition (3) leads to the new Liouville equation
with a small source on the right Instead of aero and then eq. be-
comes irreversible with respect to time. It is possible to obtain
the kinetic eq. with complex collision integral (CI) using the
two-particle collision approach, homogeneous space condition and
Bogollubov's hypothesis about dumping of correlations in time.
That equation Is given by

-i(L(b)+L(2p))x "
«e I

1
(x*;t)f

2
(x|;t), (4)

where g
2
(r*,r|;t) - is binary correlations function (BCF) in qua-

slequllibrlum state
1
'

2
. The expression on the right m (4) is CI.

The current lnterpartlcle Interacting potential was chosen

as follows: Ф(|г. , | ) = ^ s ( | r . . | ) + «^((r , | ) , where d™ I s
a
3
(J a

3
p a

J
p

the short-range potential like that of hard spheres, and Ф
1
 Is

the long-range smooth potential (Coulomb one, for example).
We'll solve the eq. (4) by means of iterations. Therefore a

set of hydrodynamical variables should be Introduced for reduced
description of the system: hydrodynamical masse density, lmpuls
and kinetic energies

 2>4
. The conservation laws are to be written

dovm after multiplication of both left and right pats of eq. (4)
by components of additive Invariant vector m

e
, m

a
v* and well as

by kinetic energie ra
e
(c*)

2
/2 and after Integration over v" and

summing over all kinds. As initial approximation the local-equi-
librium Maxwell DP may be taken:

(5)

where n(r^;t) is the density, c*(r?;t) - v^-?(rj;t), V(r^;t) hyd-
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rodynamlcal velocity. The whole DP f^x^jt) has a form

f
t
(xj;t)(u <p(x?;t))

and the'correction <p(x*;t) may be expressed through Sonln-Lagerre
polynomials. The calculations show:

ф(Х^ Jt) * —
2kT(r«;t) JT(r*;t) T(r*;t)

_ 1

CJVX \Л ^ , к /

1/2f
 m
«

L2M!(r«
(6)

2kT(r«;t)J

where I Is unit tensor, d
a
 Is the diffusion thermodynamlc force

for this system and A
e
(n), B

a
(0), ^(O) are some coefficients of

Chaproan-Enskog expansion. They can be fcund by solving of
corresponding linear algebraic system of eq., which occur by
working out the normal solution for Enskog-Landau kinetic eq.(4).
They have too complex structure.

Now we search for the viscous stress tensor, heat flux
vector and mass flux vector for the obtained DP f

t
 (x*;t) In the

first approximation. They are:

P
U I
* (r,;t)=« P(r,;t)I -ae(vV(r.;t)) - 2r)S(r.;t)

t
 (7)

2

а
(1)
*(г,;1) — Ш(т-Л) + Vw/tP.it), (8)

a*1

;t) » - DjvInT(r;t) - ~I!luDPd(r;t), (9)

and 1л that relations ке hawe got the new transport coefficients:
-bulk viscosity

Д 8 Jk *

-sear viscosity (11)

3 1 Д f й ' Д „ . , го

"• ?
+
 i

-cinematic viscosity v



-thermal conductivity

2 t~

Ag(0) « ^

3ic
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1 (m_-m.)V3

8
a * эе em e + m p J •*

3 p . f prM

4 ^ «
asi

Г2ИП

m

1/2

-diffusion coefficient
1/2
X

iii .2m*

-thermal diffusion coefficient

a*

1/2

A
a
(0). (14)

^ 1 ' 1 * are the fl-lntegrals for hard-sphereswhere '

potential and long-range potential respectively

sheave-velocities tensor,

S Is the

5
u « - n na
 4

 e

One can write also the mutual conductivity coefficient. Using the
Kubo-theory we obtain:

о
 e
 - |Z ||Z

e
|e

2
D"

1
'
1
. (15)

We can consider the limits of expressions for the quantities
ae, T), K. 11 by 8-1 n-0, then x, i), X coincide with respective
quantities reclved after solving Boltzman's eq. for low density
systems of point-like charged particles. But if Z

a
-Z.«o, then we

obtain the results of REP-theory.
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LINEAR STAGE OF FORMATION OF CONVECTIVE STRUCTURES IN THE MAGNETIZED MANY-

LAYER PLASMA WITH ARBITRARY OPTICAL THICKNESS

N.Ya. Kotcarenko, Yu.G. Rapoport and A.A. Shvidkij

Kiev University, Physical Department, Astronomy Division,

Pr. Glushkov 6, 252022 Kiev, Ukraine

The semi-analytical model for the linear stage of formation of

convective structures in many-layer magnetized plasma has been suggested.

Eddington approximation appropriated for the cases of optically thick as

well as thin layers has been applied. In the two-layer model of the solar

granulation with two different scales (granulation and super-granulation)

the finite value of the optical thickness must be taken into account at

least for the thinner layer.

The semi-analytical model for the linear stage of formation of

convective structures in яапу-layer magnetized plasma is suggested. Such a

model is appropriate, as an example, for the qualitative investigation of

the process of two-scale solar granulation including radiation of

magnetohydrodynamic waves in the chromosphere and corona. Boussinesq

approximation [1] together with Eddington approximation for tha radiative

transfer is used. The last one implies the possibility of the arbitrary

optical thickness of the layers and is more general (2) than the

approximation of the optically thick layera (heat conduction approximation)

which has been used, as a rule, in analytical and semi-analytical models of

convective structure formation in magnetized plasma previously 0,4].

In the case of vertical atationary magnetic field (field intensity

N
0
*H

0
V

B
) the following «quationa are obtained for the vectors of variables

• * • X

X,- ( h ). X,- ( ). X, ,X
t
 - •xp(pt+i(k

a
X+k

y
Yn.

Z

where «,11,11, X/I* and Ъ art amplitites of perttrbations of temperature

and vertical component» of magnetic Hold, velocity, enrrant density ant

vorticity reapectively:
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л* л*

АХ,'О, BX
g
=0. (1а,Ъ/

Л
1

А
г 1
-0.

кг***»к*, D-d/dz. 0,= Ъг-кг ,frurQ'ta+Qtc9. dT0/dz is the gradient of

stationary teaperature . teieiw^/f 3p( )cpk0>, <J0»l/3kjj,

kQ i* the voluae coefficient of absorption, <rQ i s Stefan-BoltsMD constant,

n «с /4яа ie the coefficient of Magnetic viscosity, о i s the conductivity,
ft

a is the coefficient of tkeraal expansion, t*n
o
/p

o
 is the

klnematical coefficient of viscosity , r
0
 is the density. For the

optically thick layer , к
о
-м>, the firot equation tn the set (1.1) transform

to the equation for heat conduction with convection and the set of equation

(1) reduces to the case considered in [3]. In the case of optically thin

layer, k
0
-» 0, we obtain Newton's lav of cooling [1,2].

Taking into account that (1) is obtained in the Boussinesq «ipproxiMti-
4

он we conclude thai, it is the set of differential equations with constant

coefficients. In the general case the sets (la) and (lb) reduce to the disp-

ersive equation in the fora of polynomials of 4 and 2 orders in k
2
 respecti-

vely where к is the wave nvmber In г direction. Hence 13 boundary condit-

ions are necessary in the general ca§« of contact of two iteiyftburino. layers.

Thee* conditions are the follows.

(1) tfe obtained fro» the equations of action that
(par/a+gk'w/p) (pjf - (i/4«m

o
 < ц н

(ai/*)k*tn
0
J*, where

[...]'*(... i
fmZ + 0

 -(...)
 г шг
 ,

0
 *

0
 is the coordinate of the boaMary

between layers 1 and 2. (2) and (3) These conditions are the coatiaaity of

elesteate of tension tencor V
%%
 H F , , , where, for «хава>1е

P
xz
-<l/4«(H

p
h-n

o
<ik

x
"

+
*»»/*!)» «

x
 i» X-Coaponont of velocity.(4).(5),(6).

Continuity of the velocity coaponeats u
(
,u

y
.« (la the case of finite
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viscosity). (7) Continuity ot the tf. (8) Continuity of the radiative

г »
energy flux Г

2
«-Э/агН1/Экц)1ре

р
<в*/а+Э*)]

+
(4*/Зк

0
) e

0
T

0
»l. (9),(10)

Continuity of the tangential componentя of electric field. (11). (12)

Continuity of the tangential components of magnetic field. Taking into

account these conditions (with the proper Modifications, for example,in the

case of rigid boundary surface) ve have the comprehensive description of * he

above mentioned model of convection in иапу-layer plasma In magnetic

field.

Tbe influence of the optical thickness of magnetized plasma layer on

the convective instability ifl demonstrated qualitatively by the following

results for the layer with normal magnetic field. (l)The dependence of the

critical difference of boundary temperatures corresponding to the onset of

monotonous instability on the optical thickness has the finite maximum in

contntst to the result obtained in the approximation o
f
 optically thick

layer. All the following results have been obtained analytically for the

limiting case of the great magnetic field. (2>Por the ratio ot Rayleigh

numbers for the onset of ««notorious instability corresponding to the cases

of optically thin and thick layers R
(
 \

)
 and R* *' ve obtain

я <
г

> / к (
г ' ( k < o b ) £ / M > vhere «°e"icient of absorption k'J1 corresponds to

the thin layer, L is the layer's thickness, N is Hartmann number. (3) For

the onset of oscillative instability (lower index is 2)

R( I' /R( гJ
 "(1/Ю .«кд '' и

г
/ « 4

г
' 1Л

г
 . (4)Corresponding ratio of tbe horizontal

wave numbers (for the onset of monotonous as veil ы of oscillatlve

instability) is proportional to the sixth root of Hartmann number.

For the case of horizontal stationary magnetic field and zero normal

component of the perttrbatio* of magnetic field on the boundaries of tbe

layer we have the following results. (DMinimal Raylelgb nambcrs correspond

to the absence of tbe oecillatitms in tbe eirectim of stationary magnetic

Held. (2)For tkc onset of MMOtwtott» Instability in tbe limit of

k
n
L-*»we obtain к* \*U+K/i"*, R

1
!'-.127/4)**, «bere k

(
!' is corresponding

horizontal wave nwber. fn tbt Halt of k
o
L«O «e bave к'* h-m,

*
l
 **-*IU

Z
 (k^lt* . OJPor tbe OMet of oscillative lnstability in the

limit of k
o
b^»»e obtain k

{
 Ц' Ь-л/2

1
' *. *

{
 J' -»(27/«)«* (1»

в
+1) (Р*Р

В
)/Р*, where f

and P
u
 are Prandtl number a M magnetic Praidtl number respectively, in the

limit of k
0
L«0 (optically t bin layer) we bave k ^ '

Tbus tbe valve of tbe optical thickness may effect significantly on
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convection in the plasna layer with Magnetic field. The finite value of the

optical thickness Must be taken into account in the two-layer aodel of the

solar granulation (granulation and super-granulation) at least for the upper

0 jd thinner) layer.
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ON SURFACE STRATIFICATION OF ARTIFICIAL PLASMA CLOUDS

IN IONOSPERE.

N.Y.Kotsarenko, G.P.Mlllnevsky, S.N.Zaltsev

Kiev University, Physical Department, Astronomy Division,

Pr. Glushkov 6, 252022 Kiev, Ukraine

It's shown that the development of non-uniform concentration
on the surface of a plasma cloud which expands in ionosphere can
be well described by the model of Instability of Raylelgh-Taylor
with the account of force of gravity and/or effective force of
gravity which slows down the expansion of tlie cloud due to

2 2

magnetic pressure (g=R H /211). Within the framework of
one-liquid MHD-model the values of space and time scales of
surface stratification have been obtained:Л=0.2-1 кт,т=0.2-Ю s.
The obtained results were compared with the observations of the
authors in experiments G9 and Giia of the CRRES program (USA).

1. The model
We are going to use the model of two liquids with a flat sharp

boundary. The external magnetic field H ={H.O,Ctt is expected to
be oriented In the plane of liquid interface with the densities

p (z>0) and p (z<0).Let's write down the volume forces as pg,

where g plays the role of force of gravity In the usual liquid.
The liquid may by considered compressible both In "olume and on
the surface.

2. Discussion and Comparison with the experiment
We are interested in the case of Instability u

s
<0. So we pass

over to limitless values w^-l^Cj^q, flekCj^/g, &*Р
о
УР

ог
* 1в

these variables dispersion equation for q(e) will be written down
like:
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fl±e

where в is the angle between the vectors к and H . Prom (1) is
follows that instability (q>0) is realized only when |3=p /p >1

+ 01 02

and the volume force p g Is directed from the heavier component
to the lighter one. Por q>0 and 6=0 this equation has.no solution
which agrees with experimental data, according to which the
development of stratification along magnetic field Is not
observed. So further we are going to consider the case в=%/2.

To determine the value к , which corresponds to the maximum of
Increment l3t's take into account the finite conductivity of
plasma Which lead to appearance of magnetic viscosity and
consequently to decrement of attenuation
Г"=-с

г
к

2
/4хо, (2)

where а=ь£ /v , w is an electron plasma frequency, v is the
Ре в Ре e

frequency of collisions of electrons with surrounding particles.
Pig. 1 shows the result of numerical calculation of the values

of the total increment t=T*+t''.where the value y
1
 was found from

the equation (1) and y " Is determined by the formula
(2) dr'=Imu))Assuming in (1) a«1, S>>1 and talcing into account
(2) we can write down the expression for the resulting increment
of oscillations and spatial scale of instability:z c

2
k

e
v

=/pgk -*-, (3)
4Ю0

2

Рв
2 .1/3

where 1 И М > Л Э И > ( Р 0 1 Р > A P 0 1 * P 0 2 > .

Choosing for numeric estimates ionosphere parameters for the
altitude 450 km: H

Q
= 0.4 g, w

p #
* W

e
 s*

1
, v » Ю

Э
 в"

1
, р*1, g*10

3

CM/S
2
, we obtain the value* A * ю 9 щ. The observed

non-unlformltlee in the CRRES G9 (19.07.91г.) and G118
(22.07.91г.), experiments performed at altitudes of 400-500 km
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have characteristic transverse scales 1 km and 3 km for G9, In
the experiment 011a the minimum observed ti'ansverse size of
non-uniforalties 0.6 km (Pig. 6 and 7 In 123). Considering that
g
eff

 = 1
°

5 C M / s 2 f o r t n e
 condition of the experiment G9 from (4)

for Л we obtain the value 0.2 km for G H a Л=0.3 km. (Pig. 2)
which does contradict the observed time of non-uniformity
appearance In experiments lithe. From the equation (3),(4) it
follows that within a large Interval of values differences of
cloud and background densities (I.e. at various stages of cloud
dispersion) Instability scale does not change significantly.

It's Interesting that the values of characteristic scales
weakly depend on the value of the external magnetic field H . But
for ionized barium clouds expanding in ionosphere at altitudes of

over 300 km we should take into consideration the force Mg as the
one, which slows down cloud expansion, characteristic scale of
Instability depends more on magnetic field through g
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MODULATION INSTABILITIES AND EVOLUTION OF LANBMUIR

OSCILLATION SPECTRUM IN HIGH-POWER PUMPINS-UP FIELDS

kuklin V.M., Panchenko I.P.

(Kharkov University, 310077, Kh*rkov-77,Ukraine)

It 1* obtained and solved the eelf-consistcnt set of equations
determining the one-dimensional dynamics of the instability
development of a long-wave intense Langmuir wave. We shall discuss
the limits of applicability of the obtained set of equation arid
possible ways of making it more accurate. We shall consider the
decay of Langmuir wave excited by a relatlvistic beam of charged
particles. Then we dwell on the cases of excitation of a strong
parametric instability in the vicinity of the plasma resonance in a
nonhomogeneous confined plasma. Such instability leads to the energy
absorption of thw surface wave propagating in the plasma, as well as
of the electromagnetic radiation incident on the plasma.

Intense Langmuir Wave Instability in Cold Plasma. The energy

density of the long-wave oscillations excited in plasma by an

external radiation or beams of charged particles can be so high

that parameter
 u
'
o
/'\,

r

e
wi 11 noticeably increase a unit. As is

known, under these conditions strong parametric instabilities are

developed with excitationof a broad spectrum of short—wave

oscillations wavelengths of which aro comparable with the spatial

period of electron oscillations is the pumping field. The

increment of such modulation instability is rather high and of

the order П„<~
т
~~> where Л

ф
 is the Langmuir frequency of the

plasma electrons.

Intense long-wave Langmuir oscillations generated by beams

of charged particles or external radiation are, in their turn,

unstable and generate a short-wave spectrum of plasma

oscillations. The wavelength of the most rapidly growing

oscillation

О

iw the o»cH«tor velocity of the plamm* electron» in the pumping

field, whose wavelength is \,-2П - j — » <V^ is its phase

velocity as a rule, У^,** and, respectively
(
K. ж^Л^мК ).In this

ease in order to build a reasonable physical picture of the
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process of excitation of the short-wave spectrum we can assume

th» pumping wavelength being equal to Infinity, i.e. consider the

pumping field being homogeneous in «pace.

The modulation instability developing at the Initial stage

of the process leads to the growth of the spectrum HF modes in

the vicinity of the linear increment maximum. The phase* of the

fast-growing modes *rm thereat synchronized? <i.e. their phase

spread becomes considerably en.* Her) and the spectrum-pumping

wave interaction increases and obtains a collective character.

The cause of the synchronization at this stage of the instability

is in the closeness of the mod* excitation conditions in the

vicinity of the increment.

As the oscillation amplitude rises the efficiency of energy

pumping over the spectrum increases. The phase synchronization

process embraces still th«* larger part of the spectrum making

smaller the quasi-stationary spatial modulation of the plasma

density. The decrease in the phase spread in this case is now

caused by nonlinear Interaction of the spectrum modes. In th*

region of small spatial scales the dispersion component is large

and limits the growth of the spectrum modes In its short-wave

region. The pumpiqg wave amplitude reaches its minimum, and th*

HP spectrum intensity is thereat maximal. Then the pumping field

amplitude begins to grow, and the HF spectrum intensity falls.

In the oscillator regime the ions are trapped in the

potential well of slow disturbances. At this time the ion energy

quickly rises. The ion kinetic energy exceeds 10 per cent of the

initial kinetic energy of the plasma electrons (for m./m "10 ).

Nonlinear Absorption of the Surface Wav* Energy in a Cold

P1asma with Smeared Boundary. The phenomenon of field "swelling"

naar th* points of hybrid resonance In an inhomogeneous plasma

accompanied by th* anomalous HF energy absorption both due to

collisions between plasma particles and due to excitation of

plasma waves mainly determines th* radiation~pla*«a medium

interaction. The resonance Absorption of th* surface wav* energy

in th* trantiiUonal ir.homogeneous layer at th* plasaa boundary

also has a similar physical natur*»ln the works, cited above, the

field amplitude was considered sufficiently small and the

nonlinear effects were neglected.

The nonlinear processes in the vicinity of hybrid* «plaema»
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resonances, where the field energy density is the greatest wer*

taken into account. It was noted that ae the external field

amplitude grows, the fraction of the energy absorbed in the

plasma falls. The effective decrement of the surface wave energy

absorption also decreases as the wavn amplitude rises. The

oscillation energy density near the point of hybrid resonance was

thereat assumed in works much lower than the plasaia thermal

energy density (and in the case of cold plasma the ion motion was

neglected).

If the field energy density in the vicinity cf plasma

resonance exceeds the plasma thermal energy densityi this

consideration is invalid. In this case the development of a

strong parametric instability in the vicinity of the resonance,

discovered by Silin V.P. is possible. The oscillations wavelength

of which is comparable with the spatial period of the plasma

electron oscillations in the pumping wave fi»ld are excited with

the largest increments. From the results of nonlinear analysis

follows, that the modulation instability develops only

immediately in the vicinity of the point of plasma resonance. At

large detunings the instability development is suppressed and

the intensity of the short-wave Langmuir oscillation spectrum is

much lower than in the resonance region. The effective decrement

of the surface wave absorption due to the nonlinear process under

discussion, exceeds the linear decrement. However, in the

nonlinear regime when the short-wave spectrum intensity is hlgjs*

oscillations of the surface wave amplitude are possible, which is

indicated by changing of the s*gn Imw.

Electromagnetic Wave Application on th» Plasma Surface. When

an electromagnetic wave impinges on the plasma surface parawetric

instabilities develop with excitation of surf re and bulk

oscillations. The linear <as to amplitudes of . excited

oscillations) theory of these processes is well studied. Of major

interest is to find out the physical picture of further

development of instability processes end to determine the

mechanisms of their saturation.

The development of instabilities «rith participation of

surface oscillatons in p)*»ea with Ion* of finite *#** *,t

y
t,/"n

T
»"

1
 *

n d i n t h
» «•••

 3 f
 «troneer field» •»*

П
/Ь

#
Г, >»> -*a»

diucusasd in previous wertfs.
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However, the presence of even relatively small (compared

with the depth of the field penetration into the plasma)

inhomogeneous domain at the boundary can lead to a noticeable

energy absorption of the surface oscillation energy and, hence,

to a considerable rising of the parametric instability threshold

with their participation. On the other hand, in an inhomogeneous

domain in the vicinity of the plasma resonance the parametric

instabilities can develop with, excitation of bulk oscillations.

At normal incidence- trf an electromagnetic wave such parametric

instabilities can appear only at very high field strength. In the

case of oblique incidence of an electromagnetic wave the electric

field amplitude increases sharply in the region of plasma

resonance (effect of field "swelling"). Thus, at relatively low

intensity of an external field in the vicinity of plasma

resonances the conditions are met for the development of

parametric instabilities with excitation of Langmuir

oscillations.

Doe to the losses caused by the linear mechanisms of energy

dissipation in plasma the reflection coefficient modulus is less

than unity. Field £ in the vicinity of plasma resonance thereat

has a symmetric shape. Then near the plasma resonance in the

domain where the density is somewhat lower than the critical one

n "Ы т. Х4П«
г
>~* the parametric instability develops with

excitation of the plasma oscillation short-wave spectrum. In the

mode of developed instability the behaviour of the reflection

coefficient modulus the single-mode regime is studied. Let us

also not» that this consideration is based on the ••sumption that

the beam was acquires Initially a pronounced oscillator character

due to intense energy exchange between the pumping field and

short-wave spectrum. Note, that in the domain, where a strong

parametric instability develops, a considerable heating of plasma

ions is possible. Later on, due to scattering of the heated

plasma, the сre.ition of a domain with low density should be

expected in the vicinity of plasma resonance. Such process can be

repeated many times, «s the domain of resonance in its turn will

be shifted inside the plasma at such explosive deformation of the

density profile.
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Spatial Structures in Nonlinear

Nonequilibrium Media
KukJiu V.M., Pnndiciiko l.P.

( Kharkov UiiivcrHity, Ukraine )

The recent years have witnessed the increasing interest in the means and
methods of generation and evolution of spatial structures in nonequilibrium
media. Most interesting quasistationary spatial structures may be formed in
parametiically unstable media under the abovc-thrcshokl conditions (high dis-
sipation level) and supported by the constant energy supply. In our prelimi-
nary investigations one can see, that long-scale modulation of increasing «mall
wave-length oscillations or periodic develops on linear st.tff,(> of instability. The
dimension and form (fine structure) of such modulation arc determined by the
•\bovc-threshold degree and by the initial state of the system. Amplitude of
modulation decrease and small wave-length nonlinear structure turns out to be
a homogeneous one, after saturation of primary instability has become.

The growth of nonlinear small wave-length structure weakens the primary
instability, which increment is reduced. Other sorts oi instabilities of nonequi-
librium media (which were depressed earlier by tltc initial process) will appear
undei such conditions. But appearance of quite new instabilities, which take- a
place in distorting mature structure, is most interesting. Such process would
be treated of induced symmetry breat'ng. Increment of that secondary insta-
bility (which has a threshold value of primary structure amplitude) is less than
increment of initial process ад usual. In generally, system relaxation u cascade
of such secondary instabilities, characteristic times of which are consecutively
increasing.

Local maximum of the secondary instability spectrum insignificantly deviate
from wave vectors of the initial state of media with high level of losses. Thua
the spectrum of secondary instability describes defects of the primary structure.
Mode interaction between the secondary instability and initial structure spectra
results in the appearance long-scale disturbances which topology may be quite
different than the primary one. Very interesting case is the long-scale structures
would be solution of the set of nonlinear equations-interaction between defect»
and initial structure will increase resonantly. Note, that long-scale structure
are often responsible for the global stability and catastrophic*] disturbances of
distributional system.
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NONLINEAR SELF-CONSISTENT ТНВОНУ OF SUPERHETERODYNE
AMPLIFICATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN

RELATIVISTIC DOUBLE-STREAM ELECTRON SYSTEM

V.V.KIIIMII, S.A.Kulcehov. A.V.Lysenko

Sumy Phyttical-Technol. Institute
2 Kynibki-Knntnkov St.,Sumy, 244007, Ukraine

' BSTRACT
A nonlinear eilf-eounfotent th«4>ry of superheterodyne nniplifiicntion of electromagnetic

waves la ri'lativistio double-Klietun electron system IIUH bei-n constructed. The method* of
averaged kinetic equation and «lowly varying amplitudes wiut used. A system of iiunlir.ear
equntion for amplitudes waves and value* of generating eleetric and magnetic field» hue
been obtained. The analyse» of пик!е1 has been carried out.

The present paper has a twofold aim. The first (and the main) oru- is methodical.
The effect of superheterodyne amplification of traversal electromagnetic wale» in р1пмтпа
of tv/D-epccd rclathifltic electron stream (KES) is considered IU» a characteristic method-
ical example. The effi<-i<?«ey of a new approach to lh>- noi.iinear be|f-cout>i»lem theory of
reeonance ргосеянея in plasuia and plaema-likt- ri'lntivisiic Б>Я1«'П№ develop<4l in [1-3] in
demonstrated by thi» example. From the methodical point of view, the model being inves-
tigated is interesting by the fact that a degenerate саяо of interaction ie realized here (when
more than от: of proper wave* of the Hyetem sinmllam-ously fall wilhin the refinance fr<v
queiicy band of forced oecilUtions) [3]. Another aim .u*pect of those mentioned above ie
of an accentuated practical nature. The phenomenon under diwuwion is «mderlying (he
operation of double-el ream «uperheterodyne free-electron 1шитя (I)SFEI.) ('I). The idea of „
the latter rcnideH in the fact that high lev» la of ainplificalion of <:1«ч.Чгип wav<« «tie pio-
vided here at the coat of the double-stream instability wheretut the parametric instability
functionally serves м the wave type transformer (longitudinal space-charge wavce (SC'W)
are traneformed to transversal electromagnetic one*). It wae cuelomary to uerfunn the
analyeiu of euch ey»tems only within the framework of the weak-Kignat theory {4,5). An
distinct from [4,6], nonlinear dynamic» of proceane* in the region of internet ion of DSI'Ki.
w studied in the present paper.

The model and problem statement described in [4,5] are uwd. The averagod kinetic
equation method in combination with the method of «lowly varied amplitude» (1-3] are
used н the working tool. Calculation» have been performed accurate U> the cubes of
amplitudes, inclusive. As a result of & ferie* of calculations and simplification», a «yntem
of cubicnonlinear shortened equations for slowly varied complex amplitude», was obtained
(the model is stationary, the pumping is H-ubitronie):

[Л,~ + A

&б.Л1 + A^v-i l + K*[FJ&S
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where /'j /';. are amplitude*, of inteiisilif"" of the electric tielil: _̂ | . î;t яге the fn4|lirneic*s
of (he «1/»ии| and I he upaeo-eliarRe waves. re*pect jvcly: //j and //2' я г е ' ' l f v complex
amplitude* of thf prwnt нм<1 the депегМег! magnetic pumpin;; field: /',','" is tin» ampliitute
of the I'l'nvvMi-si electric rield. Aj. Aj. ('j. Dj are nonlinear <*o<>tlt<*ients: wi4«inri function:
I it» longitudinal coordinate.

1 lie mililiiicui vlyiUUIIU'is of I lit.' system WHS nun\\/,<•<] by iniiuciiiid IIICIIKHU it-ee l'i|<.l-
Fig.S) 'vhere /<',-,|, Доз, Мог tire the vnlii»1» of re«.p<4*tive imi|ilitndes nt : = '>: -,(1 is the
тени (lor two pn.rtinl mngle-veloc.ity (1ЬМ rclhtiviHu* fm'toi: Л is pninpine period. Signal

Kaiii Гигюг A'., and llie iiiifiaclioti eiTicieiicy г/ ак lite fimrtioii» of ihe loiigitudinal
liniid' /' — :./[, {\\]u-lf I, is the it'liglll of the systein) me picsoiilrd ill Пц.I. At, it

о т he «nen, the Rnin factor (curve 1)
bus saturation nt /' = /',,,< «1 the level
A',,,, — 2.'l"nl. A comparison of the
dotiMr>-«trc:iin inodel with the etpiivnletit
simle-strear.i (pnrnttiet ric ( one hae
enabled a niuiiber of <*NKeiitinl ilisiinclive
features to be revealed. First, this is high
lax for the eiven fre<|t№iiry ranpe) level of
aniplificaliuii which can provide double-
stream FMI.. •''alciilations h«ve shown
thai the gain factor in the equivalent
sitiKle-slreain (i.e , nt the «nine nunieri-
cnl tlata except that single-speed HKS i»
taken) makes up only "~ 1.034 (na againut
7.'X\ • Шл ак т мгп form Fig.l). Se-
cond, the amplitude of o*<r<lhtttons of
curve I\,\T) at /' > 7',лГ within the Mttu-
ralioii level /i,(7',.,) = A',,» |wove» to be

I Huj \= ШК!я, -;„ - Л.01, | [;\„ | = lOOV/m, much less (in Ringle-ntrcam eyetcnw
I '''10 | ~ IV'/m. /. — Г»?и, A —2vnn. nmplitude ~ K,#i |SJ). And, finally,

third, the period nnd the ninphtnde of these oNcillationn turn out to be variable along
coordinate 7°. All of tin- mentioned «liifereiu'eH arc connected with the fact of the effective,
development (пдптч! the background of the parametric instability) of the double -stream
instability. While the latter i* record holder in linear increment* of gain among inntabil-
ilien which can be realixml in Nl'iS, it m thin in the long run what provide* high feveU of
uiiiplilicattoii of llu1 ok'cliaiua^notH1 wave* of the ttignttl. Another of the mentioned dw-
liix-tions is cnusi.41 by the circninstance that the lengths of saturation of the parametric
Т,,„ and of the- double-ntrcam /J,, amplification meehanwins (nee Fig. 2, carve l ) do not
<<|||Ц'н1е. Btvituse of this.wheu the «aluration of the former (a* to electromagnetic signal)
hits already taken place, Ihe amplification of SCW (see Fig. 2, curve I) still continues.
Bused on the nonlinear t parametric I relation between the wave* in system, juat Ihw is

t.i

I'iR. t .

-0.Я- l O 1 " / . - 1 , ^ , -- | . Ц . 1 0 ' - % - ' .
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th« explanation of the "raising" of the points of minima on oscillations of curve K,{T)
at '/' > /;.,. The third difference is also explained by the fact of amplification of SCW

in the region Г„, < T < V,al. In physi-
cal terms, the oscillations of curve K,(T)

"E 10. а г с 1 ^ е r e 8 U '* °^ tne "P6*"^0 character of
'V/'m the motion of electron bunches of RES in
* buckets [3].In point T = Ttal, a bunch
. ** coming down from the right slope of the

bucket teaches its bottom and then «starts
going up its left slope. Since the ampli-

7 * tilde and height of bucket depends on the
relation between all of the three ampli-
tudes (pumping, signal and SCW), both

7 *J the amplitude and the period of oscilla-
tions of electrons in a bucket also depend
on the mentioned relation [3]. In the case
when in the process of oscillations one
of the amplitudes markedly grows (which
takes place in given case with SCW), the
height of the bucket also increases and as
a result the period and amplitude of the

Л» -

f
o.p

Fig. 2.
Numerical values of parameters are

the same as in Fig. 1.
bunch oscillations decrease. Due to nonlinear relation between the waves, this is translated
to the dynamics of the amplitude (and thus to the ",ain factor) of the signal (see Fig. 1). In
addition to the discussed differences between single-stream and double-stream FEL, there
is one more, which is to the authors opinion most ponder able. The case in point is the
character and the intensity of the influence on the amplification process of the effect of
nonlinear generation of longitudinal electric field (ENGLEF) (3). As it is well-known, in
single-stream FEL the latter plays a noticeable rale only in the case of the use of super
dense heavy-current RES in realizing the Raman regime of interaction. In double-stream
FEL, the mentioned effect practically always has a substantial impact on the operation of
the system. In this case this is illustrated by the example of moderate densities of RES
(or, ~ 0.8 • 1O10*"1 is the plasma frequency of partial RES) in realising (at the input to
the system) a mixed Compton-Raman regime (see Fig. 2). As a result of such effect,
saturation level K.u changes more than by half and the oscillatory character of the curve
K,(T) at T > T,,t disappears. A qualitatively similar picture of interaction takes place
also for the relationship for the efficiency i)(T) (eee Fig. 1, curve 3 and 4),

Very interesting from the physical point of view looks the situation with the dynamic»
of the function of the regime

(2)

where Г is linear two-stream increment which take* place in the interaction process (eee Fig.
2, curve 2). It will be recalled that at G > 1 we have the quasi-Compton regime, at G < 1
the Raman regime and at G ~ 1 the mixed, Compton-Raman regime {3,6]. A« it was shown
by the analysis, the regime which к reaiiied in interaction is not something stable and
determined for double-stream FEL. As и seen from Fig.2 (curve 2), the varying Oompton-
Raman regime which is realised in the input region of the system (O * 1.9) transforms
itself self-consistently in the process of interaction to the Raman regime (G Ш 0.00).
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K,(T)

teoe. -

two. —

Fig.3 illustrates the dynamics of the effect of the increase of coefficient K, with the
reduction of the pumping period Л at a fixed signal frequency u>i (or, which is equiva-

lent, the increase of K, with a decrease
of the wavelength of the eignal at fixed
period Л). Nontriviality of Ibis pheno-
menon becomes obvious when we recall
that relationships of the opposite sense

4Л take place a* a rule for the majority of
systems with lasting interaction. Curve
1,2,3 in Fig.3 were calculated at period
values Л = 2.0mm, Л = 2.3mm and Л =

г л 3,0mm, n«pectively,at the fixed signal
frequency ic, = 1.0- 101*»"1. As it can
be nern, at n decrease of period Л, both
the amplification factor proper (in point
T — 0.52) and the amplification Matura-
tion levels increase. Curve 4 give* in
this case information about the conform-
ing rotation of the relativist ic factor 7о(Л)
which is calculated with regard to the
conditions of parametric resonance. The
conclusion may be drawn that most pro-

Un-

'- I.

t.4

rr
6.

Fig. 3.
| = 100(7л. The remaining parameters

are the same as in Pig. 1.
niising for DSKEL i» the use of microundulators with Л < 2mm as the pumping,
fortunately,we do not succeed within the framework of the developed theory in finding
(.tie levels of until rat ion of gain factor «t a function of period Л. However, this w not a
principal disadvantage of the developed theory and ie connected only with the «ubstantial
ftimpliticution of mathematical procedures which were used in obtaining equation* (1) and
with errors introduced in connection.
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LOW PRESSURE GAS BREAKDOWN IN RF AND DC FIELDS.

Lisovsky V.A and Yegorenkov V.D.

Kharkov State University, Kharkov ЗЮО77, Ukraine.

RF oapaoitively ooupled dischargee and oombined (RP field

plus external constant eleotrio field) discharges are widely

uaed in many teohnologioal ргооеввев . therefore it ie of oon-

Biderable interest to simulate and measure the breakdown our-

vee in uniform RF and oombined RP + DC fields.

As is known [1,2] in the region of small pressures there

is a region of an ambiguous dependence of RP breakdown voltage

U
 f
 on gas pressure p to the left of the minimum of breakdown

ourvee. At the вате time the oombined discharge corresponding

to the weak-ourrent form of the RP discharge is desoribed by

the nonmonotonouB dependence of the RP discharge breakdown vol-

tage U
 f
 on the applied constant voltage U

d(J
.On increasing the

constant voltage the RP breakdown voltage first grows [ 1 , 3 -

6], approaches a maximum and then decreases [1, 6]. With the

strong ourrent form of the RP discharge one observes only the

monotonous deorease of RF breakdown voltage with the constant

voltage growing [1].

This paper studies both in experiment and theory the gas

breakdown in the uniform RP and RP + DC (oombined) fields.

The oombined discharge was made in air, argon, CF^ and

other gases at low pressures (p - 10 - 10 Torr) and the RP

frequenoy f * 13.56 MHz. The RP and DC voltages were applied

to the same eleotrodes. The spacing between plane stainless

steel electrodes of 100 mm diameter was changed in the limits

L • 7 - 54 mm.

At the limits of the ambiguity region the RP discharge

breakdown ourve passes through two turning points. Let us deno-

te the gas pressure at the left boundary of the ambiguity regi-

on with p
1
, and the respective pressure value at the right bo-

undary with Pg. Let us introduoe the relative width of the am-

biguity region 1 • <p
2
 - p

n
)/p

1
.

It was established in the course of studies that the email

DO voltage induces the noticeable inorease of the RF breakdown

voltage at the right-hand branoh of the breakdown curves (Figs.1).

On increasing the SO voltage the width 1 decreases approximately

linearly (Fig.2) and the minimum of the breakdown ourve is ehif-
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ted to higher pressures. At large DC voltages when the DC field

contributes to the gas ionisation, the HP breakdown voltage ap-

proaohes the maximu-i value and then it decreases approaohing zero

when the DC voltage becomes equal to the breakdown potential of

the DC disoharge . The minimum of the breakdown curve shifts to

lower pressures and the ambiguity region appears again at the

left-hand branoh its width 1 increasing linearly with the DC vol-

tage growing. At large RP voltagee the left-hand branches of the

breakdown curves of the oombined discharge approach asymptotioally

the RP disoharge breakdown curve without the DC voltage.

It is difficult to interprete the results obtained for an ar-

bitrary ratio of the RP and DC field amplitudes, therefore we con-

sider two limiting оавев making it еас-ier.

a) Weak DC field. Consider first the RP disoharge with a small

DC electric field applied to it, DO field not contributing to gae

ionieation. Then in the oriterium of RF breakdown [7]
2

—5 * « 1 CD
•ПГ D

where A
pt
 = L

rf
/"n; is the diffusional length of the discharge ves-

sel in the presence of RF field, L
f
= L - (2"K*E _)/Ш, Е m is the

the RF field amplitude, V- is the ionisation frequency, D is the

diffusion coefficient, К is the electron mobility, ы « 2"1C"f, one

may use instead of A
r f
 the diffusion»! length of the vessel for

the simultaneous action of RF and weak DC electric fields Л.

- L
d o
 /ic ta, 93.

u
do

1 + "•do 12 1 -

do

(2)

L I 2 X D /K J J
where E

d o
 is the DO electric field value. After changing v^

t
 D and

К with expressions from Ref.[7] we oome to the equation governing

the RF breakdown with superimposed weak SO electric field:

, В /B
o
 p у

I 0
9
 V Л J "

/B
n
 p

exp

1 -
C

2
 L/ A

2 Ж

(3)

where A
1
, B

o
, Og,

8 О J

p and О are moleoular oonatante tabulated in
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Ref. [73, A is the vacuum wavelength of RF field. Рог Е ^ » О we

recover from (3) the Kihara equation 17]. Рог р > ^inflection

U
d<J
 > 20 Y

» 1 (4)f
Ej_ #• Е/ BQ p •» » OJ р » 1 / 2 Ч

! А p L

В_Л C.VA j 1 I 2 О J J"2
therefore (21) reduces to

[
B

Q
 p » £rf , 2 0

- I . (5)
2 X J E ^ l о

±
 р J

Рог
 P 1

< p < P
i n f l e o t l o n

 and U
d o
 < 150 V D, < 1.

In oontraet to the breakdown equation obtained in Ref. [6]

equation (3) permits to consider the aotion of the DC field on

the ambiguity region. Comparing Figs.1a and 1b one sees that

breakdown curves oaloulated from (3) agree satisfactorily with

measured breakdown curves in the region where (3) is applicable,

b) Strong DC field. Here we oonsider the DC voltage to be

oloee to the breakdowrTpotential of the DC discharge therefore

we take the DO breakdown equation ae the first approximation and

instead of the DO field E
U Q
 introduce, according to Ref. [6, 91*

the effeotive field

7T? T
where v is the rate of eleotroR-atom collisions. Then we oome to

the following breakdown equation

(v| + u?) f f в0 р ь ,2 2 1 1 i/a| + u?)
 ff
 в

0

Ll
As is seen from Pig.1 in the applicability region of (7) breakdown

ourves oaloulated from (7) agree satisfactorily with breakdown

ourves we have measured.

Thus we have studied the influence of the DO eleotrio field on

the RP breakdown of the discharge and» in particular, we determine

its influence on the else of the region where the RP breakdown vol

tage depende on pressure aiabiguouely. We aleo derire the breakdown

equations for the ocwbined field for different ratios of RP and DC

field values. The results of oaloulations agree satisfactorily

with our measured data on breakdown ourvee within the applioabili-
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ty limits of the equations obtained.

I*ig.1. KP breakdown voltage versus argon pressure for L -23 mm and

the following DC voltages: a) 1 - 0, 2 - 25, 3 - 50, 4 - 100 V

(all are measured values); b) 1 - 0 V (measured), 2-5 - calcula-

ted according to (3), 2 - 0 V, 3 - 25, 4 - 50, 5 - 100 V; o) 1 -

125 V, 2 - 150, 3 - 200, 4 - 300 V; d) 1 and 3 are calculated

according to (7), 2 and 4 are measured, 1 and 2 -150 V, 3 and 4

- 300 V.

?ig.2. Relative width of the ambiguity region versus the DO voltage

for L - 23 ли:a) ourve 1 is for air,curve 2 is for 07д, b) argon.

Pig.2

V
 ч -2

p,Torr о 1ОО U^V
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RF AND DC CURRENTS IS LOW PRESSURE COMBINED DISCHARGE.

Lisovesky V.A. and Yegorenkov V.D.
Kharkov State Univereity, Kharkov 310077, Ukraine.

RP oapaoitively ooupled discharges and combined (RF field

plus external conetant elBotric field) disohargec are widely used

in many technological ргооеавзе. Therefore it is of considerable

interest to meaeure the ourrent-X'oltage characteristics in uniform

RP and combined RF + DC fieide.

As is known [1] thre^ forme of the transverse combined dis-

oharge oan exif».t in the pressure region of 10 - 10 Torr: i) the

DO glow discharge in whioh RF field causes the slight additional

ionisation; ii) the conventional RF discharge in whioh DC field

electrodes aot ae a double probe collecting currents limited by

the враое oharge; iii) the intermediate form of the discharge in

which RF field produces a sufficient amount of ions for a consi-

derable ohange of the glow discharge cathode fall. In Ref.[2] we

reported the observation of three distinct stages of the longitu-

dinal combined discharge (similar to stages of the transverse oom-

bined discharge [1]) depending on the relation between the quan-

tity q = U^/Ib and a certain quantity q^ [2, 3l> At the first

stage when Q > Q
n
 there ooours the RT discharge perturbed by the

DC field. At q •» QJJ there occurs the transition of the RP dis-

oharge to the not-self sustaining DC discharge when the ionisation

is due to the Rf field. At q « q^ the third stage exists i.e. the

tself-sustained DC discharge.

This paper studies in experiment the RF and DC currents at

different burning regiir.ss of low ргеввиге. longitudinal combined

disoharge.

The combined discharge was made in air at low pressures (p *

10~
2
 - 10 Torr) and the RF frequency f - 13.56 MHe. The RF and DC

voltages were applied to the вате electrodes. The spacing between

plane stainless steel electrodes of 100 mm diameter was changed in

the limits L • • 7 - 54 mm. DO voltages were in the liaits U
d o
«

- 0 - 600 V and RF voltages were U ^ - о - 1000 Т. The ooabined die-

oharge was obtained by applying the DC eleotrio field to the RF

discharge. RF voltage was fed to one of the electrodes and another

electrode was grounded. The choke of 4 mR induotanoe was oonneoted

in parallel to electrodes i.e. the self-bias was absent. The poten-

tial electrode served as an "anode" (a positive DC potentiml was
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applied to it), the grounded electrode played the role of the "ca-

thode".

Рог RP voltagee U
r f
 lees than, the oritioal value U

o p
 [2] (ori-

tioal voltage ie the minimum voltage value at whioh the RF dds-

oharge may go from the first stage to the eeoond one ) on increa-

sing the DC voltage the KP disoharge is deformed and extinguished.

Refe.[4, 5] also observed the extinguishing of the RF dieoharge

with the DC field applied to it. At KP voltages below the oritioal

value the increase of the DC voltage ie accompanied by the deorea

ве of the RF current (Pigs.1a and 2a) in the electrode oirouit

I
 f
"оовф (I

 f
 ie the RF current amplitude, <•> ie the phase shift

between the RP current and RF voltage). The EC ourrent through the

discharge first increasee, then attaine its maximum value and then

decreases up to the extinguishing of the discharge. At RP voltages

U * < U the plasma density is considerably small and the enhan-

cement of the DC voltage leads to a remarkable increase of the

layer thioknesB near the "cathode" (the "cathode" layer may occupy

up to я of the disoharge gap. At the вале time the thickness of

the "anode" layer decreases almost linearly. A peak of plasma den-

sity and glow appears near the "anode". Por a discharge to exist

the sum of "cathode" and "anode" thicknesses must be leso than the

intereleotrode spacing, i.e. a layer of quasineutral plaema must

exist between the near-eleotrode layers. The further inoreaee of

the DC voltage violates this condition and the disoharge is extin-

guished.

At RP voltages equal to the oritioal voltage the plasma den-

sity is higher, the thickness of the "cathode" layer grown slower

with the DC voltage increasing. The DC voltage applied aorosc

electrodes is pushed by the quasineutral plaema to the near-eleot-

rode layers more efficient than for U *< U . If the Bum of the DC

and RF voltages in the layer beoomes sufficiently large in order

that eleotrons coming from the "cathode" may gain the energy suf-

fioient to ionise gas molecules then electron avalanches develop

in the "cathode" layer and the discharge assumes the form corres-

ponding to the second stage. It may assume the second-stage form

smoothly or jump-like depending on pressure. Рог pressures p £ 0.2

Torr (to the right of the minimum of the oritioal voltage U o r ver-

sus pressure dependence) and the RP voltage equal, to the oritioal

voltage, the ionieation length of the electron is considerably mo-

re than the "oathode" layer thickness and the thickness of the
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near-"cathode" layer decreases sharply when the dieaharge аевшпев

the eeccnd-stage form. At pressures p < 0.2 Torr (near and to the

left of the minimum of U
c r
) tfca ionisation length of the eleotron

ie comparable with the thickness of the "oathode" layer, therefore

when the dieaharge аввитев the second-stage form the thioknesB of

the "oathode" layer is not ohanged noticeably and it decreases

smoothly with the DC voltage growing. The jump-like transition of

the dieoharge into the Beoond-etage form is observed in a rather

narrow range of HP voltages U ^ U
 f
 ^ U + 20 V. At pressures

F ^ 0.2 Torr the DC and RF currents ohange uniformly; at p> 0.2

0?orr the transition of the discharge to the seoond stage is aooom-

panied by the jump-like increase of DC and RP ourrentB.

At higher RF voltages on increasing the DC voltage the "oa-

thode" layer thickness increases slowly, it remains constant when

the dieoharge goes to the second stage and then it decreases slow-

ly with further increase of the DC voltage. At KF voltages U - >

2* U
Q r
 on growing the DC voltage the combined disoharge goes from

the first to the second and then to the third stage. At large RP

voltages the dependence of the DC current through the discharge

versus the DC voltage approaches the inflection point and then it

grows sharply on increasing the DC voltage.

Thus in thie paper we have studied the И? and DC currents in

the three differents forms of longitudinal combined dieoharge (RP

dieaharge perturbed by the DC electric field, not-self-sustaining

DC glow dieoharge and the self-sustaining DC glow dieoharge).At RF

voltages below the critical value the inorease of the DC voltage

is accompanied by the decrease of the RF current in the eleotrode

oirouit; the DO current through the discharge first increases,

then attains its maximum value and then decreases up to the ex-

tinguishing of the dieoharge. At RP voltages equal to the critical

RF voltage the discharge goes to the second stage: at pressure to

the right of the minimum of the critical voltage versus pressure

dependence (p > P
m
j

Jl
) the transition of the dieoharge to the se-

cond stage is accompanied by the juwp-like inorease of DO and Kf

currents; at pressures p (, Рщ^д the DO and Rf ourrents ohange uni-

formly.

Fig.1. RF current (a) and DO current (b) in the eleotrode oirouit

vereuti DC voltage for air pressure p » 0.1 Torr, L - 53 ram and

RP voltage*: 1 - 50, 2 - 90, 3 - 300, 4 - 500 V.

Fig.2. RF current (a) and DC current (b) in the eleotrode oirouit
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versus DC voltage Гог air pressure p = 1 Torr, L = 53 ram and. EP

voltages: 1 - 190, 2 - 225, 3 - 250, 4 - 300, 5 - 500 V.

Fig.i
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AL! HA-PARTICLES DRIVEN AIFVEN INSTABILITY SUPPRESSION BY THE LOWER
НУВНГО WAVE

Marcht<nko V.S.

Institute for Nuclear Research, Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
prospekt Nauki. 47, Kiev 252О28, Ukraine

ABSTRACT. It Is shown that quasllinear diffusion of d-partides In
external high frequency (HP) field results in efficient
suppression of the continuum Alfven waves Instability driven by
a-particles pressure gradient. HP electric field strength needed
for stabilization Is available for modern HP power sources.

Alpha-particles losses minimizaton Is песевзагу condition for
efficient work of deuterium-tritium (D-T) thermonuclear reactor.
The low-П (Л- toroidal mode number) toroidicity-induced Alfven
eigenmode (TAB) (1-8) Is considered to be one of the most
dangerous instabilities driven by a-particles In D-T tokamaks.
That's why the problem of efficient suppression of such
instabilities seems to be Important.

In the present paper thwe effect of quasllinear diffusion
experienced by a-particles in external field of lower hybrid
frequency range К ^ м )

<(J

o

<W
B

e
* where (t)^. OJgj. (i)g

e
 - cyclotron

frequences of а-particles. background Ions and electrons

respectively) on the Alfven Instability Is treated theoretically
In the simplest case, when effects of magnetic field shear and
toroldicity on the mode structure are neglected.

We start from the known dispersion relation for Alfven
perturbations in axlsymmetrlc tokamak with circular cross section
(9]

а a
)р

ш
 • (Hi №-.,1 = 0 (1)

where ^ - ГО-th harmonic of the radial component of plasma displace-

ment l=exp(imQ-lnty)f;_. m,/l - Integers, б.ф are the generalized

poloidal and toroidal angles respectively, Р
ш±
<- perturbed particle

pressure satellites due to toroidal coupling. Radial dependence of

perturbations Is exp(lkjX) (magnetic field shear neglected), where

а - radial coordinate, Щ=1^+(т/а)
г
. С

л
=В

в
/(4кр

о
)
1/г
 - Alfven speed

U. = (m-nq)/qR - parallel wave vektor component. R,<J,B
#
.p

0
- curvature

radious of the magnetic axis, safety factor, toroidal magnetic
field and plasma mass dencity respectively.

To ,/ind the relation of j$
m±
, with £m w« use the drift kinetic

equation for the nonadiabatic perturbed (X-partlole distribution,
«rich could be written In the form
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where /
 ttUf>

- perturbed distribution of trapped (untrapped)

(X-par tides with /"
л
 corresponds to U« ^ 0, U. -magnetic drift

frequency. C__- quasilinear diffusion operator, F ~ a-particle

equilibrium distribution, E,=U /2 , <A> denotes the bounce or

transit average of A,

Eq's (2),(3) represent ordinary differential equations in
velocity space for three Cl-particles species wich should be solved
and matched across separatrix. Fox* typical parameters of lokamak
plasma and external radiation the banana regime (!' <(Q/R)b>.) is

W-b A

realized. Here 1'
 T
 is characteristic frequency of the quaslllnear

process. In this regime a narrow {tbV./Vnl < (V^/d)) ) boundary

layer forms at the trapped/untrapped boundary in veliclty шрлот. so
that only the nearly and barely trapped d-particlee are
significantly scattered by quaslllnear process. This problem is
similar to that considered In [10], where the trapped electrons
modifications to tearing modes due to Coulomb collisions were
calculated. In the following we extend Idea's developed In [1O] to
correct calculation of O-partlc2.ee responoe on the Alfven
perturbation In the presence of external HP field.

The general solution of Eq'a <2),(3) could be presented as
the sum of particular solution of nonhoroogeneous equation and
general solution of homogeneous one. In the banana regime the
zero-order IV

QT=0) nonhomogeneous solution Is a good approximation.

As a result, the lowest order solution to Bq's (2),(3) is
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ni
= 2z'

/2
(e /m flB I

й
ш /k f (zv

z
Г

2
(k

s
v

2
- w?)~'

/2
'. e=a/R,e /m flB Iш /k f (zvГ(kvw

o. a •*» (j о о о
# ,0J (At - amplitude, fi-equency and wave number of HF field.

rv О О

respectLvc-iy, ac^^ (Е-ц/?о( /-е))/2щхВо. B=BQ( 1-ecosQ),

' ia particular solution (for V
r
 -*0) and tlie constant A

represents three constants A.. A^ to be determined by matching.

Since the Al.fven instability on trapped ОС-particles is somewhat

stronger than that on the circulating one 111]. in the following we
restrict o\wself' F by A. con fci-lbution only. The expression for A,

obtained by matching is given by

4

Substituting solution for ,/"" given by (4) with A. given by (S) into

expression for perturbed plasma pressure, one could obtain
dispersion relation in tlie form

where A^ton""'Сп/О&дЛ K̂ sej- full elliptic int#er*l of the first

kind. According to 111]. the most lone wavelength (nlhliman M) aodma
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resonate with deeply trapped (l-particles (Ji^^n. Re;jonaric<?
condition in this case is <U» -mK/QU)^ R. Then for inotropic

a
monoenergetic Ct-parfcicle distribution one could obtain from (6) f.-.u-
instability Increment of lone wavelength Alfven

In obtaining Eq. ($f) we astuuae L^>Q wich i s nopeiscftry condition for

efficient suppression being possible.
In conclusion. It it; shown that d-part; lolos pressure gradient,

driven Alfvon Instability could be efficiently suppressed by
quasilinear diffusion of &-particles in external field of lower
hybrid frequency range. The- .reason of relatively high efficiency of
this mechanism is that the bulk of Д-}>гмЧ1я1<зг. rpsonatos with
external field. In contrast with background sposies (both electron;;
and ions) pressure gradient driven instabilities, when the relative
number of, resonating particles is exponentlally small [12]. For
typical parameters of tokamak plasmas and oxtcrnai radiation one

could obtain for suppression Hrresnold IG.
T
>1) E.. *(1+3)*1 (f'V/cm,

wich 1я available for modern HP power sources.

[ 1 J С.Z.Cheng and M.S.Chance. Phys.Fluids 29, 3695 <1986 )
[2 3 C.£.C)u*nfc. Phys.fluids Б2, 1427 (19УО)
[3] G.Y.Fu and J.W.Van Dtm, Phys.Fluids B1, 19Л9 (1989)
Id]C.Z.Cheng, Fusion Techno1. 18. ЛЛЗ (1O9O)
IS] J.W.Van Dam, G.Y.Pu and C.Z.Chens, Fusion Technol. 18,Д61(1990)
[6] C.Z.Cheng, I'hys.fluids B3, 2463 (1991)
Г7] M. Bet 1.1 and J.V.Vi-oidbQrs, Phys.Fluids BH . 1/J65 11 99P. )
[8] C.T.Hsu and D. .1 .Sigmar. Phys. Fluids B4 , 1.192 (1992)
f9] A.b.Mikhailovtfky, Hue I.Fusion 13. 2S9 (1973)
M C l J . C u t t o . M.U.KoconbJuth. P h y s . F l u i d s 2 4 , 2 4 3 ( 1 9 8 1 )
[11jA.B.Mlkhallovsky, Sov.Phys.JETF 41, 890 (1975)
(12]V.S.Marchenko, Pis.riasmy (Rus.J.Plasma PJiys.) 19, 524 (1993)
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF VORTEX STRUCTURES IN PLASMA

M a r g o l i r i a L.V. . O p a n a s e n k o 0. V. , Romanytfc L . I . , S l o b o d y a n V.M.

Ir^titute for Nuclear Research. Academy of Sciences, Ukraine.
Kiev - 28, Pr. HauJU. 47, Ukraine.

Abstract Plasma density and potential space distributions in
disturbances due to rotational instability were investigated. The
existence of vortex structures and enhanced oharged particles
transport across the magnetic field was shown. A structure of
charged particles flows in the disturbances was determined.
Introduction. Recently the increased Interest to the vortex
structures in plasma systems of different kinds is observed. It is
connected not only with the detecting of such structures in the
natural and laboratory plasma and in numeral simulations, but as
well with forming of a new method of approach to the description
of the collective processes in the plasma including these
structures.

From the common reasons vortex structures roust be present In
the disturbances of the cylindrical column of the radially
inhotnogeneous plasma in an longitudinal magnetic field with drift
instabilities of ail kinds being present in it. A quantity and a
sign of realizing vortices are determined by the azimuthal mode of
oscillations and the radial profile of the plasma potential
disturbance.

This paper deals with the results of the experimental
investigations of the vortex structures in the cylindrical plasma
column of the not self-sustained Penning discharge in the case of
the rotational instability in it.
Experimental set-up and procedure. Investigations were carried up
in the typical Penning system described in detail previously /2 / . A
stationary state discharge in helium was sustained there.
Discharge parameters could be varied in the following range-
discharge current I a- 0,2 - 2,2 A, potential drop on the discharge
Vo- 100 - 230 V, magnetic field strength H - 100 - 500 E . gas
pressure p - (0,1 - 4,0) IO"2 Torr.

An investigation procedure of plasma parameters and
collective processes based on the use of the moving probes of
various kinds For the directed particle flow measurement in the
plasma density disturbances there was used a method of directed
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flat one-sided probe. It bases on the measurement of a spectral
component of the ion saturatulon current of the oscillations in
the probe circuit Г and a constant component of the current I
under three orientations of the normal vector * to the probe
surface, that is at angles 0, 90 and 180° to the direction of the
difference between an azimuthal plasma drift velocity vft and a
disturbance propagation velocity v - ы i r] (u - oscillation
frequency, r - current position). A particles motion velocity in
the disturbances in a frame moving with them was calculated from
the relation: f f f т i

v* . liftoLio c + ise ( ii»2:_-2 с - v. ) <I>
О т • т т • pit

*o eo 1 o
where C, - ion sound velocity.
Results. The investigations had been carried out under the
discharges conditions , when plasma density and potential
fluctuations with the azimuthal modes m « I, 2, 3 due to the
rotational Instability were virtually monochromatic. The
oscillations were in phase and had a constant amplitude along a
magnetic field. Typical for all the azimuthal modes radial
amplitude distribution of the plasma densisty fluctuations n(r),
its potential far) and the phase shift between them &p(r> (plasma
density oscillations are In phase along the radius) are shown in

As the oscillation mode changes, only their amplitude
л, -й<р° a n d position of extremums were

or&hn. changing; also a zone of the sharp
change in the potential phase
shifts along the radius. This zone
practically coincides with the zone
of the maximum plasma density
disturbance. Such data lake it
possible to construct the

r "instantaneous" distribution of
rkr.e) and ftr.O) in the plane

Fig. I. I - V(r), 2 - rkr); cross to the magnetic field. A
3 " A * < r > typical appearance of this

distribution for m » 2 is shown in fig. 2. Its distinguishing
feature is that within every hump and every well of plasma density
there is a couple "hump - well" of the plasma potential
disturbance. The presence of closed equlpotentlal lines, that In
crossed magnetic field and an electrical field of the disturbance
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H

270'
6

Fig 2. a - n(r. в) (arb. un.); b - V(r, в) (V).
are nothing br.n. the charged particles drift pathes, gives us an
evidance for the existing of the couple of vortices opposite on
sign. Using the plasma potential structure in disturbances, vjj
could be calculated in any point of the plasma column cross
section. The dependences of v^(r> for m = I, 2, 3 and 0 = 0,
obtained this way . are shown
in fig 3. They showd that v£ in
disturbances could exceed v0

dozens limes. and this fact
always takes plase in the

enear-axis region of plasma.
obtained immediately by the 0
directed probe procedure, «*
appeared to be of the same '
magnitude with those calculated -5,0
from the potential structure.
qualitatively with the same
radial distribution. Fig. 3.

An influence of the rotational Instability with different
azimuthal modes and correspondingly vortex structures, on the
charged particles transport across a magnetic field was determined
from the calculation of the integral particle flow over the
surface of the unit length plasma column due to their drift in
crossed magnetic field and azlffluthal electric field in
disturbances, determined from the experimental data on the
potential structure. This flow was coopered with those due to
steady state radial plasma density and potential gradients.
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Investigations reveaied that for ш = 2. 3 all the flows are of the
same magnitude, and for in = I a flow caused by the instability is
almost ten times higher than two last mentioned ones. This result
was confirmed by the direct experiment with the procedure
described in /2/.
Discussion. The experiments performed had verified the existence
of the stationary vortex system in the cylindrical magnetoactive
plasma column as the drift instability of the rotational type is
developing there. The distinguished feature of the realizing
vortex structures under these conditions is in the following.
Plasma density extremuras dont coincide with plasma potential
disturbance extremums. that is with the vortex structure axes as
it should take place in the case of the "strict" quasi-neutrality
of the disturbance and the realization of the Boltzmann particle
distribution in the electrical field od the disturbance. The
maximum azimuthal electrical field always exists in a position of
the plasma density disturbance maximum. This field is localized in
the zone existing at the interface between vortex structures of
opposite sign. The dimension of this zone is determined by the
departures of the vortex structures from the symmetry about the
radius passing through the centres of vortices. Unfortunately, all
that is not considered In the most part of the theoretical
researchs of the vortex structures, where the approximations of
the "strict" disturbance quasi-neutraiity. Boltzmann particle
distribution in the electric field and a disturbance radial
symmetry are used. Perhaps, it is a reason of a discrepancy
between the theory and the experiment, in particular, in the
determination of the role of the vortex structures in the particle
transport across the magnetic field. A vortex structure, as it was
shown, contains particles paths enclosing by-axis and periphery
vortices of the same sign, and thus there is existing the way of
an effective particle transport from the axis region to the column
surface.
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EVOLUTION AND PROPERTIES OF WAVE STRUCTURES IN NONEQUILIBRIUH PLASMA

V.I.Maslov

Institute of Physics & Technology, 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine

Electron and ion holes or potential wells and potential humps

excited in current-carrying plasmas or electron-beam plasmas are

shown to exhibit growth due to an interaction with resonant or

nonresonant electrons.

The excitation and existence of electrostatic potential or phase-space

structures, such as double layers, potential humps and wells, electron and ion

holes are a well-known property shown by many laboratory as well as numerical

experiments and theory /1-22/ . These nonlinear structures are due to an energy

exchange or to a change in the phase-space topology and hence give rise to

characteristic modifications in the nonlinear behaviour of a plasma. Several

examples of this modified behaviour are considered here:

the alteration an electron hole undergoes in an electron-beam-plasma system

caused by the warm-beam-plasma interaction;

the selfconsistent evolution of an ion-acoustic turbulence and potential well

(and the evolution of a potential well at slow ion mode) with the potential

shock in its vicinity in one-dimensional current-carrying plasma;

the excitation of a solitary perturbation in a magnetized, plasma-loaded

waveguide;

the properties of a soliton moving with a thermal velocity of plasma electrons.

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the part of the complex

problem of the plasma response in the presence of nonlinear electrostatic

structures and to establish these time variations by perturbation theory in

which terms proportional to лху/V. serve as small parameters. Here y, ox are
a

the nonlinear growth rate of the structure and its width; V. is the relative
a

velocity of electron flow and the structure.

Electrostatic turbulence in one-dimesional nonequilibrium plasma with

electron flow is unstable relative to the turbulence ordering and to the rapid

turbulent-convective velocity transport of particles. The excitation of this

turbulence and flow relaxation are described by convective equations in phase

space or by normalized quasilinear equations with taking into account of wave-

particle resonance broadening.
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For large amplitudes the electrostatic turbulence in one-dimensional
current-carrying plasma is unstable relative to the modulation. This
instability results in turbulence splitting into widely spaced short pertur-
bations /1/. The correlation effects result in the formation of solitary
perturbations on the injection boundary /2/ and in the system. These solitary
perturbations are potentional 9 well /3-9/ with the potential shock in its
vicinity and positive potential hump or hole in electron phase space.

Owing to the reflection from the potential well of resonant electrons, the
velocity distribution of which is asymmetric relatively to the well velocity,
the quasineutrality is broken near the well. The restoration of the latter is
due to the selfconsistent formation of the potential shock near the well. The
value of the potential shock is defined by the quasineutrality conditions
outside of the well. The potential well is unstable in a current-carrying
plasma. It reflects the resonant electrons, absorbing their energy, and the
well amplitude,- <?0 •

 is growing. The evolution of the well is described by
the equation of KdV-type but with nonquadratic nonlinearity. The well amplitude
growth rate is determined from the evolution equation at - ep . The solitary
perturbation velocity is close to characteristic velocity of the system: ion
thermal velocity, ion-acoustic velocity, electron thermal velocity, electron-
acoustic velocity, wave velocity in magnetized plasma-loaded waveguide etc-
and depends on amplitude. The pjtentiai humps are excited due to an electron
trapping with nonequilibrium distribution function by perturbation field or due
to an interaction of perturbation with the flow of untrapped particles.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE AMPLIFICATION IN TRANSIENT CONDUCTIVE

MEDIUM

Nerukh A.G., Shavorykina I.Yu.

Kharkov Institute of Radioelectronics. 14 Lenin Av., Kharkov, 310726 Ukraine

The electromagnetic wave transformation as a result of medium conductivity time -

harmonic changing is investigated. It is shown that when the definite relation between

the initial wave frequency and the frequency and the amplitude of conductivity changing

the amplification of electromagnetic wave could be possible. This amplification is due to

the fact that a conductive medium has a dispersion as well as an absorption.

Time changing of a medium property leads to electromagnetic field transformation
in it, moreover such a transformation has a qualitative character even In the simplest case
of jump-changing properties. It is shown in this work that electromagnetic wave
transfor-mation could be followed by wave amplification when the law of conductivity
time-changing is a harmonic one. This effect wns obtained under the investigation of
electromagnetic field transformation when considering the conductivity coming into
being at the zero time moment The investigation was carried out by the usage of the
evolution approach to transient electrodynamics problem* that is based on Volterra
integral equation [11 which has the following form for a conductive medium :

E = Ei • f dK'c^(graddiv—L-£L)/-(x-xW>J"'(x') 0)

where E\ is an original field, /*(x)=l/r e(t-r/v), r = (r-r't ж — (t,r), v - is a phase velocity,

0 - is the Heavyside function, %(x) - 1 inside the conductor and x{x) = 0 outside of it ,

iin ~ °W E is a conductivity current, f Л'= Г"<Л" ГвСс*f dy'\A'. The solution of such an

equation could be obtained by a resolvent as following :

E * E, + Пг/'Jdlr1 Д(х,х')Е,(х') (2)

where the resolvent i> defined from the integral equation
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V2

—i)/'(x - х1)^/1) (S)

This equation solution takes the form

where for an arbitrary taw o(t) = <ro<p(t) the functions M and N satisfy a set of equations

M(t,p\k)* 2<r0 {coevk(l - T)^r)il/(r,/,k)</r= -2o0tp(r)cQevk(t -
Jo

(5)

,/> ,k) + 2a0 Гв(/ - т)?(гЖ(г,/,к)Л-- v1 f cosv/:(/ -
Jo Jo

Iu I f , f Ф" f Г Г f
here JH = idiJjt I Ф ' = I ~ T» I Л - I I I'

' J i-ia*-1u i J_ooJ-<nJ-

In the case of plane wave initial field as Ej = Eg^ * ' the contribution of the first

item in (4) into the transformed field is equal zero so to determine the resolvent it is

enough to know only the function M. The integral equation for M could be transformed

into the nystijm of differential equutions for the function y\ — M and У2 s M't that are

united into the vector у"й-
The exact type of thie equation solution depends on the character of medium

conductivity tirne-dt-pendence. The case of harmonic time-dependence of conductivity

a(t) - crn(l + Л sin Qt), that conies into being at the moment t=0, is considered. The

рггЫ«»г?1 th«in is rodurwj to solving the diffprentinl ct|iii»1ion in undimensionrtl «oordinntes

r = (Ы, v=* U f »w,^= (JI at
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(*<&-»>

{ m,
Jt>-h»

where /W12 = c o s « r ± /l<2 sin Яг, /^j « -<T± Vo2 - «»2 .

Its resolution determines the expression for the transformed field

The solution of (6) is constructed by the means of perturbation method [2|, according to

which the sululiun is found in the fui'lfi

у( т) = е (7)

The transformed field in the case of initial field as the plane monochromatic wave in

the first order of perturbation method is

where /[V*2 - в3(П2 + 4(0* -

Aj, Bj and Cj are normilized amplitudes that depend on field and medium parameters.

When О < w the field turns to be a superposition of the waves (direct and reversed)

with frequencies \C0 - cr + HQ + D, where n=0, 1 «nd -1. The dependence of

amplitudes of these waves on the parameters o/w and Q/w. is investigated

When о > w the transformed field is a superposition ot direct and reversed waves

with a frequency equal that of the conductivity changing. It is really interesting that when

the following condition is true
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the amplification of electromagnetic waves is possible Besides, thio amplification takes

place not on the double frequency 2w as under a parametric resonance, but on the

frequency of the medium conductivity changing.

Carrying an analogy of the process that takes place in the transient conductive

medium with that in an necilUtion circuit with time-changing parameter* огм» cxmiUi

discover that the equation (6) for the oscillation process correspond* to the case of the

circuit where not only an active resistance (which is usually eontidered to be an analogy

of conductivity in electrodynamics phenomena) but alto a capacity of the circuit шге

changing. Such a time-harmonic changing of resistance and capacity must be in opposite

in phase, besides a determined agreement between theirs amplitudes is required.

So that, the analogy of the medium time-changing conductivity in the circuit is both

resistance and capacity. It could be explained by the fact that a conductive medium has

hoth an atanrptktn and a dispersion.

l.Nerul h A.G.,Khishnyak N.A. Modern problems of transient macroscopic

electrodynamics-Kharkov, Test-Radio, 1001, 260 p.

2. Haken H. Synergetics. Moscow, Mir, 1006.
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TO THEQBX OF ELBC'J?RC№AGlfJBTIC WAVE SCATTERING

Oil THE DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IK THE INHOMOGEHEOUS

PLASMA

Pavlenko V.W., Ponchenko V«G»

Institute for Nuclear Research of the Ukr» Acad»

of Sci., 252028, Kiev, Prospekt lfauki,47, Ukraine

In this report we derive the dielectric permittivity for the

inhomogeneouo magnetized plasma subjected the influence of the

HP electric field £ 0 [{) « £л
 \, t^ii

u
f^ The parametric decay of

external lower hybrid pump wave into the daughter end drift waves

v/ith fa A.< ()
x
 have been considered*

From the linearized Vlesov equation v/c can obtain the expre-

ssion for the distribution function fluctuation £i

ф
сш0

v/here ££ is the fluctuating electric field, JU(P>%) is the
unperturbed distribution function* We neglect by the inhr-nogenei-
ties in the externally produced magnetic field and. temperature
gradients»

Thon a Maxwelliun distribution function corresponding to an
exponential density gradient may be written ..

t Z * l '

In the exprosoion {2) /» * /** * /Jjf * {>* , I * Qt I end
i1, _ J— jLko. is the parameter which characterized

the plasma iflhomogeneity.
Taking into oocomit that

from (1) wo have

eur 7E - HI Щ K.JL J »/*
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where the frequency of the pump wave

Wo now так и uoe the expansion
and L

z

vmere
Taking into account that

and inteeratirG <3) over LD and С wo then obtain

As в result we have

J.K.

я -* 7 from the olectrootatic disper-

У
0
+ Tf" =t Q v/o may obtain tho

Here

functuion*

In the limit
oion relation С

- t
 c

e
solution I 2J

where the drift frequency io governed by the formula

0

io u modified Bosoel-
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Let uu consider the parametric decoy оГ tJiO риыр v/uve into

a daughter lower hybrid uua drii"t v/.nveo. Vhe parametric interac

tion between tlio pump wave and oiceij plaotiii modoa ic described

by the nonlinear dielectric permittivity ' 3 7

KlkoC

T
Parametric inataboility tijrochold ic determined from the condi-

Taking into conoiderution that A<i ̂ -^
 c
 ^ when the d̂ ecay

condition is fulfilled finally we find Jfa £ =J^ £ol/~ ^/Q1.»

where tiie threshold amplitude i3 defined by the oxpreosion

Up I ь
« )

( 1г
г
ь£ Ji к;ь^

It can be seen from ((>) anil (9) that the threshold field value

ia comparitively aencitivo to the plusme inliomo^eneity»

1» V.N.Puvlonlco, V.G.P<juchei)Jco, Pluama Phys. and Contr. Fusion

26, 12L>1 (;9t4).

2. S. Icltimaru, Baoic Principles of Plasma Physics, A Statistical

Approach, Benjamin 1973*

3* V.N.Pnvl.onko, V.G.Punchenko, a»ti»Hovenchulc, Sov» Phyo. JSTP

G±, 50 (1906).
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THE EXPANSION OF FINITE PLASMA CLOTS INTO NEUTRAL GAS

V.V. PikOZh

Kiev University
Academician Glushkov avenue 6, Kiev, 252022, Ukraine

It ±m numerically reoearohed th* expansion of finite plaama

olote into neu«r«l gas. The model inolude* th* quasi-neutrality

violation as well as the interpenetratlon o/ plasma and neutral

«•as at th* boundary of plasma. Cooling of electrons, expansion

plasma decay, th* prooess of lnterpenetratlon of plaawa and

neutral gas ar* analysed, empiric relation» are found.

INTRODUCTION
The expansion Into vacuum of finite homogeneous clots of

plasma with homo thermal electrons was investigated before In
[1,2). It Is found that the expansion results In an Intensive
cooling of electrons and expansive plasma decay.

The expansion of finite plasma clots Into neutral gas was
investigated In (3,4]. The neutral gas Is shown detain the
expansion of plasma clots, slowing down at the same time the
ooollng of electrons. The presence of neutral gas pressure gives
the rise of back shook wave that can move to the centre of a olot.

The expansion of finite plasma clots Into neutral gas has
been numerically Investigated in this work. The quasl-neutrality
violation at the boundary of plasma as well as plasma and neutral
gas lnterpenetratlon Is taken Into consideration In
contradistinction to 13,4).

Methods of investigation
Flat, cylindrical and spherlo homogeneous plasma olote with

the initial slee of r 0 that are surrounded with neutral gas are
examined in this work. The temperature of electrons considerably
exceeds the temperature of ions and neutral gas.

The region of plasma parameters where the model is proper is
considerably increased while taking Into account the
lnterpenetratlon of plasma and neutral gas (flg.i). Curves (flg.1)
were built as a result of oomparieon of typical time» of
different procesoes with the time of a olot expansion t0 - rt/a0

- ion sound velocity) 14). Curve 1 corresponds to
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three-particles recombination, curve 2 - ionization by electron
collision, curve 3 - electron relaxation, curve 4 - electron heat
conductivity, curve б - atom excitement by eleotron collision on
the first exoite level. The region of plasma parameters where the
processes 1, 2, 5 can be neglected, and processes 3, 4 are
considerable are shown with the arrows near curves. Thus, we
define tho region of plasma parameters (hatched in flg.5) where
un-elaatio collisions are of no Importance while homothtraal
electrons are in equilibrium. The definition, that is done for
eleotron heat conductivity (curve 4) is confirmed by reeulte (4).

The initial system of hydrodynaaloe equation* (1-8) that
together with the Poieson equation (9) describee expansion of
finite plasma olote Into neutral gas, is the following:

0

0t

dt ' IT Г'лг
 ( Г

< 0
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Results of simulation

The cooling of electrons is a characteristic feature of
finite plasma clots expansion. The typical, examples of electron
temperature dependence on time are shown on fig.2. These results
were received by numerous calculations for cylindrical plasma
clots with different Initial density of neutral gas in the oase of
T

Q 0
 «= 3.3 eV, n

e o
 - n

i 0
 « 10

1 7
 snf

3
 and r

t
/\

D
 - 1000 (7^ - debye

length). Curves 1-7 correspond to n
a o
/n

j o
 - 111, 10, 3, 1, 0.1»

0.01, 0. It is seen in fig.3 that in initial stages of olot
expansion the electron temperature depends on time exponentially:

T
e
/T

e o
 - exp(-t/t

0
) (11)

where t
0
 is a typical cooling electron time.

Empirical correlation of typloal time x
0
 on Initial olot
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parameters and neutral gas density was built as a result of a
large number of numerical calculations.

^o
1
 - т

э
Т

1
 + t~

1
-<0.31 - 0.07.ln[n

4O
/n

jo
3)'(v+i) (12)

If the initial density of neutral gas becomes lower than
n

io
/1000, the correlation (12) disturbs and the time t

0

asymptotically approaches to the meaning which is typical for
plasma clots expansion into the vacuum [ 1 ].

The dependencies of ion concentration in tne centre of plasma
clots n

o
 on time are shown In flg.3. The figures of curves

correspond to fig.2. Increasing parts of curves describe the
process of expansion plasma decay in the clots [21. It is seen
that in a chosen scale they are close to the linear. In the case
of large value n

a 0
, the increasing parts of curves end with a

sharp fall which results the back shock wave [3,4].

An empiric relation was given. It describes plasma decay In
the expanding clot before back shock wave coming.

е л
 1 (1 .2+1.3.V)
2-t (13)

While plasma clots expand into neutral gas interpenetration
of plasma and neutral gas takes place in a clot boundary. This
interpenetration Is not taken into consideration in a model "snow
plow" [3,4]. Dependencies of portions of ion total number In the
region of Interpenetration on initial gas density are shown in
fig.3 In different moments of time. The given relations are not
monotonous. Their maxima are situated near the point of n ^ / n ^ -
1. The pointed out peculiarity is taking place with any Initial
parameters, which occur In the region of model property (fig.i).
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Drift Vortices and Quadrupole Islands in Plasma.

Pogutse 1.0.

Russian Scientific Centre "Kurchatov Institute"

Many vortex solutions were found analytically by

different investigators [1]. But there is some doubt about

whether such vortices can exist in a magnetic field with

shear. In the present paper exact vortex solutions is

found which can exist in the presence of shear. We study

two extreme cases: when the vortex has size which is much

larger than ion Larmor radius and when the vortex has size

which is much larger than ion Larmor radius.

We'll seek steady state two-dimensional solutions

which are traveling along OY at a velocity U and which is

tilted at an angle OL. It mean that we use coordinates:

(x,T)=y-ut+az).

1.Small-scale vortices and islands.

Since we study the scale Jess than the Larmor radius

of ions, we use the equations for the drift waves in the

short-wavelength limit [2,3]:

(1)

(2)

da/dt=da/dt+{<t>,a}, de/dz=da/dz-{A,a}

{a,b}=(дл/дх)(дЬ/дУ)-(д&/9у)(db/йх)

Here A is the component of the vector potential along the

magnetic field, ф is an electric potential. We have used

the dimensionless variables and denote "t'T^/TV >
 x

~(.дп
о
/дх)/п

а
. We represent A as A=«|> + + (X

a
x*/2, here Ox*/2

is the shear of the unperturbed magnetic field. On» can

notice that when the velocity of vortex U is equal to the

drift velocity of iona u=X/*l
(
 the equations (l)-(2> can
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be Bolved exactly even in the shear magnetic field. In

this case we have from (l)-(2) :

AA= /(A-Ox)

G«J>-aex) = A-ctx (4)

where / and G ere arbitrary functions. We transform A-Obt

in such a way :

А-ах=ф + а
в
х

2
/2-ах=ф + а

в
(х-а/а

в
)

1
/2-а*/(2а

>
),

and change the variable x on x-CL/Ct
m
 . It means that we

consider vortex at the resonance surface (where the

magnetic field are tilted at the same angle as

perturbation). The function 0 can be found from the

condition that ф and ф decay at infinity. Thus we find:

ф + а
в
х

2
/2=а

а
(ф-их)

2
/(2а^> (б)

We solve (3) as before introducing the coordinates

r
l
=x

2
+y

2
, tg6=x/y and write / as different functions

inside and outside a circle of certain radius г =Г*
о
. As

usual we require £=ф +ct x
 /2=C=const at r=P

o
 and dh/dr be

continuous at г=Г
о
. Then solution of (3) are

ф =(a
o
J

o
(A.r)-(X

B
r

2
/4)

ф =(Ьсов2в)/г*г>г
о
 (в)

Л
г
(А.г

о
)=0, a

o
=-a

e
r

o
/(2XJ

t
(A.r

o
)), b=-d

e
r*/4.

u=*/t.

This solution has the only one free parameter Г*
о
 . As we

can see from (6) the island haa a form of quadrupole.

This solution admits • varlational formulation. To

display it we restrict ourselves to the caae W <C k|V
T>
 in

which we can ignore the electron inertia in Bq. (2>. Then

passing to the plane (х,у-вг) and introducing the notation

A*=A-Ox and ф*=ф-(«А)х, we rewrite (l)-(2) in the form:

* * * * (7)
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For simplicity we assume T
e
=T

t
. Equations (7)-(8) coneerve

the integrals:

W=/{
(VA*)

P=/ F(A*)dxdy R=/ ф*G(A*)dxdy

Here F and G are arbitrary functions. Using these

Integra]s we write the functional:

L=/{ +(фV+4>G(A )+F(A ))dxdy

2

if we vary L with respect to ф , we find:

2ф* + G(A*)=O (10)

For G=-2g this relation coincides with (5). Taking

the variation of L with respect to A yield the equation:
AA*-dF(A*)/dA*-^*dG(A*)/dA*=0

from which taking into account (10) we easily arrive at

(3).

2.Large scale drift vortices and islands in

plasma with shear.

Here we'll show that structures similar to the

described earlier can exist in the area of the large

scales. For the description we use the equations for the

drift-alfven waves in the long-waveslength Unit C4.5):

a
a

mi
 + (B

(
/4«c)dAA/dz=0 (12)

(13)

dne/dt=(c/4«e)dAA/dz . (14)

)/d*=0 (15)
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Неге р=р.+Т n . We can obtain two types of the solution.

The solution with the eigene number U*=(cT
io
ae/eB

o
)( 1+TJ)

=ti(l+T}), where U is the drift velocity of ions, and the

solution with the eigene number U=u . For the firet case

we have same structure that were found in the email-scale

area. The ions have almost Boltzman distribution again:

V o
 o

 (1+TJ) ]

Here we denote X =(dn
o
/0x)/n

o
, T)=<)T

io
/dn

o
.

Let's study the case when U=u
e
- Then we have Boltzman

distribution for electrons.

п#»по[1+ае*+еф/тво]

Instead of (12), we have:

Аф =£(сф/В
о
 -Ux)

Solving this equation we find:

ф=(Ь cos6)/r

Ф"ло J o ( * r * +e» «V *•*•) cos9- (Teae/e ) rcos0+P А*

J
o
 (Xr

o
 > ); a , = 2

e o Q

b=-TJST
O
/e; J

t
 (\Г

О
)=0

This solution is a dipole vortex similar to the Larichev-

Reznik solution. For the magnetic component solution haa

has form of quadrupole island again.
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ELECTROMECHANICAL INSTABILITY OF THE RESONATOR ACCELERATING

STPUCTUHc FOR IONS ACCELERATOR.

Kharkov Institute of Phvsics and Technology» 310106.

Kharkov, UKRAINE

A.N-kondratenko, K-N.Ostrikov, A.V.Smolin

Krtarxov Stats Urn versity, 310077, Kharkov, UKRAINE

The study of electromechanical processes in resonator structure*

nowaday* is of considerable interest in ions accelerators design

(1]. To obtain hioh particles energies the high electric field

•aanitudt in acceleratincr oao it necessary*

Tr? increase of the Under such conditions the ponderomotive

forces action on the resonator Malls taking into account

is necessary» The deformation of the resonator elements

mav happen as a result of the action of tnc hioh frequency

pressure forces.This mav lead to a change of the resonator

eioenfreguenciet and consequently to a removing of the accelerator

fro* the optimal accelerating regime*Under the definite condition the

electromechanical instability «ay happen tn the system Г2].Тпи

instability leads to a removing of the system from the resonance and

to a possible breafc-4own of oscillations.The deformation of the

resonator resonance curve take» place as a result of the

instability.A considerable decrease of the obtained electric field

voltaae in the accelerating aap under the keep»no of the exact

resonance between the potter source frequency and the resonator

eiqenfreouency is a sequence of such resonance curve deformation*

Under the bad frequency stability of the power source or uMler the

mechanical resonator walls oscillations takino into account

undesirable for the accelerator autoescilatiens may appear .Under

the ions accelerators design on the base of resonators with hioh

Q-factor the study of electromechanical stability of the structure tt

necessary alongside with the usual electrodynamic treatment.

A general method of the study of mechanical oscillatioM under

the electric field penderometive forces action is presented in the

earlier works [3
f
4].The threscheld character of the instability is

shown there and the examele of the threschold field am»lit«4e

calculation for the resonator of definite sna*e is »resented as

м е 1 Ы п those taoers the field in the resonator is considered without

the coupling with the excitation source end is given »v » definite

number of eigenstates.This aeproach seems rather idealised due to the

fact that the action of the coupling elements is necessary to be taken

inti account tn real OKPoriment*Horeover«the maximally possible
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electric fitld magnitude in the accelerating qao «trictlv depends an

the tvot of coupling between the excitation source and the resonator*

In this paper не ta^e into account the above mentioned coupling

to make the next step in study of the resonator accelerating

structures for electromechanical stability»The parameters of the hiah

frequency power supply scheme yielding the desired electric field

magnitude in the accelerating nap mr» [.resented.The aim of the present

paper is to choose the optimal parameters of the resonator arid power

supply scheme corresponding to the electromechanical stability of the

system under the desired voltaae in the accelerating gap*

The studied resonator accelerating structure is a piece of the

closed coaxial line loaded at its end bv the plane accelerating gap

with drift tubes».The RF generator is used .as an

excitation source» RF power input is provided bv the coupling loop

which is inserted in the coaxial line -The electric field in

the accelerating gap it as sinned homooerveou*. The coupling leap i*

placed in transverse direction in respect to magnetic field

lines,directed in azimuthal direction.The RF power with E.fi.F.

is supplied to the loop.The exact resonance between the cower source

frequency and the main escalation eiqenfreouency W ^ it supposed.The

wavelength of the main oscilation is supposed large compared with the

accelerating gap width.This fact gives us a possibility to use a

standard guasistationarv methodic* to calculate a resonator

eieenfreouencv and Q-factor.The next step is to describe the

the electromechanical processes in the studied structure.

To »tudv the electromechanical processes we note that

the connection between electromagnetic and mechanical

oscillations may take Place if the resonator eiqenfrequency depends en

the svstem sizes varying as a result of mechanical oscillations.

It is not difficult to show that if the intwbli

is the agngarmonicity parameter is satisfied.the realization

of the electromechanical instability it possible.Not that the

above mentioned ineoualitv it a general for* of the electamtchanical

instability criterion»

One can write the electromechanical instability criteria* in

respect to thi resonator walls thickness.

where Им»»* it the minimal resonator walls thickness previdtn*

electromechanical stability of the resonator structure under the fiven

walls material• resonator sizes.I^andC^values e.t>c

This correlation provides

to make a necessary optimisation of the resonator and the RF power

supply sceme parameters in respect to electromechanical stability of
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the accelerating structure.

At first we make the analytical analysis of the obtained formulae

(1) for the critical value of the resonator walls thickness and

find the general dependence of the *t-mt't«. value on the parameters of

the »vste*>The qualitative dependence of v\ «TJ.VL
 o n t h

* necessary

electric Meld amplitude value mav be written as

№ ; n . o

1-е the «or* the necessary value C.0 . th* more must be the resonator
walls thickness-This seems quite natural due to the fact that the
ponderoftotivt force value depends or. £ \ .The next dependence of the
n vnl*L value shows the influence of the elastic properties of the
metal walls'

This dependence shows that to obtain the minimal value of the

resonator walls thickness one ha^e to use materials with maximally

possible Vouncr modules.This is not difficult to understand that the

materials with greater Yo'jno module are affected bv the force action

in a lesser extent«Another functional dependence of the studied value
i

is the followirt4

This relation shows that the oreeter walls thicknesses are necessary

to provide electromechanical stability of accelerating structures with

high values of в-factor.Note that a number of accelerating structures

operate in a deep coolinci reoime.The electrical conductivity of the

metal wall* increases with the decrease of the temperature.This leads

to a decrease of the electromagnetic field skm-depth and conteoutntlv

to an increase of в-faetor. ^ ^

O-factor II . propotional toi/l/T «and consequently the functional

dependence of tnt critical resonator walls thickness is propotional to

At first tight this dependence see«s to be weak.but it is to be

throuqhullv taken into account under design of deeplv cooled

acceleratino structures»As is shewn below.the decrease of the

teeoerature fro» 300 К to 77 К leads to an increase of the It**?**.

value in 1.3-1.5 tie** in dependence of the chosen walls Material«The

dependence of the Ц,*,;^valut on the accelerating gap width

is presented as .*

Thit dependence it alto ouite essential due to the fact that the

electric field value E ^ in the accelerating f.-p it inversely
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ENERGY ABSORPTION IN HELICON WAVE PLASMA SOURCE

V.B.Taranov, K.P.Shamrai
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prospekt Nauki, 47, Kiev 252028, Ukraine

The results are presented of the Impedance calculations of the
simplest antenna In the plasma resonator In low-hybrid frequency
range. A conclusion Is drawn that a high efficiency of helicon
plasma source Is ohllged to a special type 'resonance* wave dis-
charge .

Helicon plasma source Is under Intensive consideration last few
year In view of numerous applications, such as plasma materials
processing M l , magnetically confined toroidal systems Г2), gaa
lasers (31 and novel methods of particle acceleration (41. An over
dense plasma Is generated In that source by means of a simple r.f.
driving antenna In low magnetic fields and moderate power inputs.

Antennae of various design were utilized to excite a helicon
discharge, Including double-loop (П, helical [51 and so called
Nagoya type III [63 ones, comparative analysis of them being car-
ried out in 16]. In 1986 we calculated the fields excited In a
metal plasma resonator by the simplest single-loop antenna which
Is shown In Fig.1 and la In fact a half of Nagoya one. A high ef-
ficiency of such antenna was demonstrated In the experiments car-
ried out at the Kiev Institute for Nuclear Research [71.

The very high absorption capacity of helicon source Is now at-
tributed to the Intensive Landau damping of helicon waves on
electrons [8]. We suppose the high source efficiency to be obli-
ged to the special type 'resonance' wave discharge, which needs
two conditions: (1) generator frequency, u, to be close to the
elgenfrequehcy of plasma resonator mode, w

o
(n,B,a,r), where n Is

a plasma density, В Is a strength of external magnetic field, а,г
are the length and the radius of plasma resonator, respectively,
and (ii'j the frequency of electron-atom collisions v to be low
enough to provide small damping decrement of plasma eigenoscllla-
tlons, 7 < со. Then the electric fields In a plasma are resonantly
enhanced, E « I

a
(u-ti)

0
+i7)"

1
, being the reason for high lonization
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efficiency (here I
a
 Ls an amplitude of tho antenna r.f.current).

In frequency range
 u
Bi

< < ( J
p[

< w < < w
t5

t
X4

J t ;
 > where 4,0,1* ^be.l

 a r e

plasma and gyro-frequencies of electrons; (ions) the eigenmodes of
plasma resonator are combined by helicon and Trlvelplece-Gould
waves. The components In that superposition are weighted accord-
Ingly to proximity of plasma parameters to appropriate dispersion
branch. The helicon wave dispersion Is

where o^- is the p-th root of the equation

m Is asimuthal vvavenurober. The Trivelplece-Gould wave dispersion
6 p i /p

looks as u р
е
^ е

/ ш ( о
^ е ^ e '

 k
z

r = p
mp'

 w h e r e
 ^mp

 l s
 P"

t h r o o t

of the m-tn order Bessel function.
Helicon wave is the beat to realise resonance discharge аз Its

decrement 7^ s vu/tjg
e
 << v is much smaller than that of a lower

hybrid one, 7 ^ *> v. Thus at the same r.f. antenna current hell-
con wave excitation gives (o)g

e
/w)-fold gain In the amplitude of

the electric field generated in a plasma. At resonance, ш * w
Q
,

the power absorbed by a plasma, W « vfir « V I ^ / T
2 is inversely

proportional to collision frequency, what is distinctive property
of resonance wave discharge, and is (Wgg/w)

2
 times higher for

helicon wave.
We have calculated an impedance of antenna shown In Pig.1 for

typical experimental parameters 17J: г = 10 cm, a = 50 cm, ы/2* =
13.56 MHa, the antenna width 10 cm and the depth of its immersion
into resonator a/2. A collisional absorption only was taken into
account, since for low-temperature helicon discharge (T

Q
 * 5eV)

Landau damping ls essential only for very short-wavelength nodes
(1^5) which are excited inefficiently by a long antenna.

Antenna Impedance Z = S Z
ffll
 ls represented as the sum over

partial Impedances of all the modes excited by the antenna, ra =t1,
±3, .... l = 1,3,5.... The level curves of active resistivity R »
Re Z (in Ohms) are plotted In Flg.2 In the parameters plane (n.B)
for v/u = 0.2, what approximately corresponds to Ar pressure
2 mTorr. The resistivity ls very low, < t Ohm, everywhere exclud-
ing the narrow banda along helicon dispersion branches (1) with
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dli/erent wavenumbers, n ~ B/aru. The most peacked resistivity
'ridge' with altitude exceeding 100 Ohms (In Flg.2 limits) has the
smallest slope In (n,B) plane and corresponds to the lowest root
of (?.), a ^ «• 3.22. Next more sloping ridge with a_

1
 ^ * 4.36 Is

approximately twice lower. The resistivity caused by'hlgher modes
scales as (ml)~^ and doesn't exceed few Ohms (even In neglect of
the Landau damping). Increasing collision frequency results in a
broadening and lowering of the resistivity ridges In accordance
with the resonance nature of absorption. Plnally, provided the
collision frequency becomes so large that the wave decrement rea-
ches its frequency, 7 * w

Q
, the absorption peaks disappear and

further Increasing of collisions turns the resonance absorption,
W * v , Into a ususal 'dlsslpatlve' one, b v , The situation Is
reflected In Fig.3, where the resistivity at a fixed point of
helicon branch is plotted versus collision frequency. At a boun-
dary of resonance and dlsslpatlve discharges the resistivity does
not exceed a few Ohms all over (n,B) plane, and there is a dis-
charge combustion upper margin on gas pressure.

An Impedance Imaginary L = Im Z Is roughly proportional to the
derivative dWdn at B=const, what is also an attribute of resonan-
ce system. The isolines of L are plotted In (n,B) plane In Fig.4.
Being almost everywhere inductive an Impedance has capacitive cha-
racter In narrow bands along helicon dispersion branches (shaded
region In Pig.4). The stable discharge combustion seems to be
possible just in these bands.

We have also calculated the fields excited by the antenna In a
plasma. Longitudinal electric field of the ground mode is evalua-
ted as E

z
 3 c(n,B,...)I

a
, where the coefficient с « 0.5 V/cmA,

while transverse field Is (Wg/u) times higher.
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THE ENERGY OF FLUCTUATION ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD NEAR

THE r^MI-BOUNDED PLASMA

A.S.Usenko, I.P.Yakiinenko, A.G.Zagorodny
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The correlation theory of electromagnetic fluctuations of

bounded plasma and plasma-like systeas has been investigated In

detail using various methods
1
"

4
. But until now the correlation

theory of bounded media was done for the cold external medium and

ignoring the field zero-oscillations in it. At the ваше time the
proper thermal fields of the external medium can Influence essen-
tially on the spontaneous emission spectra of semi-bounded plasaa

5
.

The fluctuation electromagnetic field energy density near the
semi-bounded plasma is investigated In the present paper with the
temperatures of both media and the field zero-like oscillations In
the whole space taking Into account.

Suppose that the homogeneous, quasi-neutral plasaa with the teape-
rature т occupies the region * > 0. The external region (* < 0) is
occupied by the transparent aedlue with the dielectric peraittlvi-
ty * and temperature т.The boundary between these aedia la aesuaed
to be sharp and the aodel of specular reflection of charged plans
particles from the boundary surface la eaployed. The fluctuation
electromagnetic field energy density In the external aediua

<U<?.t)> - ld
U
U(?

l t
». -L-. d» I*<|E|*> • <(B|"> \ (1)

J 8» J I ru rwj

О в

may be written as follows
U(r,«) • U<z,w,T,T> • U<«,«> • U*S*,«»T,T>, (2)

where the temperature-independent terau<x,u>

and u<w> - **"t*»V2«*c* are energy densities of the field zero-
osclllatlons in the system under consideration and unbounded
transparent aediua with dielectric peraittivity *. respectively,

«• w * • -

(•Q> 1 Г.. X IL. . . . . 1 -4-2k-x
L"

4
'(t,«) • -~r'R*|(tk —S'|R.(k..w» - R»(k..w)|« * ^,

2k* J * k.
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Rp.aCk^.») are the Fresnel's reflection coeffitients from the

plasma half-space with respect to p- and s-polarized plane

electromagnetic waves, ь = »-«*''
2
/е. k

z
 = (к* - k*>

 1
'
г
, im k

x
 > О.

The expression (3) differs from the analogous one
2
 because

the last has been obtained disregarding the field zero-oscillati-

ons in the region г < о. When the observation point tends to the

infinity the asymptote of the eq.(3) coincides with the expression

for the energy density of the field zero-oscillations in unbounded

medium u<u>
(
 whereas the asymptote of the quantity

2
 is of

different form and equal to ь
гг
(б)> -исы), where the quantity

k

L
r a
<«)) Ц-fdk ^±--Г<к .*>, (5)

2k J k_2k

is determined by the absorption coefficient of semi-bounded plasma

r = i - (|R
p
|
a
+|R.|

2
)/2 and lies in the interval from 0 till 1/2.

The quantity U F I
(Z,W.T.T) is convenient to present as the sum

of radiative (k
x
 < к) and quaslstationary (u

x
 > k) terms

where

U
Fl
(z,w,T,T> - u'

l
<z.to,T,T) • U^(z,u.T>, (6)

uf.
l
<z,u>,T.T> « U*

l
(o>.T> + uJ!j[(z,w,T) • u " <co,T,T>. (7)

L
q
.<z,»> -U^CubT), (8)

(«*ТТ) • L < » ) •fu'^wT) - U*
l
(«*T)j (9)

(10)

к

is determined by the classical Planck's formula for the

energy density of the equlibriura thermal radiation with the tempe-

rature т in the medium with the dielectric permittivity «.

The proper thermal fields of the external Medium don't change

the quwistationary pert of the energy density
3
'* U £ < * , C * T > ,

whereas the wave part of the energy density U'1(»,«*,T.T) depends
on the temperatures of both media and reproduces the known
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results
2
'

4
 only In the case т * О.

Non-homogeneQuq transparent med^a. In the particular case of the
transparent medium with the dielectric permittivity * in the
region z > о the expression for the spectral energy density in the
region г > о is the same ss in the region z < о with the substitu-
tions с «—» *. т 4—» т in the eqs.(2)-(12). It should be noted
that the quaslstationary part of the energy density exists only in
the medium with the less value of the dielectric permittivity.

It is shown that the energy density of the quasiatationary
field has the finite value for any distance to the boundary. It
differs from tha conclusion

2
 about the divergence of uJJ near the

boundary as the distance to the boundary to the power minus second.

The cold plasma, in the case of the cold, colllsionless plasma the
quantity u*i has resonance in the vicinity of the surface plasma
frequency ». - и±

л
/ (*

о
*«)*'* («^ Is the electron plasea frequency»

*
o
 Is the dielectric permittivity of the lattice in the case of

solid-state plasma or the dielectric permittivity of the medium in
which the free charged particles are situated in the case of
gaseoue-like plasma) at the frequency «,.. - <•>. • < i - д,..), for
Ar«« « it where 2д,

м
 • kp.|x|/s<n2»i>, u^ - «„./о, n« - *

o
'**

due to the exiting the surface waves in the system

I*».-1» I J (13)

In the case of the collision plasma the quantity иJl in the
noraal skin-effect region (» « w^ p. is the effective collision
frequency of electrons with neutrals) is determined by the
radiation plasma fields and for the distances гь„\г\ « <*./«•»*'*
the energy density is determined mainly by its quaslstationary
part. In the classical limit т » ы» it doesn't depend on frequency

и
л
<*.«*.т.т> * О * . < * т > m — - — -. (14)

< 2 * > » l | '
Near the frequency w. the quantity oji is determined by the

surface exitations in the system. If the condition a**.I* | « «n»»i>
*" is valid the quantity u £ is equal to

^ » — -—I r. (15)

that in (w^v.)* times greater, then the quantity < U ) .
The distributions of the spectral .energy density of fluctua-
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tion electromagnetic field in the transparent medium with r = i, т
« 300'K near the cold gaseous-like plasma with parameters *

a
 = 1,

n
e
 = 1O

1 2
 cm"

3
, «v<"p, = Ю"

3
 т = 10**K for the different distan-

ces to the boundary (1 - * = l mu, 2 - z = 100 mu, 3 - z = 1 cm)
is shown in the figure. For the comparison the distribution
и
г1
<ы,т> in the vacuum is shown with dotted line. Near the bounda-

ry (curve 1) the energy density is well described by the approxi-
mate formulae (14), (15). The sharp decrease at « > (o>. » ̂ 2 ) is
connected with the absence of exitatlon of surface waves in this
frequency region. Here the energy density doesn't depend on the
observation point and it is completely determined by wave fields.

-a1 0 $ UP)(z,o,T,T)

10

10

10

10
10 1 0 ' 10 1010* 1 0 "
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LOW-FREQUENCY SHCM-WAVE-LEKGTH ELECTROMAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS IN

A PLASMA AND AXCMALOUS ELECTRON HEAT CCMDUCTIVITT

Vakoulenko M.O.

Institute for Theoretical Physics, 25214J Kyjiv, Ukrajina

Abstract - Stationary spectra of short-wave convective and magne-
tostatic fluctuations and the coefficient of anomalous heat con-
ductivity are obtained in the ion-compressible plasma, fl. v1. The
gasokinetic pressure results in a decrease of the potential spec-
trum intensity and width, not affecting much the heat conductivi-
ty. As for £6<v»1, essential nonlinear broadening is expected.

The interest in nonlinear interaction of short-wave (o<lc <Th intrest i ( €< <
ê.,.*CT«>i/rrte,i) 2/u)b<,i being the electron/ion gyroradii,

= в„е/О*«,; С ) is the electron/ion gyrofrequency) low-fre-

quency (.CO4» ̂ e:) electromagnetic plasma excitations is maintained

by belief in their possible relevance to anomalous transport and

fusion problem, and necessity of electromagnetic treatment ot

plasma turbulence(/1,2/). Starting from a continuity equation

for electron density, an equation of notion for electrons where

magnetic drift should be included (neglecting diamagnetic drift

and temperature inhomogeneity) and Maxwell"a equations, account-

ing for adiabatic ion response and for longitudinal magnetic per-

turbations due to non-zero ion pressure (/3/)» one meets after

Fourieur transformation a set of model equations describing non-

linear interaction between convective cells and •agnetostatic mo-

des that, within the General Renormalised Statistical Approach

/1/, yields a set of equations governing fluctuation spectra in-

tensities and renornalised widths (daaping coefficients):



аов

fa С.) Г 'к <*,-*> ̂  »„* ] ;

*
e
 (1+A

e
) Q-i , Л: «Т£/0й»«Ч^8 the Debye radiua aquarad,

~ гПщс/(ЧП^И
ф
) is the colliaionl ess skin dapth aquarad,

the Braginakij"a alaetron viaeosity coaffieianta (/1,2/);

Tha alaetric and parallel magnetic potentiale ouaulanta are

Tha randoa aouroa correlation funotiona are oaleulatad

within tha general fluctuation theory oonaidered in /1/t

In aooordanee with the ayanatry propertiea of the ooupling

ooeffioienta N (1,2) and 1^(1,2), the linear aolutione to (1) and

(2) (when the theory of hydrodynamio fluotuationa ie applicable)

"auwive" under nonlinear interaction of waveai

The convective apectrun aaplitude reducea with the growth of fl
4
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As follows from (5) and (4),' the renonnalized widtha of pote-

i.al (density) and magnetic fluctuation spectra determined by

the relevant damping coefficients f^ and Jf̂ e. experience nonline-

r broadening that may be essential for large perturbation ampli-

-jcies (high Reynolds numbers). That ia a possible reason for

transport anomalies.

Let us consider strong nonlinearities: ^pe^Jjt» ОтК^'Ч^И'

.he dominant contribution to the integrations in (3) and (4) co-

aes from fc,
1
'v»k

i
»K (turbulence nonlocality), and the magneto-

static nonlinearities are negligible for B.«1:

The non-zero ion compressibility results in a decrease of

the potential spectrum rcnormaliaed width (cf./2/). In other

words, the longitudinal magnetic excitations narrowize the con-

vective spectrum by the linear effect (through the "ion ohannel"),

whereas the contribution of transverse ones (caused by electron

random motion along the magnetic field lines) to its nonlinear

broadening is negligible for A
e
<<1

f
 as the short-wave perturbati-

on length is allowed to be inferior to the collisionless skin

depth, dk>1 (i.e., electron inertia is crucial). When В
е
<ч>1,

electron inertia terms are negligible (fk*'dJc *"fel
|
t<

<
f)t end es-

sential broadening of the convective spectrum is predicted by

provided by magnetostatic nonlinearities.

The approach elaborated in /1/ allows one to calculate the

coefficient of heat conductivity, making use of (6)t

that possesses the Bohm-like behavoiur, d& л
 0

The presence of non-vanishing terms in the denominator in

(8) improves the accuracy of the calculation (of./1/). As follows

from (8), influence of non-sero ion beta on the anomalous elect-

ron thermal conductivity is not substantial.

Briefly concluding, we are to emphasise that in the ion-coa-
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pressible plasma, fl.«v>1 and & « 1 , the short-wave convective

.fluctuation spectrum intensity and width decrease, whereas the

anomalous electron heat conductivity does not change noticeably.

"he short-wave magnetostatic perturbations in a plasma witL

2 <и1 are expected to cause essential nonlinear broadening of

the potential spectrum and, finally, reduce the heat conductivi-

ty coefficient.

This work was supported, in part, by a Soros Foundation

Grant' rewarded by the American Fhysical Society.
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REACTIVE SPUTTERING INSTABILITY UNDER THE PRODUCTION
OF BINARY COMPOUND FILMS

Vladimirov V. V., Gorshkov V. N., Motrich V. A., Panchenko 0. A.,
Stetsenko B. V. , Skripnik E. F.

Physics Institute, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
Nauky Prospect, 46, 252650 Kie/, Ukraine

Dynamics of switching processes in course of reactive
sputtering instability development in a magnetron is studied both
experimentally and theoretically. A method is proposed to calculate
the reacting gas pumping speed for which the film spraying is
stable.

Reactive sputtering (RS) technology is widely employed in
industry to produce protecting, heat-resistant, optical and other
coverings among which binary compounds (TiN, TiO

A
 , A1

A
 0

$
 etc)

are of importance. The required stoichiometry is achieved by
balancing the flows of the sputtered cathode material and the
reacting gas (RG) to the substrate. When magnetron sputtering
systems (MRS) are used, the reactive sputtering process becomes
unstable because in order to obtain the required stoichiometry the
MRS is switched into the regime in which the cathode material
sputtering rate is low. If, in this regime, the reacting gas flow
is decreased, then the sputtering process is switched into another
regime with high cathode material sputtering rate and excessive
metallic component. The instability mechanism is described in
Ref. C1J. It is associated with the positive feedback between the
cathode and the getter which appears in course of sputtering (in
what follows the term getter implies the surface covered by the
sputtered material). As long as the sprayed metal film is saturated
by the RG atoms, the partial R6 pressure in the chamber grows. This,
in turn, leads to the increase of the cathode area covered by the
compound and, respectively, to the decrease of the metal flow to
the getter provided the cathode material is sputtered more
effectively than the compound. This causes even greater increase of
the RS partial pressure and and thus leads to the poisoning of the
cathode aid getter surfaces by the synthesized compound film, This
results ш a sharp decrease of the spraying rate. Under such
conditions, the decrease of the RS flow causes an inverse process -
the cathode surface is cleaned and an excessive Metallic component
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appears. The above mentioned positive feedback is responsible for

the 3-shaped dependence of main quantities on the RG flow rate. To

weaken it, one may increase the pumping speed {JC ) and thus

decrease the RG excess in the reactor chamber which poisons thf

cathode and the getter.

For some jC ^ ^et • ^ ^ S-shaped RG-f low-dependences of

the parameters of the system do not occur, i.e., the spraying

regime becomes stable.

In this paper we propose a new analytical method to find-*£z ;

calculate ,Д£
в
 for various binary coverings as a function of the

relation between the cathode and getter areas; derive an

approximate analytical formula for JC
e%
 for the case of TiN . T}>

switching dynamics is studied under various pumping speeds. The

switching is shown to be considerably slowed down VavjC"^ Jfez •

The experiments were performed using a linear MRS; TiN was

deposited. The cathode material was titanium, the sputtering gas -

argon, the reacting gas - nitrogen. The cathode erosion area was

approximately 100 cm* ,the vacuum chamber volume- 65 t. The flow of

sputtered titanium was sprayed on a glass substrate of dimensions

15 • 40 cm* spaced to 7 cm from the cathode surface. The magnetic

field at the cathode surface was about 0.1 T. The pumping speed

varied within 5 - 100 t/s. Titanium and nitrogen contents in the

discharge were controlled by emission luminosity for 364.27 ют and

.380.49 nm wavelength:? respectively.

The threshold currents J^ of switching between the states

with low and high degrees of cathode covering by the TiN film, are

measured as functions of the nitrogen flow (q). The dependences

observed are nearly linear ( /" -~£ ). The switching time is

found to become much longer as the pumping speed increases. The

experimental data are in both qualitative and quantitative

agreement with calculated results.

The results obtained in this paper make it possible to

substantiate an optimum choice of technological parameters for the

magnetron sputtering systems.

The author* are thankful to the Ukrainian Science Fund for the

financial support of this study.

Ш T.Larsson.H. -0.Blom.C.Nender.S.Berg ,J.Vac.Sci. Technol.A6(3),

p. 1832-1836(1988).
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FINE STRUCTURE DYNAMICS OP COLD CHARGED PARTICLE BUNCHES
INJECTED INTO THE PLASMA

Zagorodniy A.Q.
<
T
.ietitute for Theoretical Physics, 252130, Kiev-130, Ukraine)

Kuklin V.M., Panchenko I.P.
(Kharkov University, 310077, Kharkov-77,Ukraine)

The process o-f collective interaction» o-f charged particle
beams with a plasma play лп important role at the creation of
plrnwn* in plas.na-chemical reactors, active experiment* in the
«pace, during plasma netting, in plasma electronic devices, etc.
At f-ie s*.me tint», the nonlinear processes of such interaction
have a funderental character and *rw of great interest from the
point o-f view of their further theoretical Investigation. To the
present it is sufficiently wldeley investigated the phenomema
occur ing in a plasma when lengthy beams of charged particles *r«
injtfcted therein and when the beam Instability is developed. As
a result a considerable part of the beam particles is trapped in
a potential well of natural oscillations, however, the formed
hunches »rm unstable due to the broadening of the excited
oscillation spectrum and destruction of the potential well . The
bunches can be made stable by Injecting them In the plasma where
A wave with an amplitude sufficient to trap the beam particles
Is excited . These considerations concern sufficiently lengthy
mcnoenergetic beams when a resonance hydrodinamic instability
succeeds to develop in the system during the beam current pulse.
If the beam longitudinal dimension Is small compared with
V -6~

%
 , where V - is the beam velocity,<5 — is the Increment

of the hydrodinamic resonance beam instability, the latter ie
not developer).

Propagating in a plasma, the noncompensated bunch of
charged particles excited plasma (natural) waves which lag
behind the bunch. The там 1mum level of oscillations in the
absence of losses in the plasma can thereat be maintained over a
considerable length. Such bunches лгт not rigid formations but
have • fine structure which changes In the process of their
translatlonal motion. The instability develops therein which can
be represented as the beam instability In a medium with the
negative permittivity, modulating its density. It can be shown
that the Coulombain forces acting on the particles of such beam
change their sign , and the Coulombain field pulls the particles
towards its centre. It Is interesting to Investigate the
stability of such bunches as they move In a plasma. Note,that
the nature of radial self-focusing of a premodulated extended
beam of charged particles is also caused by the variation of
the sign of the medium effective permittivity for such
disturbances. Another example of Coulombian Interaction is the
formation of coupled states (clasters) of several moving
particles of the same sign (Ions) which have been discovered
when they travel through thin films of ?lasma-lifce media. Aa a
fast charged particla moves in a medium, the wake potential la
formed behind it - the radiation field of longitudinal
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disturbances of the iTiedie. 71 it cietcer -formation mecdani «im is
caused by capturing of charged particles in the potential well
of the wake of the iori moving ahead. The characteristic
dimension of such clatters is of the order V /Q^

 iv

o
~
 i s t n e

particle velocity, О - is the plasma frequency o-f the medium

electrons) and exceeds the dimen*ion5 of molecular» ions used tne
experiments.
The bunches whose dimension is lees i'fl/^than qu»'7fr.ly increase

its dimension. The number of particles in the bunches was chosen
equal, and the bunch dimensions different. In the case of small

dimensions of the bunch 55= =0,3 the latter quickly end

o
monotonously increases it* dimension. If —«=•—- SI the bunrli

•first contracts during the times r=3, and then w«pands forming .=<
dense core and a forerunner elongated in the direction of i te

motion . At — ° . -3 Mnd —|y^-*=5 th*re is no notice«bl«

increase of the bunch dimension, but they are strongly
segregated with characteristic dimension Ztl/k . The depth of

such modulation of the bunch density is rather high and it is
caused by capturing of subsequent
particles of the bunch in the radiation field of the particles
ahead.

Radiation of fast bunches in plasma. The most strong

radiation <i.e. the greatest amplitude of the wake field) at a
constant number of particles in the bunch will take place when
h а -»0. Thus, at the initial moment the radiation of short
о о

bunches is strong, and that of lengthy bunches is rather weak.
However, in the process of the bunch evolution its overall
dimension and fine structure *r» changed and so the radiation
intensity is. As should be expected, the radiation field
amplitude, of the bunch whose dimension is small at the initial

moment ——~—*0,Z monotonously decreases. If the bunch initial

dimension noticeably exceeds 2 Ш Г
1
, then the Initial amplitude

of the radiation field is small. However, in the process of
instability a structure with characteristic dimension 2ПМ~ is

formed in the bunch volume. The bunch radiation thereat
noticeably increases. Then the bunch particles are captured toy
the field and the structure periodicity and, hence, the
radiation coherency лг» violated. Remarkable лгт two
circumstances? 1) in the case oi extended bunches with a fitted
number of particles Ik о.»!) the greatest amplitude of radiation

attained in the process of instability weakly depends on the
bunch dimensioni 2) the incoherent radiation of bunches with
different dimsntions but with the same number of particles affer
some time t»6 becomes practically the same.

Interaction of moving bunches in a plasma. Here we discuss

the behavfour" "of" two~"moving~~bunches in the case of their
Interaction. We emn evaluate the intrinsic potential energy of
particles of one of the bunches at
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Z-C -l,P ~ ~<n /n imV
z
N where n. =HJa% n - »rm the beam and

о Ьо' eo g о bo ' " *
plasma densities, respectively. If the kinetic energy of the

moving bunch in the rest reference system of other bunch
к
'

1 )
°

и
<"'"

|
'|1

) !
'

Ж х
"

1
'|)

1 1
" considerably exceed* /», the bunches do

not interact, and if V
O
<P, this interaction become* rather

substantial and it cannot be neglected.

Dynamics of fast 3-d bunches of charged particles.

Regardless the bunch kind the characteristic dimension of the
wake nonuniformlty in the direction of particle motion in the
three-dimensional case is of the order of the wave-length of the
shortest-wave oscillation excited in the plasma. Therefore it
has sense to compare the bunch initial dimension with such
characteristic dimension. In this section we discuss the
character of particle dynamics of the bunches whose diameter is
much «mailer than (2П/5),comparable with (ЗП) and .exceeds (6D>
the characteristic dimension of the wake field nonuniformity (in
the direction of «-heir motion).

First of all let us consider the behaviour of a small
bunch. As in the one-dimensional case, the bunch quickly file»
apart in the longitudinal and transverse directions . At the
initial moment the wake potential t is high and has the shape
similar to the field of a single particle. Then, as a result of
the bunch flying-apart the potential amplitude falls both
directly in its volume and in its wake. The differences from the
one-dimensional
case first of all manifest themselves in the fact that due to
additional flying-apart of the bunch in the transverse direction
its radiation decreases considerably faster.

A bunch whose diameter at т-О is comparable with the
characteristic longitudinal dimension of the field in the wake
Ci.e. СК5П ) behaves itself in the same way as in the similar
case in one-dimensional geometry. Such bunch is also unstable,
however its flying-apart Is not so fast and at the moment of
time т~1 there is even some longitudinal focusing of its
particles, however not so pronounced as in the one-dimensional
case. The wake field amplitude also quickly falls In time.

A bunch with initial diameter 0*6П , «• in the
one-dimensional case virtually does not change its overall
dimension in the process of evolution. If iv is effectively
density modulated in the longitudinal direction, the bunch
segregation In the transverse direction takes place later and
rather weakly pronounced»

Although the bunch field already after a short time becomes
in the bunch volume sufficiently inhomogeneous and has several
clearly pronounced local extremum in the transverse direction ,
the wake amplitude somewhat increases in time due to the
longitudinal modulation, but then quickly falls due to mi Ming of
its particles trapped by the intrinsic bunch field.

Transport and radiation efficiency of short bunches of charged

partTcles Гп~а~рГавтаГ~ Thus7~~~tne апеГурГ» results of the

three-dimensional"' system "moving . chargee particle
bunch-plasma"
Indicate that physical picture of processes of longitudinal
modulation, bunch compression and expansion discovered e a r l i e r
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for the one-dimensional case and later considered in works 1«
preserved.

Let us note that the most effective le the transportation
o-f bunches with the characteristic dimensions several times
greater than the wake oscillation wavelength 2ПК

о
/О^. The bunch

transverse and longitudinal dimensions remain thereat virtually
unchanged. The radiation of such bunches somewhat increases
mainly due to the longitudinal density modulation, but then
quickly falls and later remains negligibly small.

Bunches with the dimensions comparable or less than the
wake oscillation wavelength 2П*"

о
/П

#
 are quickly destroyed,

flying apart in the longitudinal and transverse directions.
Their radiation thereat drastically falls. However, in the
process of evolution of bunches whose dimensions are greater
than 2ПУ /П the effects of the longitudinal and transverse

focusing of their density are feasible. However, this
phenomenon,clearly pronounced in the one dimensional and
two-dimensional cases, practically is not observed for the
three-dimensional bunches discussed in this section.
Obviously,the bunch initial shape plays here an Important role.
That is, the shape of a three-dimensional bunch chosen here is
not the optimal one for effective self-focusing of its
particles.
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ADAPTATION OF EHPIRICAL MODELS OF THE IONOSPHERE
AND PREDICTION OF ITS STATE

ZcJcharov I.G. , Pushin V.F., Tyrnov O.F., Fedorenko V.N.,
Fedorwko Yu.P.

Kharkov Slate University, Kharkov, 310077 , Ukraine

There are given two approaches for adaptation of ionn-
sheric models that provide increasing accuracy of such
models.The estimation of the time intervals for possib-
le applicability of the adapted model is given as well.

Global electron density С N ) models are used to have a par-
tial compensation of the ionospheric measurement errors when using
different radio systems. For increasing accuracy of such a compen-
sation,there is suggested an approbated method of operative regio-
nal adaptation of the global N-model using tine records of the
ionospheric component of the Doppler frequency shift. <Sf(t), of
coherent signals of the low-orbit navigation satellites having
f^lSO MHz and f

2
=400 MHz. The method allows using the <5f(t)-mea-

surements conducted at a single correcting station to increase
adequacy of the global models of N above a region with a characte-
ristic size of 5000 - 6000 km. For this, it is necessary, using
measured <5f(О-dependences, to calculate running values of the
number of solar spots,W, which is an input parameter of the modern
empirical N-models. Under counting W, there are used oT-values
for r < 75* ( f being the zenith satellite-angle ), refraction
and roagnetoionic splitting being neglected.

Figure shows the experimental (curve 1) and calculated (cur-
ves 8,3) £f(t)-dependences. It is also shown here the values r of
radio rays, and the latitudes of their subionospheric points, jo .
A calculation of curve 2 was carried out using the adapted model
tl), and that of curve 3 was don* using the Model [21 applied fdr
decreasing ionospheric errors of positioning a one-frequency user
of the navigation Middle-orbit satellite system NAVSTAR. As
seen, over the latitude rang* of subionospheric points of radio
rays, t • 30 - 60* N (above the region with an extension of 3000
km) curve 2 approximates the experimental oTCt)-dependence much



better than curve 3 does.
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An adaptation of the improved empirical N-model, for instance
IRI [31, will provide an opportunity of not only calculation ade-
quate radiophysical effects but also increasing accuracy of rees-
tablishing a regional distribution of the main ionospheric parame-
ters: the density and the main ionisation-maximum height. The
adapted N-model [1] for middlelatitudes allows to determine these
parameters with a maximum error of i 60 •/, ; an error of the nodel
values does not practically depend on a distance from a correcting
station up to 3000 km.

For the same aim, there may be used the models [4) of the to-
tal electron content, N

Q
 ,of the ionosphere over 25 - 70* N, which

was developed in the Kharkov State University on the basis of ex-
perimental data on this parameter, being obtained using satellite-
beacon signal records. The input model parameters are as follows;
geographic coordinates, local time, indices of the solar CF,.

 7
 )

and geomagnetic (A
p
 ) activities,

wing empirical relation:

N
 "

In the model we used the follo-

where n is the seasonal parameter, c
p
 and c

A
 are the empiri-

cal model coefficients; this allows without using any additional
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information to describe all the main features of the space-time
N

o
 -disLnbutiofi, including the seasonal anomaly and N

Q
 -behaviour

feature? for different solar-cycle phases. In the given latitude-
y, the Jroael allows to calculate K

Q
 -values for arbitrary he-

al conditions, except periods of strong magnetic
storms. The comparison of the model with the experimental data un-
der different conditions has shown that the rms error of the N

o
 -

calculation is •» 11 % in the day-time and - 14 % at night, i.e.
lower than those from other N

o
 -models and those obtained when ca-

lculating N
o
 with the help of NCz, p, \, t)-models. As a rule, an

N
o
 -calculation error at the high latitudes is larger than those

at the m'ddle and low latitudes, under a high solar-activity level
it is larger than those under a middle and low levels, in winter
it is slightly larger than in other seasons.

There was made an analysis of the inertial properties of the
ionosphere, allowing to estimate the duration С т ) for possible
using applicability of the adapted model. The maximum т - values
occur in the summer half year ( 8 - 20 hrs ), at the same time
being proportional to a solar activity level and practically inde-
pendent of a geomagnetic activity level.

For winter conditions, 3 hrs £ т < 5 hrs, except afternoon
hours for which т * 2 hrs. Using the data on the F2-region cri-
tical frequency, the neutral wind velocity at the F2-region
heights, the solar and geomagnetic activities, we have found that
such instability is related with fast changes of an influence ex-
tent of the processes in the auroral zone with respect to the
middle-latitudinal ionosphere. These changes «re defined by
seasonal-diurnal variations of the background values (i.e. under

0) of the meridional component of the neutral wind veloslty.

[11 V.T.Chiu, J.Atmos.Terr.Phys.(lQ75), Vol.37. pp. 1963-1970.
[?.} S.I.Kotyashkin, Forein radioelektronics (1080). No 9.

pp.85-98 С in Russian ).
[31 Intern. Reference Ionosphere URSI-COSPAR (1078), 79 p.
Ш I.G.Zakharov, O.F.Tyrnov, Geomagnetism and aeronomlya

(1984), Vol.20, pp. 1009-1011 ( In Russian ).
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COMPLEX RADIOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF HEAP-IIAPTH SPACE

Zakharov 1.6., Zintchenko G. N.. Kapanin 1.1.. Kostrov L.S..
Leus S.G. . Martynenko S. I., Misyura V.A., Pcdnos V.A.,
Rozumenko V. T., Solodovnikov G. 1С., Tyrnov 0. F.,
Fedorenko V.N.. Fedorenko Yu.P., Tsymbal A.M.

Kharkov State University, Kharkov. 310077, Ukraine

Over the three solar cycles, the authors were conducting com-
plex radiophysical investigations of near-Earth space tl,23. li.e
medium diagnostics was carried out using radiosignal records of
numerous satellites, space vehicles and meteorological rockets,
and also using methods of vertical and Doppler soundings, incohe-
rent scattering and partial reflections.

The measurements were conducted at the middle and high lati-
tudes, including Arctic and Antarctic, at stationary and mobile
radio - engineering complex facilities; the latter ones were situ-
ated, in particular on the scientific - research ships, at the sta-
tions "Severny polyus - 16, 19, 22 ", in vicinities of the launch-
ings of geophysical and meteorological rockets. To investigate re-
gular spacial variations of the ionospheric parameters, and also
their irregularities of different scales, the measurements were
made with separations from hundreds of meters to 1000 km .

There are presented below some results of prior character,
obtained with partial-reflection, incoherent scattering techni-
ques, and from radiosignal records of satellite and space vehicles.

1. Main investigation results of the lower ionosphere.
Our systematic investigations of the lower Ionosphere up to

•v 100 km were carried out at the middle and high latitudes using
the stationary and mobile facilites of partial-reflect ion techni-
que.

To widen informativity and reliability of the partial-refle-
ction technique, the commonly used methods of detereining the iono-
sphere parameters ( electron density, N , the drift velocity, V ,
the collision frequency ) were developed for * «Mkt of existing two
partial-reflections •eohanisms С reflection of a sounding signal
fro» layers of the type "sharp boundary" and lie scattering by ran-*

••nil-seal» irregularities of M ) and wing relatively low
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frequencies ( f *2 MHz ). necessary for studying the lower D-region.
These methods were approbated in the joint experiments on measuring
N with partial-reflection technique and the impedance probe on
the meteorological rocket; a difference in the measurements did not
exceed 20 % .

At the high latitudes in the quiet and disturbed conditions
for the first time in the USSR . there were obtained vertical N-
and V-profiles over 50-100 km. At 50-60 km, there were marked
cases of arising higher-density layers with N S 10

3
 cm"

3
. The

most probable drift velocities of irregularities were 40-50 m/s.
For the first time, there were found a number of peculiarities of
the partial-reflection signal amplitude variations characteristic
of different seasons. In particular, it was established that in the
D-region there were preferential reflection-heights of the partial-
reflection signals; this conclusion was confirmed later with the
foreign investigations in Tromso. The data of numerous measurements
have shown that the D-region at the high latitudes is lower than
that at the middle ones.

2. Investigation results of the ionosphere using incoherent
scattering technique.

In 1964, there were begun the first in the Soviet Union measu-
rements with the incoherent scattering technique. A few radars
having different operating frequencies, system temperatures,antenna
designs, space and time resolutions were used. There were obtained
statistical data on the ionospheric parameters for different sea-
sons, time of the day, solar activity.

In particular, we found the following.
The amplitude AN / N of travelling ionospheric disturbances

CTID) were obtained fro» temporal variations of N at fixed alti-
tudes; in an undisturbed ionosphere at noon under temperate solar
activity in the region of the F2 maximum, they were 5-10 % , the
TID periods being 80-115 min; in the vicinity С * 100 кш ) of the
launched rocket trajectory, the AN / N reaches * 40 % .

A certain threshold value of N С of the order of 10
i a
 m"

s
)

was found in the F2 layer maximum, above which a minimum in a height
profile of the electron temperature, T

e
 it), may be formed.

A distinct diurnal variation of the atomic oxygen concentra-
tion was observed at 400 km: with a sharp rise soon after sunrise,
a broad daytime maximum, a sharp decrease after 15.00 LT.
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The day- and night-time ion composition profiles were mea-
sured in the altitude range, z = 150-250 km .

Under temperate solar activity over the summer period for the
day-time I 0* ) - profiles, there was observed some decreasing
of [ 0* ] at 190-200 km if compared with the autumn and winter
periods. At night, there were observed approximately equal height-
dependences with the relative error of * 20 % .

The estimates of the heat fluxes , Q , made from the T
e
 (z) -

profiles showed a decrease in Q depending on both the solar acti-
vity and the period from winter to summer: thus, in winter under
high solar activity Q = С 4.3±0.9 )»10

e
 ev cm"

2
 s"

1
 and is summer

under temperate solar activity Q = ( 1.810.7 )«10
e
 ev cm~

2
s"J The

Q- values averaged for night ( 00.00 - 03.00 LT ) are about
10

8
 ev cm~

2
s~

1
. An estimate of the photoelectron fluxes, F .bet-

ween 04.00 LT and 05.00 LT, when the magnetospheric heat influx
might be neglected, gave F •» 1.2«10

9
 cm"

2
 s"

1
 and F-variation of

about С 0.5-2.0 )«10
e
 cm"

2
 s"

1
 , which agrees with in situ inves-

tigations and incoherent plasma line measurements.

Over the solar eclipse period, there were found vertical pro-
files of the characteristics of the electron diffusion, Ф =
=- div N v С where v is the diffusion rate ), the ion-fomation
intensity, q , the effective adhesion-coefficient, 0

e
C Ф and q

being taken into consideration ). It was found that a dominant
eclipse-effect consisted in relatively large temperature-changes
С T

e
 (t) ). The electron density in the maximum F2 almost did not

change, but the electron content, N
Q
 , changed considerebly С with

a minimum delay with respect to the eclipse phase ), with time the
/3

e
- value surely correlates with the eclipse period.

3. Investigation results using beacon radio signals.
In a single experiment with the vertical Space Probe of the

USSR Academy of Sciences С 1987 ) from the measurements, made at
Ihe spaced stations, of Faraday and Doppler effects of beacon cohe-
rent - signals up to high altitude (-4500 km ) . for tht first time
there were obtained the remaining single till nowdays vertical pro-
files of the gorizontal N-gradients and the electron content N

o
 .

and also the change-rate of these parameters. Hot* that the rela-
tive rate of change of N

o
 appeared to depend weakly oft a hight for

z * 300-4000 km.

The long measurements allowed to find a number of peculiarities
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of diurnal, seasonal and solar-cycle changes of the 'medium para-
meters important for physics of the ionosphere. It was found and
thoroughly investigated a midlatitudinal N-valley.

ihe measurements made with the help of the receiving-stations
spaced at hundreds of kilometers allowed for the first time to ob-
tain the most complete data on horizontal gradients of N

Q
 at the

middle and high latitudes.
There was worked out a complete and precise N

Q
 - model for the

latitudinal range 25 - 70
е
 N , the input parameters being data on

levels of solar and geomagnetic activities.
For ihe high latitudes.the data on statistical characteristics

of satellite radio signal scintillations were made more precise;
there was shown a possibility of considerable decorrelation of the
amplitudes of various polarizations due to spacial differences in
their trajectories even at rather high frequences * 150 MHz. There
were suggested empirical models of the scintillation index S

4
 , and

the time correlation interval of radio signal amplitudes, which may
be used for comparing the averaged predictions of ionospheric fa-
dings.

For the high latitudes, there were obtained new data on para-
meters of the small«scale N-irregularities causing satellite ra-
dio signal scintillations. In particular, a height range of arising
irregularities for different seasons was obtained more precise;
there was found appearing of several relatively thin layers of ir-
regularities in most of the cases; there was shown a possibility
of existing irregularities with the small outer scale, L "1 km, and
the relatively high intensity С AN 4S-8).1O* 'cm"

3
) in the E-region.

Our investigations have shown that spall-scale irregularities
are ionacoustic waves propagating in the ionosphere. Also, it has
been shown that in high-latitudinal ionospheric plasma, well-
regulated wave structures are established due to developing plasma
instabilities.

Ш V.A. Misyura, in Kosmicbeskiye issledcnxniya no Ukraine С Nau-
kova dumka, Kiev, 1973 ). No 3, pp. 3-20 ( in Russian ).

[21 V.A. Misyura, In Radiotekhnika С Osnova. Kharkov, 1993 ).
Vol. 100, pp. 51-60 С in Russian ).
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TWO APPROACHES TO DESCRIPTION OF SURFACE
PLASMONS ON RANDOMLY ROUGH SURFACE

V.I.Zasenko

Bogolyubov Institute tor Theoretical Physics, 252143 Kiev,
Ukraine ,

Two close maxima was observed in a spectrum of surface
plasmons on rough surface. The description of this phenomena
was given in the model of randomly rough surface on a base of
perturbation methods [1-3]. Alteinative interpretation of this
phenomena based on nonperturbtion approach was given in
Ref.4. The difference between these two approaches to the
solution of the stochastic integral equation for given particular
case is discussed below on the example of simple model
equation. For general case of such equation the problem is open.

Let the haltspace above the surface z=h(x) be occupied by cold
plasma with a frequency-dependent dielectric permittivity. The
lower halfspaco being filled with dielectric. The interface is
uniform along OY axis. Assume h(x) to be a stationary process
with the following properties

< W » * 0 , <h(x)htx')> « d ехр^(У.-х')У£г{ , СО

where I is the correlation length, d is the mean square deviation
of surface profile from the plane z-0. The angular brackets denote
an average over the ensemble of realization of surface roughness.

The electric field potential U>w(f\) on rough surface t̂ [x,h(K)j is
governed by the equation

fdsY«C?i> tiftA'V , (2)
where is dispersion function of surface plasmon on flat
Interface and Kernel H depends on surface-roughness-profile
function h(x). In the limit of flat interface we have H-0. So it seems
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quite naturally to represent solution as an expansion on small h.ln
Ref.1,2 correction to zero-order dispersion function was found
by iterations and averaging on random roughness according to
eq.<1).

To understand better the results obtained in this approach apply
the same procedure to algebraic model equation

where distribution of random variable is given by

After the iterations on small h and averaging the series over
distr.bution (4). we obtain the equation

7 <vp> - 0 ,

where Z~* «sgrven by series at

or in equivalent form at (^/|) -*O

* 6 ] < б )

It was supposed that splitting of surface plasmon dispersion
relation is described by first approximation in series (6) (that
corresponded the assumption (ip(h) h*^ e<<P(h)^ ^ h* 7 :

^ - t «Г (7)

This is in agreement with two maxima in spectra that were
observed in experiments. However there are two embarrassing
points in this approach:

(i) The number of zeros of Z given in form (6) depends on number
of terms taken into account and may be equal to 2, 4, 6 and so
on.

(ii) It is not so obvious for the integral equation (2) as for the
algebraic equation (3) that series (5) or (6) diverge at any finite
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£). they are asymptotic series for Z^and Z at zero and their

application a t6 /£Mis questionable. Selective summation ot the
series- that was carried out in Ref.3 does not eliminate these two
difficult points.

The exact expression for Z • •

shows that dispersion relation Z=0 has no solution for <aV 0 . It
should be noted that for 6*0(or what is the same h=0) dispersion
relation Z*^Cu>)=0 has known solution. It shows that dispersion
relation for plasmon on flat surface (S"»0) can not be treated as a
limit of dispersion relation lor plasmon on randomly rough surface
at 6"-* 0 . Thus the case of flat surface Is poor zero-order
approximations for rough surface however small roughness would
be.

So we suppose thai there is no dispersion relation for plasmon
on rough boundary and seek the electric field distribution on
frequency. It should be emphasized that we look for solution in
the class of distributions [4]. For eq.{3) solution is given jn the
form

(Mote that solution (9) averaged on density distribution (4)

have no expansion in power series at zero.

In the particular case when eq.(2) describes the plasmons on
rough surface it is possible to approximate the non-local depend-
ence in eq.(2) by local one and represent the solution In the same
way as (9) [A]. Then we found the electric field potential for both
halfspaces In term of the potential on interface and averaged it
over the ensemble of realization of boundary roughness. Near
the boundary z-0 the electric field distribution on frequency has
two maxima. Spectrum was obtained Is in a good agreement with
experimental data.
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The solution we have found hi the class of distributions removes

difficulties that arose when Iterating procedure was applied. It is
not conventional to finish with a question, but general question
so naturally follows the particular answer. It would be interesting
to know how such solution is transformed when the dependence
in eq.(2) (s essentially non-local or/and equation become
nonlinear. Does it disappear or like Cafs grin remains some time
after the rest of him has gone?
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